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Achille Albonetti 

LES RAPPORTS ENTRE L'EUROPE OCCIDENTALE ET LES ETATS-UNIS . 

LES CONSEQUENCES DE LA CRISE ENERGETIQUE ET LE MOYEN-ORIENT 

pivergenceil et con flits dans le marche energetique jusqu 'en 198.5 -

1. - Le marche mondial de .1 'energie a ete caracterise, au cours de 1 'apres .. 

guerre et, en particulier, pendant la decennie 1960-1970, par une. demande 

soutenue, par une off re abondante et par des prix relativement bas. · 

Le petrole, disponible pratiquement sans restrictions quantitatives et a des 

prix peu e1eves,. a couvert la majeure partie des besoins nouveaux et ctois

sants. Le gaz naturel a egalement contribue, avec le petrole, a couvrir ces 

besoins, Le ·charbon a continue a decro1tre et a occupe un pourcentage ·en 

continuelle diminution dans le bilan energetique mondial. 

Au cours des cinq dernieres annees, on a enregistre un grand nombre de 

commandes de centrales nucleaires, surtout aux Etats- Unis, au Japon et en 

Europe occidentale. Bien que la production d 'energie electrique d 'origine nu

cleaire ne se fasse pas encore remarquer dans le marche de 1 'energie, cela 

ne saurait toutefois tarder. 

2, - Le cadre general des quinze prochaines annees pourrait bien ~tre different. 

Le taux d 'accroissement annuel net des consommations d 'energie dans le 

monde - qui etait de 4, 5% en 1960-1970 -, devrait atteindre 5% en 1970-1985. \: 
.. l·.:;-~ 

On prevoit notamment que les besoins des. pays industrialises a economie de ·: 

marche atteindront, en 1985, le double de leur niveau actuel. La majorite 

de ces pays devra, pour couvrir ses besoins energetiques, avoir recours· 

il 
. '\j ... 

de facon croissante a. des sources externes. Ceci est surtout valable pour le 

petrole qui est, de nos jours, la source la plus importante d'energie. Il est 

vraisemblable que la place preponderante qu 'il occupe dans le bilan energetique, 

en terme de pourcentage, demeurera inchangee dahs les dix a quinze ans a 
vE'mir 

· ... · • .. 

. ·-·- ... 
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La part du p~trole dans les ressources ~nergetiques de la Communaut~ euro

peenne depassera 60o/o en 1975-1980 et commencera, vraisemblablement, a de

cro1tre en 1985; celle du .Tapon se maintiendra aux environs de 70-72%; celle 

des Etats- Unis diminuera l~gerement au cours des quinz'e prochaines annees : 

de 45 a 40o/o Toutefois, compte-tenu de l'accroissement considerable des besoins 

petroliers> les Etats- Unis devront pour la premiere fois dans leur histoire, 

avoir recours a des importations de petrole de l'hemisphere oriental et, notam

ment, du Moyen-Orient et d 'Afrique du Nord. De telles importations pourraient 

m~me, selon les previsions les plus recentes, atteindre · 40-50% de leurs be

soins petroliers en 1985. 

Ce qui signifie que, a cette date. les pays de la Communaute consommeront 

environ 1. 000 millions de tonnes de petrole, contre 480 millions de tonnes en 

1970. Ce qui signifie egalement que 90-95% des besoins en petrole devront 

~tre importes en 1985 (au minimum 900 millions de tonnes). En 1985, les 

Etats-Unis devront importer environ 500 millions de tonnes de petrole et 

le .Tapon plus de. 500 · millions de tonnes. 

On prevoit ~galement que, dans les prochaines annees, la tendance des prix 

et des conts du .P~trole sera a la hausse. Les pays producteurs pourraient 

~tre amen~s. en outre, a r~duire la production de petrole pour des motifs 

de conservation: politique d~ja adopt~e par la Libye, le Kowe'lt et le Venezuela. 

3. - Le gaz naturel contribuera incontestablement,. et de· fa con croissante, a la 

couverture des besoins energ~tiques mondiaux, notamment de ceux des. pays 

··industrialises. Mais les facteurs de tension qui caracterisent le marche petroher, 

risquent ~galement de caracteriser le marche du gaz naturel. · En effet, comme 

il advient deja et adviendra de plus en plus pour le petrole, le Japon et les 

Etats-Unis se presenteront sur les marches traditionnels ou potentiels de l'Eu

rope. occidentale. En outre, comme pour le petrole, la tendance des prix du 

gaz natilrel sera a la hausse. 
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4.- Le charbon continuera, de son cOte, tres probablement, il. jouer uh rt>le 

secondaire sur le marche energetique des quinie prochaines annees, en depit 

d 'une reevaluation probable de son rMe, notamment aux Etats- Unis et en 

Grande-Bretagne, 

5. - Une des nouvelles caracteristiques du marche energetique des quinze an

nees il. venir sera representee par l'utilisation croissante de l'energie nucle

aire. L 'energie nucleaire contribuera il.. faire plafonner - en pourcentage sinon 

en termes absolus -, la part du petrole et du gaz naturel dans le cadre de 

la production et de la consommation energetique mondiale, notamment aux 

Etats- Unis, en Europe occidentale et au Japan. Elle mettra un certain frein 

aux besoins croissants en combustibles solides et surtout liquides des pays 

de l'Europe occidentale, des Etats-Unis et· du Japan. Elle representera, ega

lement, un facteur de diversification susceptible de renforcer la securite des 

approvisionnements energetiques, gr§.ce au fait que l'uranium est largement 

repandu dans le monde, alors que son potentiel energetique par unite de poids 

est considerable. Ceci, naturellement, devrait reduire sensiblement les pro

blemes et les frais de transport et faciliter les problemes de stockage. En 

outre, l'energie nucleaire est susceptible d'exercer une pression sur les prix 

des sources energetiques concurrentes, du fait qu 'elle represente desormais 

la source energetique la mains chere •pour la production d 'electricite, surtout 

pour des unites de grandes dimensions. 

L 'energie hydro-geo-nucleo-electrique, bien qu 'elle represente, aujourd 'hui, 

une part negligeable du bilan energetique mondial et que son pourcentage de 

participation ait ete, en 1970, pratiquement le double qu'en 1953 (soit environ 

6%), a neanmoins enregistre, en termes absolus, de constantes augmentations 

au cours des vingt dernieres annees, passant de 70 millions de tonnes d 'equi

valent petrole en 1953, il. 150 millions de tonnes en 1963, et il. 300 millions 

de tonnes en 1970, L 'Amerique du Nord, 1'Europe occidentale et le Japan sont, 

en ce moment, en plein boom nucleaire - boom qui col1tinuera et se renforcera 

dans les prochaines annees. Des douzaines de grosses fentrales nucleaires 

ont ete commandees dans presque taus les pays industrialises. 
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.6.- En g(meral, ·· si l'on se refere aux pays les plus developpes nucleairem?nt. 

le taux moyen annuel d'expahsion de la puissance electrique totale devrait se 

maintenir dans des limites relativement basses et etroites (environ 4; 4-10, 5%), 

t andis que le taux relatif a la puissance electronucleaire devrait partir de va

leurs minimales de l'ordre de 10-12% pour atteindre, dans certains cas, des 

pointes de l'ordre de 25-30o/o (Japon, Republique Federale d 'Allemagne). On 

prevoit que, en 1985, la participation de la puissance electronucleaire a la 

puissance electrique totale variera avec des pourcentages inferieurs a 20% 

pour certains pays (Belgique, Royaume-Uni, Australie), et des pourcentages 

superieurs a 30o/o pour d 'autres (Etats-Unis, Republique Federale d 'Allemagne, 

France, Suede, Espagne, Japon, etc. ). 

7. - Ces quelques considerations laissent entrevoir le rble de plus en plus pre

eminent qui. sera reserve, dans les annees ·a venir, a l'energie nucleaire dans 

le developpement de la consommation energetique dont les tendances, selon 

les previsions, devraient se maintenir a.· la ha us se avec les m~mes taux d 'a\lg

mentation qu 'actuellement. 

En ce qui concerne, notamment, les Etats-Unis, on prevoit que la demande 

totale d 'energie va doubler environ entre 1970 et 1990. Dans le contexte des 

besoins energetiques, l'energie electrique jouera un rble de plus en plus impor

tant en raison de ses caracteristiques particulieres qui contribueront a rendre 

son utilisation de plus en plus irremplac;able pour toutes les applications tech

niques et productives En 1970, l'energie electrique representait 23% des be

soins energetiques des Etats-Unis. En 1980 et en 1990, on prevoit que l'ener

gie electrique couvrira respectivement 34% et 44% de la demande energetique 

total e. Cela signifie que de 340.000 MWe installes en 1970, il faudra pass er a 
environ 700. 000 MWe en 1980 et a 1. 260. 000 MWe en 1990. Parmi les diverses 

installations de production d 'energie electrique, un rMe de plus en plus important 

sera devolu aux reacteurs nucleaires. En 1970 leur production ne representait 

,que 1, 62% de la production electrique totale. On prevoit que ce pourcentage at

_teindra 30% en 1980 et 50% en 1990. 
" 

' < 
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Pour les principaux pays de l'Europe occidentale egalement, l'energie electroc 

nucleaire representera, en 1980, une part significative du bilan energetique 

total et atteindra de 25 a 35o/o de la production glob ale d 'energie electrique. 

En ce qui concerne le J apon, les taux d 'accroissement de la consommation 

'ct 'energie seront encore plus significatifs et leur niveau a peine legerement 

inferieur a celui des dix dernieres annees (accroissement moyen annuel de 

plus de 13o/o) De ce fait, la consommation energetique sera quintuplee en 1980 

par rapport a c'elle de 1960. ·On prevoit egalement des augmentations importantes 

de la puissance electrique, qui pourra atteindre 160. 000 MWe en 1980, contre 

52 .. 000 MWe en 1970. L 'energie electronucleaire representera un pourcentage 

considerable de la production to tale d 'energie electrique, pourcentage qui pourra 

m~me atteindre. 25o/o en 1980. 

8.- L'avEmement de l'energie nucleaire survient done a un moment particuliere

ment opportun. En effet, la consommation du petrole est, comme on l'a dit 

plus haut, en augmentation croissante, alors que les reserves sont relativement 

limitees et les prix en hausse considerable, 

Toutefois, contrairement a ce que l'on pensait il y a quelques a1mees, l'avene

ment de l'energie nucleaire, bien que representant un facteur important, ne 

pourra pas, tout au moins d'ici 1985, reduire substantiellement la situation 

preoccupante de dependance dans laquelle se trouve l'Europe occidentale en 

matiere d 'importations de petrole, ni eviter que les Etats-Unis eux-m~mes 

et le Japon ne deviennent progressivement tributaires eux-aussi des importa

tions de petrole du Moyen-Orient et d 'Afrique du Nord. 

On a deja mentionne la tendance a la hausse des prix et a la restriction de la 

production. En particulier, les restrictions a la production pourraient se genera

liser, soit pour des motifs de conservation d 'une res source naturelle limitee, 

so it pour des raisons politiques (press ion sur les Etats- Unis pour provoquer 

un changement de politique envers Isra'el) Les restrictions a la production de 
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p<Hrole pourraient trouver un encouragement ulterieur dans l'accroissement 

des recettes des pays producteurs, notamment des pays· d).! Moyen-Orient et 

d 'Afrique du Nord, 

En effet, les versements financiers aux pays du Moyen-Orient et d 'Afrique du 

Nord pour !'extraction du petrole qui etaient de 5-10 milliards de dollars 

par an au debut des annees 1970 - passeront a environ 30 milliards de dol

lars par an en 1980 et a environ fiO milliards de dollars par an en 1985. Ces 
\ 

enormes ressources en devises etrangeres comportent une difficulte accrue 

d 'emploi pour les pays producteurs de petrole et representent un autre facteur 

d 'instabilite economique et monetaire pour les pays a economie de march e. 

9. - La modification de la structure du marche energetique, commencee a 

partir de 1970, tant sur le plan de l'offre que sur celui de la demande, de

vrait continuer et caracteriser la prochaine decennie, particulierement en ce 

qui concerne le petrole, principale ';;ource energetique. 

En premier lieu, les perspectives mondiales de la demande jusqu'en 1985 

revelent, comme on l'a dit plus haut, que les pays de !'Europe occidentale 

seront de plus en plus tributaires, pour leurs approvisionnements petroliers, 

du Moyen-Orient et d 'Afrique du Nord et, de plus, qu 'ils se trouveront en 

concurrence directe avec d 'autres acheteurs, notamment Etats-Unis et Japan. 

En second lieu, les conditions d 'offre du petrole ant tendance a devenir de 

plus en plus compliquees du fait, notamment, des changements - deja intervenus 

ou previsibles -, dans la politique des pays producteurs ainsi que dans les 

rapports existant entre ces pays, les compagnies petrolieres internationales 

et les pays consommateurs. 

10. - Il n 'est done pas etonnant, dans de telles conditions, que les pays pro

ducteurs et les pays consommateurs soient. amenes a examiner avec une atten-
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tion majeure le probleme des structures traditionnelles du marche du petrole •. 

D 'un cbte, les principaux pays europeens consommateurs - Italie, France, 

Rt:publique Federale d 'Al.lemagne -, ont cree. et developpe des societes natio

nales pour 1 'extraction, le raffinage et la commercialisation du petrole. 

De l'autre, les pays producteurs de pet role du Moyen-Orient et d 'Afrique du 

Nord, notamment l'Iraq, la Libye et 1 'Algerie, se sent groupes, des 1960, en 

' ,une organisation des pays exportateurs de petrole (OPEP}, et ont obtenu, sur

tout ces deux dernieres annees, de continuelles augmentations des prix du pe

trole, En outre, grilce aux importants accords conclus en octobre 1972 a New

York, ils se sent assures une participation dans les compagnies petrolieres 

internationales qui, initialement de 25%, att~indra 51% en 1983 Il s'agit la, en 

fait de nationalisations subreptices, semblables a celles. operees ouvertemeri.t 

par l'Algerie en .fevrier.1971 vis-a-vis des compagnies petrolieres franc;aises, 

par 1 'abolition complete du regime concessionnaire, et. par l'Iraq qui, a la. 

suite d 'un long differend avec 1 'Iraq Petroleum Company, a decide, en juin 

1972 de nationaliser cette derniere compagnie. En Iran egalement, la situa

tion est en pleine evolution. La nationalisation des re~sources petrolieres, de

cidee en 1951 par Mossadeq, a entra1ne, en janvier 1973, la decision du Shah 

de ne pas renouveler l'accord de 1954 qui arrivera a echeance en 1979. 

ll. - En definitive, la situation relativement facile des approvisionnemerits petro" 

liers qui s 'est verifiee durant les vingt"cinq dernHTes annees et, notamment, les 

annees 1960J a fort peu de prooabilites de se maintenir a l'avenir. On peut m~

me prevoir que la decennie en cours et, dans une certaine mesure, la suivante,. · 

seront des periodes cruciales pour 1 'evolution du marche energetique mondial 

et. en particulier, pour 1 'evolution du niarche energetique de 1 'Europe occiden

tale. des Etats-Unis et du Japon. 

Ce n'est que vers la fin des annees 1980, en effet, que les applications crois

santes de 1 'energie nucleaire, le developpement de la production du petrole et 
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du gaz naturel en ·Mer du Nord, en Alaska et dans d 'autres parties du monde, 

l'exploitation des vastes gisements de schistes bitumirteux aux Etats-Unis er 

les r~sultats des recherches et des efforts pour r~duire la consommation 

d ·~nergie, devraient permettre de faire face plus facilement aux besoins ~ner

g~tiques croissants de la Communaut~ europ~enne, des Etats-Unis et du Japan, 

En cons~quence, il fa ut s 'attendre, pour la prochaine d~cennie, a un v~ritable 

defi qui. aura des r~percussions a caractere ~conomique, politique et strat~gi-

que, Ce defi int~ressera les trois principales sources ~nerg~tiques 

~nergie nucl~aire, p~trole et, plus particulierement ce dernier. 

charbon, 

12, - En ce qui concerne le charbon , i1 faudra definir son rl'lle exact dans 

l'approvisionnement ~nerg~tique, . notamment sur le· march~ de l'Europe occiden

tale et sur celui des Etats- Unis, Ce rl'lle pourra assumer une certaine impor

tance aux Etats- Unis et en Grande-Bretagne. Il est toutefois douteux de pens er 

que le charbon pourra representer un ~l~ment d~terminant pour la solution du 

probleme ~nerg~tique des principaux pays industrialises du monde, notamment 

Europe occidentale, Etats-Unis efJapon. 

Selon les pr~visions les plus r~centes, le pourcentage. du charbon,· dans le 

cadre des besoins energetiques mondiaux, continuera a decro1tre en 1985. En 

t_ermes absolus, la production de charbon devrait rester pratiquement station

naire en Europe occidentale et au Japan (environ 1/10 du total des besoins 

energ~tiques), et augmenter de 25o/o aux Etats-Unis. 
. . 

13. - En ce qui concerne l'energie nucl~aire, les problemes sont bien plus 

. complexes, notamment en Europe occidentale. Il faut admettre, tou.t. d'abord, 

que l'industrie nucl~aire europ~enne a manqu~ ses buts au cours de la derniere 

d~cennie, a l'exception peut-etre de l'industrie nucleaire de l'Allemagne occi

.dentale, Les centrales nucl~aires · actuellement en construction en Europe occi- .. 
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d~ntale et au .Japan.- sont pratiquement toutes de type americain. Il est a pre~ ·· 

v9ir que cette situation se prolongera au cours de la prochaine decennie. 

Le combustible qui alimente ces centrales, l'uranium enrichi est aussi fourni 

yratiquement par un unique producteur, les Etats- Unis, malgre les recentes 

avances de l'U. R..S. S. Cette situation, elle-aussi, · pourra difficilement se mo

difier au cours de la prochaine decennie; a mains que n 'intervienne rapidement 

la decision attendue de construire une usine europeenne d 'enrichissement par '"' 

diffusion gazeuse d'ici 1974-1975 et, peut-l'!tre, la realisation d'une capacite 

de production d 'uranium enrichi par centrifugation, s.oit en Europe so it au .J apon. 

La faillite de l'industrie nucleaire europeenne est particulierement grave, si l'on 

pense que, au cours .des vingt dernieres annees, le_s gouvernements de l'Europe 

occidentale ont investi des sommes considerables dans la recherche nucleaire 

environ 15 milliards de dollars. Actuellement encore, notamment en France, 

· Republique Federale. d 'Allemagne et Royaume-Uni, les depenses pour la recher

che nucleaire sont tres elevees (environ 1 milliard de dollars par an). Les moc 

dalites selon lesquelles ces recherches sont menees, . laissent prevoir que le 

developpement d 'une recherche nucleaire europeenne fait encore partie du futur. 

Il devient done plus que jamais urgent d 'affronter le probleme de !'integration 

des programmes de recherche, ainsi que celui de la creation de societes eu

ropeennes - deux au. maximum.- chargees de concevoir, construire et commer

cialiser les centrales nucleaires, soit du type dit "eprouve", soit du type avan

ce (notamment reacteurs rapides), n devient egalement urgent de proceder a 
la realisation d 'une capacite europeenne de production d 'uranium enrichi et a 
la rationalisation de la production des combustibles nucleaires ·et du marche 

du retraitement. Au .Japon, c 'est surtout le probleme d 'une capacite de produc

tion d 'uranium enrichi qui se pose, ainsi que celui de la construction d 'une usi

ne de retraitement du combustible nucleaire. 
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. Ces initiatives, soit en Europe occidentale, soit au Je.pon, pourraient provoquer 

des tensions avec les Etats-Unis et entre les pays eur·opeens (notamment dans 

le secteur de la production d 'uranium enrichi). L 'expansion, extrl'!mement ra

pide du secteur nucleaire devrait, toutefois, attenuer · ces tensions. 

14.- Le petrole, qui restera, tout au moins jusqu'en 1985, la principale sour

ce energetique dans la Communaute europeenne a us si bien qu 'aux Eta ts- Unis 

et au Japon, couvrira, comme on l'a dit plus haut, environ 60% de la ·demande 

' totale d 'energie dans les pays de la Communaute europeenne en 1985, 40-45% 

environ aux Etats-Unis et 70-72% environ au Japon. Les importations de pe

trole, en particulier du Moyen-Orient et d'Afrique du Nord, pourraient attein-

dre, en 1985, environ 2. 000 millions de tonnes, contre environ 800 

de tonnes en 1970. 

millions 

Le prob1eme de l'approvisionnement en petrole est done particulieremer:~ impor

tant. Sa solution depend de la facon dont seront abordes les facteurs externes 

qui le dominent, Mais les risques so nt- nombreux. 

15, - Tout d 'abord, un premier risque derive du fait que 1es pays importateurs 

de pHrole du Moyen-Orient et d 'Afrique du Nord, ne demeureront pas exclusi

vement ceux de la Communaute europeenne, mais s 'etendront egalement, ·comme 

on l'a dit plus haut, aux Etats-Unis et au Japon. D'oil de nouveaux motifs de 

tension et de coriflits entre les pays de la Communaute et ces derniers pa;ys. 

Une attitude differente pourrait, notamment, se developper vis-a-vis des prix. 

Etats-Unis et Japon - meme si pour des motifs divers, economiques pour les 

tins, financiers pour les autres -, devraient pouvoir s 'accomoder plus facile-

ment que les pays de la Communaute des augmentations· des prix du pet role 

demandees sans cesse par les pays producteurs. 

. ' 
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Un deuxieme risque de croissants motifs de tension et de conflits derive de la 

transformation d 'un marche, jusqu 'a present de consommateurs, en un marche 

de producteurs. Un tel risque est encore aggrave du fait que les pays produc

teurs conserveront pour de nombreuses annees le monopole d 'une source (mer-

getique indispensable aux pays de l'Europe occidentale , aux Etats-Unis et au 

.Tapon. I1 est vrai que les pays producteurs tirent une part considerable de 

leur revenu national, et la quasi totalite de leurs entrees en devises, de la 

vente du petrole, mais ils commencent, neanmoins, a pouvoir se permettre 

'de ralentir les ventes. 

Enfin, le probleme - qui est deja difficile en lui-m{lme sous l'angle economique 

et politique, en raison des relations complexes existant .entre les pays produc

teurs de petrole et les pays importateurs du monde accidental (Communaute 

europeenne, Etats ~ Unis et Japan) -, est rendu encore plus delicat du fait du 

con flit latent arabo -israelien et de la presence sovietique croissante dans cette 

zone. 

Les pays arabes producteurs de petrole pourraient {ltre tentes ~ et il y a deja 

des precedents - de jouer de leur position de monopole pour exercer des pres

sions sur les pays consommateurs, notamment les Etats-Unis, afin de les 

fa ire modifier leur politique envers Israel. L 'U. R. S. S. , n 'etant pas un pays.· 

importateur de pet role et disposant, de ce fait, d 'une liberte accrue de mouve

ment, pourrait exploiter la situation de faiblesse des Etats-Unis, du Japon et de 

!'Europe occidentale. 

Les Etats-Unis, enfin, pourraient trouver de nouveaux motifs de presence et 

m(lme d 'intervention directe au 1\lbyen-Orient et en Afrique du Nord, du fait de 

leur changement de position dans le marche du petrole. 
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lfi, - Tous ces elements exigent une attention accrue de la part des gouverne

ments interesses et, notamment de la part des pays de la Communaute euro

peenne, des Etats- Unis et du Japon. 

Si, par hypothese, le probleme de la crise energetique et, en particulier, pe

'troliere .. devait 1'\tre · aborde dans les prochaines annees dans un climat de fai-

ble collaboration entre la Communaute europeenne, les Etats-Unis et le Japon, 

ou ml'\me de tension : n 'importe quelle solution en deviendrait incontestablement 

plus difficile, Par ailleurs, il ne faudrait pas donner l'impression de vouloir 

creer un cartel des pays importateurs, ce qui aurait comme consequence possible 

la creation de nouvelles tension au lieu de faciliter la solution du probleme. 

La collaboration entre la Communaute europeenne, les Etats- Unis et le Japon, 

devrait avoir pour but l'etablissement de rapports constructifs avec les pays 

producteurs de petrole et n 'Nre pas con<;ue comme un instrument de press ion, 

voir de charitage. 

Une collaboration ,quelle qu 'elle soit, suppose toutefois la volonte de faire des 

concessions reciproques. Et, pour collaborer - c 'est-a-dire, a la fois pour 

donner et pour recevoir -, encore faut-il sa voir exactement ce que l'on est 

dispose a donner et desireux de recevoir. 

Il faut, avant tout, que les pays de l'Europe occidentale qui, pour l'instant, 

agissent en ordre disperse, se fixent un objectif de politique energetique com

mune, susceptible d 'affronter les differents problemes d 'un approvisionnement 

energetique a long terme, snr et a bon marche. Les objectifs d 'une telle poli

tique sont connus depuis longtemps. Ce sont : une utilisation plus rationnelle 

de l'energie, afin de contrOler la demande; un stockage. accru de l'energie pri

maire, en particulier du petrole; la diversification croissante des sources d 'ap

provisionnement; le developpement d 'une industrie nucleaire competitive; une po

litique diligente en matiere de charbon et de gaz naturel. Ces objectifs, parmi 

d 'autres, ont deja ete proposes par la Commission des Communautes europeennes 

.;, 
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en vue d 'une politique ~nergetique commune qui devrait, par aill.eurs, · ·trouver 

ses bases dans 1 'Haboration et la r~alisation de politiques energetiques natio

males coordonnees. 

Des problemes semblables, mais relativement plus simples etant donne qu 'il 

s 'agit d 'Etats souverains et non d 'une Communaute, se posent aux Etats- Unis 

et au .Tapon, Le message, adresse par le pr~sident Nixon au Congres en avri 1 

1973, est de bon auspice, ainsi que le dynamisme du gouvernement et de l'in

dustrie japonaise. Mais la t&.che est rendue plus difficile du fait qu 'il faudra 

adopter de bonnes politiques nationales et, de surcro1t, instaurer une coope

ration entre la Communaut~ europeenne, les Etats-Unis et le Japan dans le 

domaine ~nergetique. 

Il sera necessaire, pour ce faire, de cr~er ou de reper>er des institutions 

susceptibles de permettre la consultation, 1 'elaboration d 'une politique concer

t~e et la coop~ration proprement dite. Il faudra, en particulier, mettre au 

point des m~canismes afin de faire face aux crises ~ventuelles. L'O. E. C. D. 

para1t sp~cialement bien con~;ue pour cette til.che; elle a d 'ailleurs deja joue 

. un rOle efficace en 1956-1957, pendant la crise de Suez, ainsi qu'en 1967. Mais, 

peut-Mre serait'il opportun d'envisager la cr~ation d'un organisme ad hoc. 

17. - C 'est dans une telle perspective que devraient s 'etablir de nouveaux rap

ports entre les pays consommateurs et les pays producteurs de petrole. La 

voie a ~te indiquee, il y a environ q,.~ime ans, par l'ENI et Mattei, appuy~s 

par le gouvernement italien 

Il ne s 'agit pas de considerer le petrole comme une affaire d 'importation ou 

m~me de prospection, d 'extraction et de raffinage. Il fa ut placer le p~trole dans 

le contexte du d~veloppement ~conomique des pays producteurs. Le r(')le pre

~minent qu 'un tel produit assume dans les pays industrialises devrait faciliter 

ce concept, Il a d 'ailleurs ~t~ repris par le gouvernerrient fran~;ais dans ses 
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rapports avec l'Algerie et, plus tard, avec l'Iraq et l'Iran. De lui, se sont 

.inspirees, bien. qu 'avec des modifications substantielles, les, grandes compac 

gnies petrolieres au moment de l'accord signe a New-York en octobre 1972, 

dont on a fait allusion plus ha ut. Il ne faudrait toutefois pas s 'en tenir la. 

Les gouvernements et les industries des pays consommateurs devront egale

ment participer, non seulement aux prospections, a !'extraction et a la commer

cialisation du petrole, mais encore aux processus de developpement economique 

qui pourraient ~tre soutenus et encourages par les recettes croissantes pro

venant des exportations de cette precieuse matiere premiere. 

Parallelement, les. gouvernements et les industries des pays producteurs de

vront partiCiper technolog:iquement, et non seulement financierement, aux ac

tivites des grandes compagnies petrolieres internationa1es. 

Des initiatives ont ete amorfi$es dans tous ces domaines. Mais il faudra aller 

bien plus loin. Il faudra, en definitive, utiliser d 'une part la disponibilite a 

vend re du petrole des pays producteurs et, d 'autre part, les besoins croiss~nts 

en petrole des pays consommateurs, pour faciliter le developpement economi

que des pays producteurs. Cette ·necessite devient de plus en plus evidente, 

tant pour les pays producteurs que pour les. pays consommateurs. L 'Europe 

occidentale se· trouve dans une position privilegiee, etant donne sa proximite 

geographique avec les pays exportateurs de petrole et etant donne, egalement, 

dans une certaine mesure, la complementarite de son economie. La complemen

tarite de l'economie est egalement valable dans le cas des Etats-Unis et du 

.Tapon. Les pays· exportateurs de petrole du Moyen-Orient et d 'Afrique du Nord, 

comme ceux d 'ailleurs de l'Amerique la tine, ont tout inter~t a utiliser les cac 

pacites economiques des pays consommateurs, tant dans le secteur commercial 

que dans celui de la collaboration economique, de la main-d 'oeuvre · specialisee, 

de la technologie, du marche des capitaux ·et du tourisme, Le developpement 

de relations economiques et sociales entre pays producteurs et pays consom-

mateurs, dans tous les secteurs d 'inter~t commun et sur la base .d 'interNs 
'· 

reciproques, devrait favo:dser l'etablissement de rapports stables et fructueux. 
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_La question, cependant, est encore plus complexe car elle interesse les rap

ports des pays producteurs du Moyen-Orient et. d 'Afrique du Nord · avec les 

Etats-Uni.s et 1'\!nion sovietique. Le probleme de l'approvisionnement en pe

trofe de ces pays producteurs do it don<!: ~tre aborde d 'une part avec des moda

lites economiques et financieres nouvelles et, d'autre part, dans un contexte 

politique nouveau. 

Si 1' on. ne tient pas compte de cet imperatif, il sera difficile d 'emp~cher que 

les motifs deja puissants de tension et de conflit qui existent dans le secteur 

petrolier," ne soient encore amplifies par des situations politiques et strate

giques susceptibles de creer une spirale particul ierement danger:euse. Dans 

ce cas, le probleme de l'approvisionnement en petrole du Moyen-Orient et 

d 'Afrique du Nord non seulement deviendrait insoluble, mais encot-e serait 

l'etincelle de conflits permanents et incontrt>lables. 

18. ·- Il ne suffit done pas de supposer la volonte des pays de-la Comm:unailte 

europeenne d 'entreprendre une politique energetique commune et de collaborer 

avec les Etats- Unis et le Japon. Il ne suffit pas non plus de supposer la· mise 

en place de nouveaux rapports entre pays producteurs, compagnies petrolieres · 

et pays consommateurs. Ce qu 'il fa ut, c 'est situer une telle politique commune 

et une telle collaboration dans un contexte qui depasse largement le contexte 

energetique et petrolier. 

Il est un fait que, depuis vingt-cinq ans, les Etats~Unis sont presents en Me

diterranee et dans l'Ocean indien, avec respectivement leurs VIeme et VIIeme 

flottes, ainsi que des bases navales et aeriennes, et cela pour des motifs stra

tegiques et politiques. La presence russe dans les m~mes zones se legitime 

par des motifs identiques. Par contre, l'absence actuelle de l'Europe occiden

tale est A deplorer, d 'autant plus que, tout au moins en partie, la Mediterra

nee a plus de titres pour ~tre un. lac europeen, plut6t qu 'un lac americain 

·. ou russe. 
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Le premier point sur lequel on devrait refl.echir est celui de 1 'indivisibilite 

du probleme de la securite europeenne. En consequence, independamment du 

probleme de 1 'approvisionnement petrolier, la presence de la flotte sovietique 

en Mediterranee est particulierement preoccupante. 

L 'objectif des pays de 1 'Europe occidentale, des Etats- Unis et a us si du Japon, 

- il. plus forte raison, face il. la perspective d 'une crise energetique et petroli

ere -, devrait done (ltre de creer des conditions susceptibles de diminuer la 

tension en Mediterranee et au Moyen-Orient. Ces zones doivent cesser d 'lHre 

des centres d 'affrontement potentiel entre les superpuissances. A cet effet, le 

re trait. progress if et contemporain de la fl.otte russe et de la VIeme flotte ame

ricaine est indispensable. 

Tout ceci suppose que soient inclus, dans le .processus de detente actuellement 

en cours, ainsi que dans les problemes de reorganisation de la securite euro

peenne, le Moyen-Orient et le bass in mediterraneen. Qu 'il s 'agisse des nego

ciations dans le cadre de la Conference pour la cooperation et la securite eu-

ropeenne ou des negociations MBFR. 
'~"'<i": 

Parallelement, le reglement du confl.it arabo-israelien 

urgent. 

devient de plus en· plus 

Enfin, il est intolerable que, depuis six ans, le canai de Suez continue il. (ltre 

ferme il. la navigation. 

Tous ces problemes, abordes separement, deviennent pratiquement insolubles. 

Rarement question a necessite une appro che a us si large et, par consequent, 

une solution a us si globale, que celle de 1 'approvisionnement energetique de 

la Communaute europeenne, des Etats-Unis et d.l Japon. 
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Tab. 1. -Production mondiale d'energie de 1937 a 1985 

. (en milliOnS de tonnes d I equivalent pet role) 

1937 .. 1953 1963 1970 
% % % % 

. 

Charb<m fossile 669 72% 1160 55% 1510 42% 1750 3 3 "/o 
et lignite 

Petrolc brut· 181 2 Oo/o 630 .30% 1350 38% 2350 44% 

Gaz naturel I 50 5% 240 12% . 560 16% 900 17% 

Electricite 
primaire . ·. 27 3% 

.. 
70 3% 150 4% 300 6% 

Total energie 937 lOO% 2100 lOO% 3570 · lOO% .5300 ·.lOO% 

.· 

"··-,. 

·Source: 0:\fU - Statistical Papers. Serie J-World Energy Supplies. 
CEE-COi\1(72)1201 final. Bruxelles, le 4 octobre 1972. 
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1975 1980 1985 / I 
/ 

' at, ~to %. ,o 

1850 27% 1980 22% 2250 20% I 
j 

3300 47% 4380 48% 4950 44o/o I 
1300 19% 11960 22% 2400 22% I 

500 7% 750 8% 1580 14% 

6950. lOO% 9070 100% 11180 ·100% I 
I 
I 

-
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ES1'ITvli\TIONS S lJR i BS BESOINS D 1ENE RGIE ET DE PETROLE DE Li\ 
GC1M1vHTNAU'I'.li: EVH.OP.E:CNKE,DES ETATS-UNIS ET DU JAPON. 

(1970 et 1935) 

(en millions. de tonnes d'equivalent petrole) 

Situation 1970 Perspectives 1985 
-

I 
Besoins Part du Part des Besoins Be.soins Part d ;_; 
to tau.'!:· p6Lrolc detns irn porto.tions totaux totaux I p8trolc dp 
de petrole , le;; bcsoins de pctrole d 1 cncrgie de petrole lcs bcsoir 

totatLX do.ns les totZLtiX. 

d 1 cncrgie 0csoins d 1 0n'"'"rri-~ _1...,4 S"-..:; 
.. to tnt;x du .. ··-: 

pet role 

. . . 
. . . 

4130 56% 460 95% 1 ;:-6413 9137 GO% 

735 . 45% 160 22% 2. 940 1. 190 40o/o 

203 
I 

71 o/o 203 1'00% 735 532 .... ?Oi 
f"" tO 

. I I 

. Sourc<J: CEE-COl\1(72)1201 final. Bruxelles, le 4 octobre 1972. 

'" \\"-' . r 

l-> a;:· i_ cl c s 
,,, .. ; 'l'li'O'''all·o· ... :;, : ~ ' .·· .. · .. .:. 

I • .. 
H 1 c.:.c :)Ctr·.olc. 

clar~s lcs 
lJCf:;Oin:-.;; 

toL:-l'..l~ du. 
p<"! L~·olc .. 
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T'-lb, 3. - E::;timations sur lcs besoins d'cnergic clc la Communaut6 curopeennc, des Etats-Unis et du Japan (1970 c~.l,D33) 

:' 

(en million de tonnes 6q uivalent petrole) 

r Situation 1970 ---- - P~r~p-;;~ti~s 1985 
--

Pays· Comb. · Comb. Gaz Elect. Total. Comb. Comb. I · Gaz ! Elect .. -
i 

Total 
. 

.. i 
sol. liq. prim. energie sol. . liq. I i pr:rn. 

I . . 

~· nat. nat. . energie 
' "/o % % % % % a;; 1 % i ~-~ % I - I 

.. I 
Communaute 254 30%. 480 56% 62 7% 58 7% 854 lCiO% 179 10% 987 60% 241 15% I 241 1.5% 16·48 1 ooa;, 
aDix 

. I 
.. I 

I 
-I I ·. 

Etats-Unis 336 21% 735 46% 476 30% 56 3% 1603 lOO% 469 16% 1190 40% 791 27% 490 .17% 2 946 lOO% 
.. 

I 
lOO% Japon 63 22%. 203 71%· 4 1% 17 6% 287 lOO% 73 10% 532 72%1 7 1% 123 17% 1 735 

I I 
I I 

16%! 5323 Total 653 24% 1418 51% 542 20%. 131 5% 2744 lOO% 721 14% 2709 51% 1039 19% I 854 lOO% 
. 

I ' . 
. ·.· I 

Som·ce = CEE :.. CO;\,y (72) 1201 final- Bru.'\':elles, le 4 octobre 1972, 

' 
-· 

' c. 
·;r. 
~...~ 

-'· 

~ . 
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Tab. 4. - Couvertur~de la consommation ii1terieure brute d'energie 

(1950-1985) 

dans les pays de la Commumwte 

!----·~"~----.- ___ 1_9_5_0 ___ 1-~ 960 

! 

1975 1980 
·---------~ 

I . 1985 ·I 
i 
' 

f 

I 
I : 
11 

I I 

I 
! 
I 
I 
1 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
ij 

I 
l 
' 

. (en million t. e. p.) 

HouillE: 147 170 132 111 103 
I . . t 16 22 23 26 27 ..... ,1gn1 ~e 
T'l~'trole 24 97 350 430 619 
Gaz naturel 1 9 51 105 158 
En. hydr., gepth. 
et aut res (2) 22 27 32. 31 32 
En. nucleaire - - 3 14 52 

' '· 

Total (arr.) 210 325 591 767 991 

. 

(repartition en %) 
-

Houille .70 52 22 14 10 
Lignite 8 7 4 3 3 
Petrole 12 30 59 63 63 
Gaz naturel - 3 9 14 16 
En .. hydl'., geoth. 

. 

et uutres (2) 10 8 5 4 3 
En. nucleaire - - 1 2 5 

·. 

Total 1.00. 100 . 100 100 100 
. 

(1) Y cam pris 11 energie prim a ire transformee dans les centrales electriques. 

96 
26 

783 
207 

33 
122 

1. 267 

7 
2 

62 
16 

3 
10 

100 

(2) Pour les annees 1950 et 1970, ce montant comprend le solde des echanges d'energie 
. electrique. 
Les "autres" energies sont des combustibles divers (tourbe, l:iois, etc.) consommes 
dans les centrales electriques. 

Source - CEE-SEC (72) 3283 final-Bruxelles le 4 octobre 1972. · 
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THE ENERGY CRISIS, THE JVIIDDLE EAST 
AND U. S. -vr8S'l'ERN EUROPEAN RELATIONS 

py Raymond Aron 

The final report \o/hich I have been asked to prepare is at once easy and almost 

impossible to "rite: easy, because the basic problems emerg clearly from the 

other reports; almost impossible, because ans\o/ers to the questions must depend on 

numerous factors, often pulling in different directions ~lith consequences that 

are difficult to foresee, 

Reduced to essentials, the basic facts of the petroleum or energy crisis, 

can be condensed in the· follo\o/ing propositions. v/hatever the uncertainties of 

prediction, not one expert anticipates a physical deficiency in world energy supplies 

before 1985, ~1hether socialist countries are included. in the calculations or not, 

Between the extre101e optimism expressed. by M.A. Adelman in his article in Foreign 

Policy and the more cautious appraisals of H, Levy, there is no difference of Vi(lH 

on one particular point, i.e. the knoHn reserves in the i'liddle East are sufficie11t 

to cover the needs of the 1vhole 1mrld from now until 1985, and even from now untill 

the end of the century if one presupposes a normal development for nuclear energy. 

M,A.Adelman asserts that, on the basis of an annual growth in production of f!fj;, th~ 
annual production/reserves ratio in 1985 l·rould be 4fo. With a gro;~th of 11%, thls 

ratio \o/ould rise to 6.7'/o (these calculations are based on the supposition that nb 

.· :new reserves will be found). This first fact leads. to the interpretation of the 

.actual nature of the crisis, that it. is due neither to an absolute lack of resou~ces 

nor to an increase in the cost of extra production {no such increase is visible), 

but to Japan, v/estern Europe and the United States having to rely for their oil 

on Middle East production, that is on OPEC, on the governments of the producer 

states. 
.. '.· . . ~ . 

As.long as they are united and virtually form a cartel the producer states 

remain in a strong negotiating position; they can demand high prices, even turn 

off the tap at will and, therefore., create a permanent fear of a stoppage in suppliec. 

Moreover, as their currency reserves increase, they acquire further autonomy, 

They can stop or reduce their export of oil without suffering themselves, Bet•,~ en 

now and 1985, Middle East producer states will o;~n vast quantities of currency 

which they cannot spend entirely in their.own territories. The Persian Gulf 

Gtates had an income of about 9 thousand million dollars.in 1972, This figure 

could be multiplied by 3, 4 or 5 in the next twelve or thirteen years. What 1wuld 

this mean for the world monetary system? 

From these facts and propositions, ;~hich are incontrovertible in terms of 

orders of magnitude, two main questions arise: 1) what events, or political 

developments (such as inter-Arab rivalries bet~men conservative and radical states, 

Israeli-Arab conflicts or Soviet diplomacy) could endanger the supply of oil to 

the ':lest or alter ,the conditions of sale, particularly the cost? 2) Vlhat attitude 
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should the Europeans, the Japanese and the "~ericans adopt in relation to tnis. 

problem? Should they forii! a _ccinin1ori front, or a· consumer. country cartel, or should 

they act in dispersed order? 

I shall first deal with the second question 1-1hich seems to me to be more 

relevant to this conference, 

As I 1-1rite this, early in Hay, the Japanese refusal ~<TOUld seem mistakenly 

to have killed the American project foro~rdinating the energy policies of the 

three main industrial centres; the question "ill, hmrever, come up ·again, sooner 

or later. I consider therefore that its various aspects merit discussion: is 

unity of action-desirable? Assuming_it is, what_obstacles will it face? What 

are the chances of effective co•nrdination? 

·Those in favour' of unity of action put forward the conventional argument 

·against a producers' cartel. 'The only-effiCient way of limiting the arbitrary 

;,; ·• '·nature or' 'such a: ·cartel is to counter it, if not with a, similar· cartel,. at ieast with 

a. co-ordinated policy, If the Japanese, Americans and Europeans panic and try to 

·outbid each other, the only result 1dll be to give the producer states an even 

more arrogant sense of power. They ;rill also encourage permanent blackmail by 

showing up their own divisions and weaknesses, 

' ·' · Another school of thought maintains that unity of action would be considered· 

by the producer States as a challenge, if not as a declaration of war; that it would 

not affect. the essential threat hanging over consumer States, that is, the ability 

of the Persian Gulf nation~ in case of need, to blackmail and temporarily to halt. 

deliveries either to all consumer states or to some of them, 

Personally, without laying claim to any special knm;ledge, I would lean 

towards a middle-cf.-the-way solution, I think that co-ordination is possible 

without appearing provocative, Joint study of the energy problem as a whole, 

agreement on crisis measures, setting-up of stocks as an insurance, and promises 

·of eolidarity with countries which might be specially-threatened with possible 

boycotts, these are reasonable forms'of co-ordination which should not give offence 

.. to producer countries • 

. It-seems ·to me that the debate (to which this report is simply an introduction) 

turns around two themes, an economic one (the fate_of the vast so-called 'multi

national' companies), and a political one (which of the three groups has the best 

chances in separate.negotiations with the producer, countries in general, and with 

the countries of the Persian Gulf in particular)? 

When American representatives to the OECD propose 'joint action' or permanent 

concertation to Europeans and Japanese they are met with some doubt and suspicion, 

In the. post-war·years, until 1969 or 1970, the market was' a buyers' market. The . . . 

amount of oil available exceeded the re'luirements of the consumer countries. 

,.! "' OPEC did not .ElX~~1;. as a force to be reckoned with and the pfoduc er countries 
:..~ • ._~. '·~·~"' --~~ .....,-',vt.:J' ·t;~:1.. • .. ·.Jnd~.·:_:_l(!,~._,- ____ . : ; i;lGU..I.:..tL.l.~- t.1 
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competed with each other to obtain from the lax:ge companies .an increase·in their 

oHn production. No producer country rel~ted production to reserves, none worried 

about how long the kno;m reserves might last, Short-term policies, domination by 

the major internationals b's3d on the Anglo-American economic and political hegemony 

in the ;1orld and in the region, vast profits by companies assuming, because of 

their very position, responsibility for supplying oil to the consumer countries, 

·.and Europe in particular - such were the main aspects of the last phase. In such 

a context, European governments ( excluding the British government, which was;q·~ically, 

playing the game of the internationals) sought to obtain their share of the cake. 

Directly or through national companies, they offered rulers in the Near and i1iddh 

East better conditions than those granted by the. large companies. ENI did this, 

followed or preceded by similar French or Japanese organizations. Because of the 

difference in price between Persian Gulf crude and American oil, the large companies 

were accused of pursuing high· price policies depriving European consumers of the 

advantages of geographical proximity to the cheapest oil. Until late in the 1950s 

the United States held stocks which protected Europeans against any blackmail from 

producer countries: in 1957, after the Suez Canal was closed·, European requiremen.ts 

were met with American help, 

The Uni.ted States has now become not onlya}l:mporte:r:< but a large-scale importer,. 

Generally speaking it consumed in 197? 750 million tons a year; of which one fHth 

was : imported. On the basis of the most g~nerally accepted current forecasts, the 

.a.s .- will use, in 1980, beb~een 1,200 and 1,300 million tons a year without any 

large increase in its own. production, even including Alaska. European consumption 

will increase, between 1970 and 1980, from 600 to 1,200 ·- 1,500 million tons a 

. year, that of Japan from 200 million to 600-750 million tons a year (figures taken 

from The Economist 4-11 Y~y 1973)• According to Walter Levy, U.S. ·oil imports 

\.rill incre,.se from 235 million tons a year in 1972 to more than 550 million tons 

in 1980, Even taking an optimistic view of North Sea production, Japanese and "" 

European combined imports, .which stand at 900 million tons a year today, will reach 

1,500 million tons.in 1980. Of the three main importers, Western Europe will 

remain the largest, but the U.S. will import barely les~ and Japan will buy quantitieG 

at least equal to V/estern Europe's present imports. About 507; of American oil 

imports would come from the Persian·Gulf; 75 to Bo% of Japanese and Western European 

imports would be supplied from the· same source, 
. . ' ~ ' 

Although no one doubts that known reserves in the Middle East are sufficient 

to meet demand, at least until 1985, no one doubts either that this dependence of 

,the three main industrial· centres on the oil producing countries a.nd, specially 

.. ~m the two main ones, Saudi Arabia and Iran, does create a new situation that did 

not exist in the post-war period, Even if these countries do not use their oil 

:··~s a political weapon,. even if they do not reduce production in order to spread 

·operations over a longer period, they hol~ so long as they remain united, all the 

,:inr.,m·s · f·{rump cards. Thi'ii is the opi'rlion of the State Ii~.Partment, of·W·• Levy (M.A-• ·Alae:r:.man'ii'd 
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role being that of heretic and iconoclast). But so far neither the Japanese nor 

the Europeans seem to have drm-m the same conclusions as the Americans from the 

situation, 

Europeans continue to suspect.the.Americans of wishing to raise oil prices 

to embarrass .their commer~ial competitors ~nd eventuaily to develop profitably the 

·large reserves of tar and shale from which 611 might be extracted (though this l<ill 

·require large investments), I know neither the thoughts nor the ulterior motives 
'·-l. .-... 

·of the Heads of the large companies nor those of the officials of the State 

Department. If we are to suppose that their policy is still really dominated by 

fear. that the Europeans or the Japanese'might enjoy more favourable prices, then 

it must be said that they cannot see the wood· for the trees. 

Let us put such suspicions aside. Europeans and Japanese can legitimately 

ask themselves two questions: why should they back the large companies against the 

. . leaders of the producer states? Would they not do better to deal direct with the 

latter ~1ho, in one way or another, l<ill nationalize the oil fields (without depriving 

themselves, h01·1ever, of the technical, financial and commercial resources of the 

lar~ companies)? 

It seems to me that agreement betV!een the three main importers of Persian 
'Wi: • 

GUlf oil would first of all provide for concertation on. the future of the large 

_companies, which are primarily American and, to a lesser extent, British, Neither 

the Europeans nor the Japanese have any reason or desire to defend these companies 

towards which their feeling;?{lg be envious and bitter (whether this-is jusfified 

or not is irrelevant). In fact, the companies have already accepted a degree of 

participation by the producers which, in less than a decade, will lead to atransfer 

of control,. On the other hand, the governments of the producer countries will 

need the refining and distribution capacity ; of the large companies, although thE:lY 

are determined to take part in the activities and profits all along the.line, 

from ~il deposits to the petrol pump. What would b~ therefore, the probable 6r 

the desirable status of the large companies? Should they merely hire out their 

services for a fee.? Should they remain responsible for the marketing of crude oil? 

Should this responsibility be transferred to the national companies of the producing 

countries, >IOUld this weaken and possibly break up OPEC? vii thout trying to answer 

these difficult questions in a single statement, I would suggest, as_a hypothesis, 

the following conclusions: the national compan-ies of the producer countries will 

certainly 

they >Till 

obtain within ten years or so a majority ownership of their oil deposits; 

also have to ~?erate with the large companies. This co-operation may 

. seem fraught with peril to th~ governments of the consumer'hations since the interests 

of. the large companies do not necessarily suffer from a price increase. On the 

other hand, the profits made by these companies compensate, to some extent, for 

the cost in currency of the oli imports (for the United States and, secondarily, for 

... 
-.S -~ '' ·b:·u;.I!;.J .UC.t-:.'((3-! ... ·_,,',·,:~ $ 

. ,, ~-
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Britain). It seems to me that the Americans >till succeed in convincing the 

Europeans and Japanese that the advantages of concer~ation or joint action are 

greater than the disadvantages only if they consider together the future of the 

large companies, 

Let us assume that Europeans and Japanese now consider the question of price 

as of secondary importance compared with the risk of blackmail or even of actual 

refusal to supply oil to the consumer countries, Hould this bring about an agreement 

·' bet~<een representatives of the three importing centres? Here again, there is .doubt. 

Japan has concluded a long-term delivery agreement with one of the large producers, 

the Thlirate of Abu Dhabi. In Europe, : Britain finds herself in a special· 

position, a doubly favourable one, since she possesses large eompanies and has also 

found considerable reserves in the North Sea (\<ithin a decade, these will be sufficient 

to supply a large part, 70. to eo%, of her needs), 

.The Japanese, and perhaps also the Europeans, feel less involved than the. 

Americans in the Arab-Israeli conflict. Although the leaders of Iran and even those 

of Saudi Arabia are more interested in. their own country, in their power and their 

development programmes, than in Israel, they cannot ignore.the passions of the masses •. 

The King of Saudi Arabia fears the progressive forces if he plays a lone hand on 

this issue and shows no interest in the countries at war, Egypt and Jordan; the 

Europeans and Japanese, in so far as they consider the Americans more compromised 

·.-.·and more hated than themselves, will perhaps seek their salvation in direct contacts 

.. , with one or other of the large producers. ,_:. 

Are they right or wrong?. American negotiators suggest (\v, LeVy, in the report 

drafted for the Amsterdam Conference, for example) that, when all is said and done, 

if a panic-stricken Western world adopts an unruly attitude of 'each for himself';, 

· ·· ·the United States holds the trump cards, It alone has the military po~<er to 

ensure the safety of the Persian Gulf States. NowJpurchaser of oil in considerable 
'li 

quantity, it can guarantee outlets, the supply of arms, and investment opportunities 

for excess dollars. 

Which of these two arguments is the more convincing: that of the Europeans 

who do not wish to be involved with the· protectors of Israel or that of the 

Americans who.proclaim the advantages of joint action for all consumers but with 

the United States in a priviledged position in case of competition between Westerners? 

Personally, I would favour the second thesis: in the present conditions, so long 

as the leaders of the producer countries are like the Shah of Iran and King Feisal 
. Qaddafi. . 

and not hke Colonel al- they w1ll prefer the United States to the countries 
-~ . . 

of Europe, not with their hearts but with their heads, Hat~d or not, the United 

States represents military, technical and economic power, The Europeans, if they 

formed a united entity, might constitute a comparable power,'''· As of now, and incapable 
\~ ·.: 

·as they are of frarojnga common policy, they have no individua). or collective weight; 
,•, 

J; ~.~.. ' ., 
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What are the dangers of a lack of oil in the next fifteen years, due to the 

actions or wishes of present-day leaders or to historical circ~stances, which 

might lead within the producer states to changes of regime} 

From the previous reports, I conclude that if a deficiency were to occur, 

this would have human or political causes and not natural ones, I also dra\.1 a 

second conclusion in the present state of technology and known sources of energy; 

the Western world could not do without oil from the Persian Gulf, not 

single one of the large producers (Saudi Arabia particularly), without 

upheavals, at least until 1985. 

even from a 

serious 

. ' ·;-· 

Having recogniZed how vulnerable ±he \;Test is because of its dependence for 

its energy on others, what are the political possibilities to be feared? Or to 

be hoped for? The rivalries between the Persian Gulf States,,in particular those 

bet~1een Iran and Iraq and between Iraq and Kmvai t, and. the radical threat in the 

Emirates have been analysed in earlier reports, Theoretically, Westerners should 

keep as aloof as possible from such quarrels, hoping they will be settled. However, 

since they fear disorder and disturbance, they will find themselves willy-nilly 

on the side of the traditional leaders -which does not means that they do not 

encourage these leaders as best they may, to carry out their reforms. In any· .·•:: 

event, there is no sign that competition may break the united front of the producer · 

countries in their negotiations with the large companies, or with consumer countries. 

.The Soviet variable is more complex to analyse, What are the aims of Soviet policy 
' 

in that area? v/hat results could it achieve? \fuat could this mean in terms of 

oil supplies to the \Vest? 
. l' 

Soviet behaviour in the Near East caDPfor a number of comments •. The Russians 

·anticipated, in the recent past, that hostilities would flare up again between 

Egypt and Israel, They accepted without great show of feeling the humiliation 

of their advisers being dismissed by President Sadat. They have neither broken 

with Egypt nor stopped their aid, A restrained and responsible policy, if you 

like, but one which coincides with their own lnteres.ts: the continuing Israel-Arab 

conflict weakens the moral position of the United States and a resumption of hos

tilities would have entailed a defeat which they could not have borne without 

loss of face. They have paid without argument the price of agreeing to a situation 

of I neither peace nor wari (unacceptable to their Egyptian allies). 

They are now more interested in Syria, Iraq and the.Persian.Gu:lf than the Near 

East. At-the same time, Soviet leaders must fear Chinese influence on extremist 

. movements and%'t-tid a confrontation with the United States which ~10uld be caused 

by too visible support for parties or States committed. to subversion. 
·.:,· 

.;.t;hese superficial comments, I must admit that I find it difficult to 

the deve,lopment ()f Soviet diplom~cY., ., :· 

Apart 

try and 

from 

foresee 
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Obviously, the Soviet leaders have noted that the West has to rely on Persian 

Gulf oil; they wonder what effects this could have on relations between the three 

industrial centres; they see an opportunity to ensure political or economic 

advantages for themselves, However; they implement a· general policy ,;hich, for 

the time being, Hould not permit open aggression against American interests, 

Should the Soviet Union acquire greater influence in some Arab countries, it would 

play a more active part in the oil industry and trade, ;;ithout ho\oTever trying to 

deprive the Europeans or Japanese of their oil. In a Hard, the latent rivalry betHeen 

the U.S. and the Soviet Union in this part of the world ,muld continue; unless 

some ut1foreseeable accident were·to occur, it Hould add to the complexity of the 

game between the Arab States on the one hand, between the various States and their 

·Western or Soviet protec-tors on the other, A. charige of regime in Iran and Saudi 

Arabia would have ser:irus consequences on which it ;muld be futile to speculate, 

A similar occurrence in the Emirates Hould hav~ to a lesser degree, the same 

significance, 

An Israeli-Arab agreement would, of course, substantially alter the political 

situation. But it is better to start from the premise that there will be no such 

agreement and that, therefore, the United States will continue to be seen as the 

protector of the state against which-the passions of the Arab masses are mobiliz2d. 

In the final 'analysis, therefore, ·it is a question of knmfing ;rhether the states 

of the Persian Gulf and in particular Iran, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, ;rill retain, 

for the next fifteen years, leaders ·who, whilst deriving maximUm benefits from 

their oil resources, consider it in their interest to ensure regular supplies to 

the consumer countries, 

So far, we have only dealt with a limited aspect of the energy problem over 

a limited period of ,time. We have assumed that other sources of energy will he 

available after the next fifteen years or so; in any event it is a subject on 

which it is best not to look too far forward. vie have also accepted as obvious 

that gun-boat diplomacy is a thing of the past, and therefore that --::o;u3umer countries 

must negotiate with producer countries, directly or through the large companies.· 

Having to choose betHeen the thesis expressed by M,A• Aldeman and that of W. Levy, 

we have leant ·rather towards that of the latter or that of J.E. Akins. ·Moreover; 

even M.A. Aldeman acknowledges that the producer states, united in OPEC, are 

able to obtain higher prices and, through participation, to acquire the ownership 

of oil deposit~; he does not agree with other researchers because he considers 

that a different policy.in the past could have avoided the present acceptance by 

the v/est of ''exploitation' by the producer states. 

The novelty of the position arises from the meeting of many factors. It is 

obvious and true to say that producer countries and consumer countries are bound 

together but that the former seek to maximize and the latte~.to minimize the cost 
i 
~ of the product. But never be~~re have the United States (and_ perhaps also the 

~. Soviet Unio[l) needed to such a,_.<!-e~ree to il!\Po:r:t_,q~Lfl;Qffi .t,llE; Persian Gulf. 
~-------------_:_' ______ . ._..:,~~·•!.L,'Y~·,l. .. ,_<,;:•-0<,.,,,• o,),,._~~-v_·_l_·~~:- a,J .. ~.J,_, 
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Never before have the quantities to be imported and the money piling up in the 

treasuries of the producer countries reached such astronomical figures. Never 

before has the fear of a shortage artificially created by theleaders of the 

producer countries been so strong. Never before have the three industrial centres -

Japan, the United States, V/estern Europe - been so dependent on politically unstable 

States whose wealth comes from nature itself as well as from the knmrledge and 

capital provided .by the consumer. countries,. Never before has the weakening of 

nations recently so· pO\·rerful created such a complex relationship bet>reen the 

overall policies of great ~mrld povrers and the overall policies .of local states, 

In the past the romanticism of oil led all countri
1
es to seek black gold; today 
raising a further obstacle 

this romanticism finds its'vindicatio.n' in d real. anxiety while at the same •time/. 

to the formulation of a policy - whether this policy is that of Japan or France 

or of the three industrial centres. 
' ~ ·. 

· Should the Japanese, the Europeans and the Americans reach an understanding? 

Is it likely that they will do so? To the first question, I set out the following 

····reply. ·A settlement between the representatives of the three industrial centres 

seems to me desirable, It would concern a number of points:. 

· (1) overall study of the energy problem, in order to define the probable 

requirements and the possible yield of various types of ~nergy, and possibly to 

decide on a joint energy development programme designed to reduce the reliance 

on oil in general and on oil from the Persian Gulf in particular; (2) concerning 

oil, an examination of measures to reduce Haste or arrange fair distribution in 

a period of crisis should not offend anyone; (3) finally, representatives of 

the consumer tates should try to specify the conditions whereby producer 

. countries might accumulate and use the dollars earned from oil without endangering 

the international monetary system? 

Beyond this concertation, essentially restricted to joint study, would 

· ..... · joint action or a joint attitude be necessary or possible? The present paradox 

·lies in the fact that the United. States preaches such a joint action whilst 

asserting that in cases of emergency it is in a better position than others, 

while the Europeans like to stress differences in interests without denying the 

advantages of the United States in case of competition, 
' 

The United States does, in fact, hold the following cards: (1) It is 

·dependent on Persian Gulf oil for a far smaller percentage of its total needs than 

Japan and the European countries (20 to 30% compared w:l.th 70 to 8CY;j) 1 

(2) if the price of Arab oil increases, untapped reserves buried· in tar and 

oil shale deposits in North America will become profitable •. · Considerable 

''investments and time ~rill be needed but neither the Europeans nor the Japanese ··,:· 
have anything equivalent to this ultimate recourse; (3) so long as the large 

companies act as intermediaries between the producer and codsumer countries, the 

I 
I 
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the United States ~;ill recover, thanks to the repatriated profits of these 

companies, some of the currency necessary to purchase the oil. Therefore even if 

European suspicions concerning American policy (acceptance of high prices, 

prote"ction of the interests of the companies) are ;rell founded, ~;hat are the 

Japanese and the Europeans relying on to obtain better conditions and an assured 

supply ~;hilst a~opting an attitude of 'each for himself'? 

Japanese or European arguments or reasons seem to me to fall basically into 

three categories: (1) Europeans do not ~;ant to 'defend' the large Anglo

American companies. In so far as they consider that the producer countries, 

through participation, seek to take back the ownership of the oil deposits, they 

feel that they ought to deal directly with the producer countries or national 

companies of the producer countries, thus removing from the large companies the 

power \>Thich they have had, still have, or are alleged to have; (2) Japanese and 

Europeans like to thiruc that they appear less involved than the Americans, in the 

eyes of the Arabs, in the Israeli-Arab conflict; (3) they have doubts about the 

true intentions of the Americans; they are surprised that the latter now preach 

solidarity and ~;onder if a common policy would conciliate the interests of the 

three industrial centres without provoking a reaction from the producer countries 

, • J • - c -~ ,. -
,.,.- --h·:. 
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"THE ENERGY CRISIS, THE }!IDDLE EAST AND U ,S. - . 

WESTERN EUROPEAN RELATIONS" '"!: '· 

')·.-_ 

-·~ """'\ : 
·· ·· As H, Aron says,· it is at once easy and almost impossible to produce any 

· .s.ort of final report on a problem of this scope and complexity. He has, 

I think, been wise to focus· primarily on the Question of co-operation among 

the consuming coll.lltries, particularly between V/estern Europe and the United 

·"States; it is to this aspect that all my own CODllllents are addressed, · ",. 

... _As ~o what sort of co-operation is practicable, I agree completely with 
~ __ , . ' .·.:. 

H. Aron that we must 

of policy and action 

seek a middle way -

that should not be, 

roughly defined as a ~a-ordination 
or appear to be, a challenge to the 

producing coUntries or, as some like to put it 1 a •confrontation' course 

" toward them. Any such direct challenge could have the most serious practical 

consequences; above all, it would establish a political and psychological 

atmosphere that would surely be disastrous in the long rtn1, For it is central 

that yhe_producing coll.lltries should not only feel an absence of hostility by 

the c~nsumers, but to the_greatest possible extent.should come to feel a sense 

of_full participation in world energy matters and indeed in the new evolving 

structure of world 'trade.and money, 
:~. .. ' - . :- . : .. ;. ~-

:····:"' \ ., t·.·. ; -. ~- ~ 

:c~;:·" What would be ,the agenda for such a middle. way? . H. Aron lists key items, 

if I understand him correctly, as follo;m: (1) an understanding that no nation 

_should seek to outbid others or otherwise to pre-empt particular sources of 

supply by special concessions; (2) an understanding that if scarcity should 

develop, there will be a rationing and sharing of remaiOing supplies; 

~3) ~o.:.~perativ~ studies of the whole energy picture, with a view to an: 
., , i ,. ,. _eventual common prograDlllle that would reduce present dependence on Hiddle East 

._,..l ...•..... /, . . . . . 

. oil; (4) co-operative study of measures to reduce waste, presumably tackling 

both technical inefficiencies and patterns of use; (5) some agreement on how 

., . to handle the problem of large financial reserves held cumulatively by the 

. , . producing countries, 
.. ; ~ ... ~-

., .. 1 .. ;·,.:::.::.:---;;:Let us have no illusions that even this •middle way' agenda is anything 

'· 'but an extremely formidable one, lli of the co~~perating countries (among 

, :-!-' . whom I assume Japan to be one). have temptations to pre-empt. Rationing of 

·scarcity daunts the imagination - what formula could be devised?(l) As for 

··· · ·studies of alternative sources and of more economic use of energy, they are 

·_easy·- up to the point where united action j_s required, or where an OECD 

,. ~ .. 

(1) For example, if the formula were to be based on existing proportions of 
.:.: . supply from the producing countries before the scarcity arose, it is 

axiomatic that Europe and Japan would have their total supplies reduced 
·:::·.far more seriously than the United States, 
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Study Group recommends (as any sensible such group should) that cars of 

. Cadillac \·!eight and _horsepower should be abo~~she~·--·- ];':i_ll<'llly, on the question 

of the large reserves of the producing countries, can there be regulation of 
--. . . . ........... -·. ~ . -·' .. 

the impact of these on the world monetary situation unless there is also 

regulation of the far larger amounts now held by. multinational companies as 

a whole? At any rate, anyone who listens to representatives of the producing 

countries can be sure that they 1rould never accept any separate system. of 

!. regulation applied to their funds - and lmows too :that they ~rill insist on 

wide freedom to invest in Western (and Japanese) activities; again,, a common 

.. policy on this question could well pitchfork all of us into the wider and 

. looming_ issue of a common code toward~ external invesi1nent 1 again. affecting 

_ .. multinational companies in particular. 
\:.:; . -.-' . ,., .. : ! . 

• · .. If the reader discounts some of these extensions as extreme for .the. 

--, :moment, enough is still left to show the immense size of any u_ndertaking for 

~ . . 

co-operation. , .• - -! t ... . ' . •'•·' . . \ .·. . r>,-, •.•. 

. . , . 

. _Is it, in fact, conceivable? Here M, Aron1s paper forces us all, but 
-·; 

. perraps Americans .in particular, to confront honestly som~ very serious 

divergences in attitude, and suspicions one of another, that exist today,· 

Unless we or changes of circumstance can dissipate or moderate.th~se, the 

'political ·underpinnings of co-operation will not exist, h01rever much groups 

like this Conference may concur in its necessity, 
·::- :c : . ,. · .. 

, ; .. First, .a word about Japan. I doubt if it is correct to lump Japanese 

with ,Europeans, indiscriminaie],y.Many Japanese attitudes doubtless parallel 

those held .in Europe, but f!Ot all: for example, Japanese have no f~eling of 

ha~ng been ousted from former positions of influence in the Middle East, 

. ::~On-.the other hand, the temptation for the Japanese to go it alone is especially 

_.acute, in the light of their overall feelings about dependence on ovetseas 

raw materials and their specific experience just before \vorld .vlar. II. 

I suspect it is these feelings that Mr. Nakasone has been reflecting in his . . . 
recent comments from the Middle East on his travels. ·I by no means write off 

·'the chances of full Japanese participation in a reasonable plan for co-operation 

among consumer countries, But it seems plain that the first moves have to be 

'worked out between Europeans and Americans, so that any initial onus is assumed 

by them, and ~o that the Japanese are asked to join a going concern (however 

'much they may, and should, have been· consulted privately), Europe and America 

must take the lead;· and it is their divergences that should most seriously 
--occupy this conference. - .. - ......... ·- .. 

.. . 
-·· . ·' .. _·· 

~ . ' 
. · .· :.M.· Aron's paper dramatizes -much more strongly than I, at least, was 

' • ! - • ·~ ' - • 

ever aware - a European suspicion that Americans generally, and American oil 
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companies . specifically 1 may have· ~1elcoroed rises in 11iddle E~st oil prices as 

tending to equalize an American disadvantage in energy costs. \fuether the 

·.-- thought ever existed I cannot say, but surely the reality is that the recent 

significant rise in Middle East crude oil prices, all since:l970, has coincided 

·,r.i_ th the rapid growth in .America's own dependence o~ l'dddle East oil, The 

notion that any American would welcome spending billions, in an already 

'beleaguered foreign exchange account, purely to equalize a minute fraction~of-

~··' 

a-fraction of overall costs seems to roe one that no sensible European should 

now credit. To hear an Iranian, for one, tell it, >·That the companies ~1ere 

really doing all these years was to gouge the producers for the benefit of 

·,what· was then an almost wholly European clientele! 

·M, ·Aron's comment that we must nonetheless agree on. the companies' future 

position is more telling, but in one key respect likewise overtaken by events, 

·If I read recent events correctly, the role of the companies as 1 tax collectors' 

is. doomed to fade rapidly, ·although I should think an agreed view of their 

future bargah1ing role is vi tally :heeded, As for their continued role in 

marketing '-rithin Europe, I can see how this is aggravating to independent and 

somewhat nationalist Europeans - certainly the converse situation would be to 

ni.~st 'Americans, who are also s'omewhat nationalist, vlithout knowing much about 

it 1 I would guess that American companies· (and their farfiung stockholders) 

could not rightly object to steps that put European companies on a .fairly 

competitive .basis in distribution, but would (rightly or wrongly) object 

re. violently to any favouritism especially of nationally owned distributing. 

·· ··· companies. Is this, too, not part of the wider problem of proper regulation 

--•:• of multinational companies? .. ,._., <· .,. :'.:·: .. 

But if I·thus think M. 'Aron's. points concerning price and the role of the 

·companies may be a touch .exaggerated,. I also believe he has unduly minimized 

the psychological problems created by the simple fact that Americans use three 

times as much energy per .. capita as Europeans, Vlhen American demand seems to 

.:.-o:.- .be biddfug up the price of what Europe vitally needs -as it is already doing -

· ;: this disparity .could be political dynamite, vlhile sensible Americans also 

,-.'·.'·;·.: deplore our gas-guzzling cars_oarrying 1,23 persons per trip1 our widespread 

air-conditioning day and night, etc, 1 the fact is that most of the extravagant 

'"·uses are either small percentages of the total consumption or so woven into 

life-styles that they will not easily be changed. If we manage to reduce our 

.rate ~f increa~e from its present 4,5% to something like 3% we shall be doing 
! :::..: .. 

r ... :· ·' ~ . 

'.i.:. 

well - and leaving a still-very-large disparity in per capita use, 
. . . ' 

This will 

. be a most unpleasant background factor for our statesmen, especially if it 
' 

should come to any rationing of scarcity, Americans can, I suspect, do a lot 

better at a crash programm.tof developing local energy so,iu:ces, notably coal, 

than they can at revamping their present patterns of consumption. 
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Lastly, in a summary catalogue of European grievances about American 

behaviour, there is, of course, .the question. of American support of Israel. 

__ Here M, Aron has been gentler than some Europeans would be 1 stressing rather 

,_ the American posit;Lon of _supporting, willy~nilly, conservative regimes that 

.are, _on Dr. Hottinger's analysis, not good bets to last for the long term. 

On either count I see no anS\ver, for. the roots of American support of Israel 

_--_, __ .run. deep, and the support of conservative rulers is surely inevitable in large 
-, •• 1 .. - -··· ~ • 

. . -;Part• Both, again, are sure to .be continuing friction points vrhich only good 

.s.ense and understanding can keep to bearable limits between us. . . . . ' . 

:.;· ; Rightly, M; Aron has stressed the things Europeans worry about, 

A corresponding American catalogue would be shorter, but not ne-cessarily less 

:,·,;;::'grave._, Obviously the oil companies have their detractors at,home 1 _especially 

• _;;_,_at this moment of impending gesoline shortage - but they also have a wide 

· '-·«~.--- constituency if-their _core >vere ever threatened, And they and their friend:!l 

.have some feeling that it was, after all, Americans >vho mostly discovered and 

developed_the major Middle East fields. Arrogant or exaggerated as such a 

>.:feeling may be, it bulks significantly in the attitudes represented by, say, 

-. · Secretary Connally, and with .it goes a feeling that Europeans have been both 

c;: :' passive and feckless in _facing up to the cu=ent situation as. it could be 

.... _ 

\ seen_developingover many years. 

·.c·: .. Mostly, however0 Americans do not hold these rather specific attitudes, 

\fuat they do hold is the same attitude that exists in Europe - if privation 

comes,· 'a tendency to blame it on the other fellow, and in any event to resent 

.,, 'deeply hiwirig to retrench, paying more and getting less,or,for many uses, doing 

Hithout or reverting to less convenient ways of living. Most of us today are 

spo:i,led,. (l.nd_ Americans only a little more so than Europeans. 

'•:•."i -:.::To sUlll t(p to this point, a middle way of co-operation among the major 

:consUlller"countries·is surely·of great importance and urgency, (Whether or 

" not America has stronger cards than Europe in a· 1sauve qui peut 1 situation, 

. ,: :'all of our countries would be worse off then than if we can sensibly:co-operate.) 

'Yet the task of devising a reasonable co-operative scheme ---and of making it 

·---cinderstandable and palatable to the producer countries~ is immensely difficult, 

and complicated by divergent popular· attitudes and friction-points. --

,. ---' _ My excuse f~r: dw~lling on the full list ~f woes we now confront is that 
. ~;:,·~ 

. . only thus can ~le see hmr. truly grave the energy problem is. Ori a E\iropean..: 
·.";;:· l ·.: .. 

---- American deck already sprinkled with cannonballs - trade rivalry and barriers, 

l..'.f" a new monetary regime, security and co-op~ration,. force r~ductions,--indirldual 
. . ~ : . . . . . ' - "" -

_ brands of Ostpolitik- this may be the biggest cannonball· of all which, if 

not'l~shed down, 'could make it almost impossible to deal with others. In 

. ' ~agnitude and complexity, above all in the degree to which it reaches ill our 
"' 

soverei~ peoples· in palpable form, energy stands out starkly. 
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How, then, might we best tackle it? Net, I think, by trying to wind it 

into the overall complex that Dr. Kissingermay embrace ~rithin his Atlantic 

Charter.. Only the broadest agreement on principles of co-operation belongs 

there - I simply do not see hO\< energy issues can be 'linked' idth others even 

if one accepts the validity of the inter-related approach generally. On energy 

we have to deal with each other through technical and action agencies of our 

governments, to a degree we have not done since the Marshall Plan (ru1d the 

sooner ~le each have a national 1 energy agency' the better in my view); above 

all, the diplomacy of energy re~uires a subtlety and finesse that call for 

specially designated representatives (and crumot be handled, in my via~;, 

through a cumbersome and economic-minded OECD), In short, this problem is 

very much sui generis. It is both an adjustment and an action problem, both 

a domestic and a diplomatic one ~ and it crumot Hait for trade and money, or 

pace itself by them, · 

Thus I think we have got to lift this problem out from the rest, give it 

just as soon as possible to some very tough and sophisticated 'wise men' 

(obviously under top policy direction), ru1d get going, Are we too soft and 

flabby to do this? 

,,1,_·-. 
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by John C, Campbell 

l, D~tente, Security, and Oil 

The }tiddle Eas.t was discussed at the Soviet-Americen summit meeting of Hay 1972, 

but without eny resolution of. outstanding differences. Perhaps the most 

important fact was a decision that was not recorded. The Soviet leaders, 

by not doing anything to respond to Eb'Yl't 1 s demands for an end to the "no-war/ 

no-peace''situetion with Israel, in effect assured the Americans of the contin-

uance of the status quo. {. 

While some may talk of Soviet-Americanc~ration or collusion in the 

Middle East, the degree of harmony between the two powers is rather strictly 

limited to the common interest in avoiding situations which might lead to 

military confrontation, The cold war continues in the .search for advantage or 

balance in the disposition of military forces, in the maintenance· of alliances 

and other commitments to client states, and in large-scale deliveries of arrn.s. 

Each power sees possible domination of the region by the other as a threat to 

its security, and they have proved unable to stabilize it by agreement either 

. on a delimitation of their own interests or on a common approach to the conflicts 

·of local states. Thus, both powers· live l·lith the.pr_oblem of how to find 

security in an unstable and unpredictable situation, 

Oil has long been associated with security in American thinking on the 

I'Jiddle. East. :In the years following the Second \Vorld War the concern for oil 

reflected a conviction that it would be .essential to the West in case of war, 

an awareness of the erowing needs of America's European allies, and a natural 

tendency to support American oil companies. In those years the nature of 

America's interest in }tiddle East oil was not precisely defined because it 

did not have to be, As long as the policy of containment worked, the So.viet 

Union could not gain control of the oil or deny it to the \Vest, Even in the 

1950s, when the Soviet Union finally moved into the region as patron of a 

n~ber of Arab states, it so happened that those were the states (except for 

Iraq) without large oil resources. The Soviet Union had no significant part 

in the events in which the Western nations surmounted the Mosaddeq challenge 

in 1951-53 and the interruption of oil supplies in 1956-57 .• 

'-- .. '·'·-·' ·.· 
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The actual appearance of the Soviet Union on the Middle East oil scene 

came only in the late 1960s and tn tbe unspectacular form of agreements 

t;i th governments, whereby Soviet technical aid in the petrolewn Dnd other 

industries was provided in return for crude oil or natural gas. The first 

agreement was wi tb Iran in 1966, followed by others with .Iraq, Algeria, Libya, 

and Egypt. The deal withimq tms the most important; for it involved th'e 

·'Soviet Union in exploitation of tbe rich North Rumaila field, Tbe first commer

cial shipment from North Rumaila took place in April 1972, and that success 

may have encouraged the Iraqi regime to nationalize IPC the following June. 

The Sovi·et government, applauding the nationalization, agreed to help Iraq 

·market its oil in 'the face of any vlestern boycott. But neither of them really 

thought that bett;een themselves tbey could solve i-Teq 's problem of disposing 

of its oil and keeping/lilts income. And the vlestern governments took comfort 

in their knowledge that Iraq would still have to sell most of its oil to its 

'traditional markets. 

'Events in Iraq, therefore, were a test case and an example for the 

future, not primarily of the dangers of Soviet control of Middle East oil, 

but rather of the problems of transition in relations between producing countries, 

'international oil companies, and consuming countries. The reduced concern ;lith 

···the threat to Vlestern security arising from Soviet penetration of the Middle 

···East oil industry reflected a feeling that the Soviet Union, either a·s potential 

market or as middleman, did not really have the answers to ·the problems of the 

producing countries, and that even those radical Arab states which were aligned 

with the USSR would not allow their oil resources to be controlled for Soviet 

purposes, 

·The Soviet Union itself, realizing that i'Uddle East oil is vi tal to the 

West, seems not to be desirous· of a turn of events which would cause the United 

States to take military action to ass=e its continued availability. 

·· II, Directions of U.S. Energy Policies . '. -' 

The sense of crisis that pervades American thinking on energy these d>cys stems 

largely from tbe realization of inevitable dependence, for the next decade at 

least, on Middle East oil. For the United States to pass from a condition 

of virtual self-sufficiency in energy to that of a major importer was perhaps 

not so startling. What brought on the sense of crisis was the suddenness of 

the revelation. · As late as 1970 a governmental report to the President 

assumed needed imports of only 5 million barrels per day in· 1980, most of it 

from the Vlestern Hemisphere. In the following two years the experts began 

to look at the demand curve, at the decline in oil and gas production in the 
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continental United States, at'the inability to get Alaska's oil to the 

consumers, and at the slo•mess of the development of atomic energy for 

industrial use. During those ·t,;o years we had several demonstrations of 

the bargaining power of OPEC, which could be used to control the supply of 

oil as well as to put up the price. 

The United States has no~r plunged into the business of producing reports 

on the energy crisis and its solution. Some iconoclasts maintain that there 

is really no crisis; that the major oil companies promote the idea for the 

purpose of their own gain; that there is plenty of oil in foreign countries 

which consumers can get by dealing with the governments of those countries, 

letting competition keep prices down. The orthodox vie~>r, _.shared by the oil 

companies, by many independent experts. and probably by the government, is 

that a critical situation will exist until 1980, and perhaps until 1985, because 

there will be no substitute for Middle East oil until alternative sources of 

energy can be developed. Hen.ce the urgent. need, in order not to be at the 

mercy of unreliable or hostile governments, for measures to make the period 

of dependence on Middle East oil as short as possible and to increase bargaining 

power in dealing ~<i th l'hddle East governments • 

. · The President's heralded message of April . 1973 on energy, 1-ri thout 

mentioning the Middle East, spoke of the situation as a potential "genuine 

crisis'~ and proposed acCIJilrehensive effort to increase domestic production 

of all forms of energy; .coal, oil and gas, and, for the longer run, nuclear 

power. High cost will be an obstacle to any and all of these efforts. Either 

, the government will have to take upon itself the capital outlays to speed 

research, exploration, and development, or it will have to subsidize private 

companies, through tax benefits or other~<ise, to do it. It will have to 

r :remove. obstacles to intensive exploration and production off its own ooasts 

and to face up to the environmental costs - to say nothing of the political 

opposition of those concerned about environmental damage - of the production, 

-- '·transport, refining and storage of oil· ond gas· •rhich such an effort to increase 

the supply of energy would require. 

-·.i. 

The other side of the coin is to reduce demand, which on a linear 

projection shows 24 million barrels per day required for consumption in 1980 

and 30 million barrels per day in 1985. The profligacy of America's use of 

energy for heating and cooling its buildings and for maintaining the cult of 

: the automobile is recognized. But there will_ :he political as well as economic 

obstacles to effective action, While the environmentaJ,ist.s will give . ,·. 
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enthusias·tic support, the silent majority 1-1ho like things as they are Hill 

surely resist, Witness the reaction of people in Los Angeles to the 

proposition that they make plans to prevent their o11n asphyxiation, 

With all the obstacles, it is still likelo' that the United States Hill 

take measures Hhich by the early 1980s should begin to reduce the gep in 

requirements which can only be filled by imports from the JfJiddle East. 

Yet the gap Hill be there for at least the next decade, What, then, are 

the consequences of that "fact for America's policies in the Middle East and 

for its relations with the Soviet Union and 1-1ith Hestern Europe and Japan? 

III. American Oil Policy in the Middle East 

The aim of J\.merican policy will be to keep the needed amounts of oil f101dng 

from· the producing countries to the American market on terms that are tolerable, 

·It is also an American purpose to keep it floHing to Europe and to Japan. 

The possibility of conflict bet1-1een the two aims exists, especially if there 

is a scramble by consumer countries for favoured positions Hi th JV'Jiddle F.ast 

governments. 

Up to the present the United States GOVernment has stayed in the background 

when oil concessions and questions of production, taxation. and prices have been 

negotiated between Western oil companies and !fJiddle East governments. Diplo

matic intercessions, such as those of Under Secretary IrHin in 1971, were 

intended to stress Washington's interest in reasonable agreements which_ would 

not disturb governmental relations and would keep the companies in their useful 

, role as layers of golden eggs for all concerned: a sufficiency of oil for the 

·consumers, taxes and royalties for the host countries, and profits for themselves, 

. It is becoming more and more difficult for the companies to play that role. 

The recent rounds of bargeining on prices have shown that the balance of bargein

ing power is on the side of the producing countries. The companies have had to 

give in to their demands, and then passed on the burden to consumers by_ raising 

the prices to them. Thus the companies .tend to become, in the view of some 

observers, collectors of taxes on behalf of the producing countries. The 

trend toward "participation" and nationalization, moreover, threatens to put 

the companies out of the production business altogether, reducing them to the 

position of purchasers and marketers' of oil on a contractual basis. But if 

the companies cannot any long<3r play their historic part as.a buffer insulating 

the oil industry and trade from the storms and-uncertainties of politics, then 

inevitably the governments of the consuming c'ountries must involve themselves 

directly in negotiating arrangements to ensure continued access on reasonable 

terms. 
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THo main problems shoulcl be noted here. The first is Hhether those 

governments can do any better than the companies, since their bargaining 

. power is also flm·red by their dependence on Middle East oil for the next 

decade. The second problem is. I·Jhether the major consuming .countries >lill 

act separately or together .in dealing >lith the producing countries. 

The United States has generally opposed special and preferential arrange

ments such as the French enjoyed in Algeria and have sought in Iraq. ili~erican 

officials, as well as .American oil companies, were not happy 1ri th the attempts 

of Italian or Japailese enterprises to get concessions for themselves by offer

ing the consuming countries better terms than those they had agreed on with 

the majors, for the effect was to undermine the entire fabric of agreements 

''hich were based, after 1950, on the 50-50 principle for the division of 

profits. Yet others could hardly be blamed for seeing J1merican policy as 

seeking to perpetuate the situation in which J•merioan (and to a lesser extent, 

British) companies did so much of the business and in certain countries enjoyed 

a monopoly position • 

. . . Saudi Arabia, Irar, and Kuwait are the big producers. \oJhen the United 

States looks at its oil requirements for the 1970s, it cannot help noticing 

that an assurance of continued supplies from them (or even from Saudi Arabia 

alone) would solve a large part of its energy problem. Hence the import2nce 
~. 

of the proposal which Sheikh Ahmad Zaki Yamani made in 1972 for a long-term 

bilateral Saudi~American arrangement under which Saudi Arabian oil Hould be 

available for America's needs at agreed stable prices, and Saudi Arabia's 

financial returns could be invested in doHUstream operations in the United States, 

Such investments might serve the United States as a sort of hostage against any 

-move b.r Saudi Arabia to take over ARAl~CO or out off the flow of oil. 

In the background of United States-Saudi Arabian relations there is 

-.much to suggest that a "special relationship" already exists. President Truman 

assured ibn Saud of America's interest in the independence and territorial 

integrity of his kingdom in 1950 •. And in 1963, Hhen Nasser 1 s intervention in 

Yemen was extended to include bombing attacks on Saudi towns, the United Stctes 

dispatched to Saudi Arabia a squadron of fighter aircraft to warn off the 

Egyptians, There is no treaty obligation to protect or defend Seudi Arabia 

but a·commitment seems to be understood and accepted on both sides. 

. ..... -

'> .••• 
'·:; ,· . . : i ?- ,\ .. ; _-, 
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YJhether the United States ;;ill decide to negotiate an arrangement along 

the lines of Yama.ni 's proposal '"e do not know. Officials will vouchsafe that 

they find it interesting and are studying it. Acceptance of it could hardly 

be automatic because there are so many considerations on the other side. It 

would set off a race for special rela·~ionships by other consuming countries, 

;dth Britain possibly turning to Iran and Kuwait, France to Iraq, and Germany, 

Italy and·Japan to Hherever they could get in. There are signs that such a 

race may be taking place anyway, whether or not the United States makes a 

special deal with Saudi Arabia. In such competition, especially if some of 

the producing countries decide to slo;t the rate of production for conservation 

or for political reasons, a destructive effect on relationships among the · 

consuming countries could hardly be avoided. 

, · Parallel problems could be predicted for United States relations ;ti th 

other producing countries in the Middle :&'tst. Iran, unless it were given 

the same treatment as Saudi Arabia, would assume that America had lost 

interest in Iran's position; or Horse, that the arrangement meant American 

support and possilily military commitments to the Arab ·side in dispu·~es with 

Iran over the Persian Gulf. Would the United s-~a:tes be prepared to abandon 

a relatively strong ally for a ;reak one, especially with the· Soviet Union ready 

to exploit the situation? 
·'-,•· 

What would_be the effects of the neH Saudi-American special relationship 

on the rest of the Arab world? It would be. taken as a sign that the United 

States Has interested only in turning the Arab state richest in oil into an 

American colony. Unless the rising Saudi profits were inves.ted in development 

. cf the-Arab world, rather than in the U.S., the pressure of other Arab states 
' on Saudi Arabia itself might be intolerable. The United States would be 

virtually committed to the defence not only of the country but of the regime 

which had staked its life on the special relationship. Given the uncertainties 

of the type of royal famiJy politics in that country and the changes taking 

place in Saudi society, a combination of external an~ internal pressures might 

leave the United States with no alternatives to military intervention. 

Perhaps these speculations are misleading in that the United States 

may not have to make such a sharp choice for association with one state. 

Yet they illustrate the political pitfalls of giving such priority to oil 

policy alone that other aspects of the relations of the \vest and the Middle 

East are slighted or ignored. Any oil policy for the 1970s will have to be 

reasonably consistent with security policy and with a general approach to the 

Arab states which cannot be confined to the countries with the biggest oil 

reserves. 
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IV. Balance of Power and \4este:m Security 

The United States finds itself in a si tuati.on in which its military position 

in the Middle East seems somewhat out of phase 11ith the times. That position 

consists of the 6th Fleet in the l'Iediterraneml; the NATO obligations to Greece 

and Turkey and the net11ork of military plan.Ding and facilities connected there~ 

with; a security treaty ;rith Iran and informal commitments to Israel, Jordan, and 

.Saudi Arabia; military aid progr·ammes to those countries; actual or potentialcp-

operation. with the British at a number of bases, such as Na1 ta and Cyprus fn 
the Mediterranean, and Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean; a force of three nava:j. 

vessels based in the Persian Gulf, ;rith occasional visits of other ships to th~ 

-· · Indian Ocean; and the capability of launching strategic nuclear weapons from sub

marines in the Mediterranean or waters east of Suez.Aspects of this military posture 

are inherited from the heyday of the policy of containment but cannot be easi+y 

discarded 11ithout apPearing to abandon tho field to the Soviet Un:ion, 

The turn of Soviet policy in the mid-1960s to;rard conciliation and normal.., 

ization of relations with Turkey and Iran, which coincided \ii th the first gestures 

toward detente in Europe, might have been taken as a sign that the threat which was 

the main cause of America's involvement was disappearing, The difficulty was that 

those were precisely the years in which the Russians were establishing their 

Mediterranean squadron and their military presence in Egypt and Syria, Their qwn 

statements let it be known that this buildup had both military and political pqrpaE~ 

to push out the limits of the areas from which American vessels could launch attacks 

·on the Soviet Union; to use the Mediterranean as a secure highway to the world's 

oceans where Soviet naval power could challenge the United States on a basis of 

equality; to reduce or nullify the potential of the 6th Fleet to intervene in local 

Mediterranean affairs; and to improve the possibilities for Soviet advances 

through diplomacy and political action. 

• 
What-will be the general lines of United States security policy for the next 

decade? If the spirit of Moscow '72 does not falter on other fronts, there is a 

chance that the two powers can agree on some measures to stabilize the situation in 

the Middle East, For example, they could anticipate events leading to a renew!"d 

outbreak of Arab-Israeli hostilities, and agree on how to prevent it; they could 

press interim measures of settlement on Egypt and Israel; they could cut down ·their 

own deliveries of arms to local states to agreed levels, and jointly urge other ffiBt~ 

to join in a system of control; they could ~porote in develofment programmes for 

the region. 

In the absences of a comrr.on approach along those lines, the natural tendency 

of the two powers will be to continue the current military rivalry and political 

competition, But the chang;::d conditions evident in the past few years may bring 

new adaptations. The threat of military conflict between them, or of their 
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military involvement in local actions, comes to seem more unlikely. Each keeps 

military forces in the area primarily to balance ;liliose of the other. Presumably the 

levels could be reduced without changing the balance, although that could be as 

difficult to negotiate as a similar mutual reduction in Europe. 

vfuere the changes come is likely to be in relationships among the local states 

and the ties of the latter with outside pm<ers. The Soviet Union has based its 

local strategy on cultivating the ·radical Arab states but has found that, while 

those states are. capable of stirring up trouble for their neighbours and for the 

Western powers, they probably cannot provide the Soviet Union Hi th gains it has not 

already >~on, Indeed, ;in some cases (Egypt and Sudan) the tide has begun to ebb, 

And in Libya the spectacle of a radical regime that is anti-communist and anti

Soviet cannot be comforting. 

·As for the United States, the mood of the "Nixon doctrine" tends to doHngrade 

past military commitments and to emphasize arming those 1;ho can defend ther;:sel ves. 

More independence of policy on the part of Turkey and Iran is accepted as natura~. 

The strength of Israel in the Eastern Mediterranean area clearly outbalances that of 

the Arab states. Iran's strength, as against Iraq or other Arab rivals in the Gulf,, 

is sufficient to assure its dominance in the local balance there. 

·· The less favourable side of the picture of security built on such a local 

talanoe of po>~er is the effect on the Arab world, for this 

for the containment of Arabs by non-Arabs, The former may 

is essentially a 
' ·~ 

lash out against 

SYJ~em 

it, ·and 

though they Hould probably suffer further defeat and humiliation for their pain~, 

the Thn;iarJJ might be less passive than in 1967, 11oreover, the ensuing turmoil and 

recrimination in the Arab >~orld could Hell lead to the overthrow of conservative 

· r~gimes in the Arab. oil states and desperate ·attempts to use "Arab oil" as. a >~eapon 
• against the United Sta·Ges and possibly Western Europe. Surely it HOuld lie a great 

temptation for the Soviet Union to look for further gains ~n those circumstances. 

These possibilities should compel the United States to keep on Hith efforts to 

get a negotiated settlement bet>~een Israel and its Arab neighours. Lack of progress 

in the past has been due in part to the attitudes of the two parties which no plea 

. for reasonableness could change. But America's inability' to succeed as mediator is 

due also to its simultaneous use of another nethod of seeking peace and.security, 

that of arming Israel to assure its military superiority,That superiority helps 

keep the Arabs from changing the status quo by force, yet,Hhen unaccompanied by any 

pressure for a softening of Israeli policies, it merely confirms Israel in its presen 

. intransigence. 

V. The United States and He stern Europe in the l'iiddle East 

There is no simple >~ay of describing how American and European policies coincide or 

clash in the JVJiddle East, In the first place, Western Europe has no single agreed 

policy but a set of policies followed by individual nations, Secondly, the 

C = • ±7- nal; ti eo ...,nd nccnf'·"'·1 cg are "int(';rtwined j.n 
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differing ways in Washington and in European cnri talc. The coll'.mon inter·ests 

expressed in NATO, for example, are not automatically trru1sferable to the 

}fiddle East, and the economic and other differences which trouble American

Europe811 relations often are, 
' ; : 

Consider the <!Uestion of security, The grm;th of the· Soviet naval 

power in the Mediterr811e811 has affected the bala11ce there. Hinisterial 

meetings of NATO, generally prodded by the United States, have periodically 

sounded the alarm arid decided on measures such as increased surveillance of 

Soviet vessels, earmarking vessels of several member countries as a stand-by 

force., and so on. Yet the. Western .furope811 pm·1ers, with the possible exception 

ofitaly, did not see their security seriously threatened. Except briefly at 

the time of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, they have been more impressed 

by Soviet moves toward detente in Europe than by the buildup of Soviet military 

power in the Mediterrane811 or anywhere else. 
•, .. 

European_:l\merican lack' of agreement on· security in the Middle East is 

nothing new. It sufficso· to recall French opposition to the Baghdad Pact, 

the fmglo-French action at Suez in 1956 a11d the J\meric811 reaction to it, and 

France's attempt to go its own way in 'pursuit of purely French interests and 

the concept of a speci~l relationship; first with Israel, 'then with the Arabs • 

. . · More recently, especially since the Six-Day' War, the cha11ging interaction of 

the Arab-Israel conflict with the Soviet-Western contest has tended to widen 

the gap between J\merica11 and European viewpoints. While 1;/estern Europe does 

not speak with a single voice, its governn1ents in varying degrees are inclined 

to regard Israel's current policies as an obstacle to peace,·whereas American 

vie<IS on security have come more 811d more· to depend on the maintena11ce of 

Israel's military superiority over its Arab neighbours as a means of keeping 

not only Arab but Soviet pm~er in check. From this standpoint, Washington 

sees the French policy of courting and arming Arab states like Libya a11d Iraq, 

which do not border on Israel but are its dedicated enemies, as in indirect 

. conflict with its own. It is sceptical of the argument that the ability of 

a Western nation such as France to stay in the good graces of the Arabs in 

this way, and thus to hold off Soviet influence, serves the common interests 

of the West. 
" ,. 

. ... ·.-.-

Can a ne1-: approach, more sufted to common European and American interests 

'in oil and in Arab good-wil~overcome or narrow these differences? The United 

States, it is often argued, could take a big step forward by using its position 

as a supplier of arms and other aid to make Israel agree to withdraw from 

--~-------'~··~'~·-·~ .. ·~ .. ~·'-·--"~·'~·------------~--------------~~----~~~--~--~~ - ........ 
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occupied territories and thus open the door to a settlement. Washington is 

aware of the threats of Arab extremists to reply to Israel's military blows 

by striking at American oil installations, and also of the po"ssibility that 

the oil-producing countries will act to forc·e changes in A;nerican policy 

towards Israel. The United States government ;10uld like nothing better 

than to improve. relations >li th Arab sta.tes, but the proposal for pressure on 

Israel raises two questions: whether an American president ;:ould find it 

possible. to take such measures as suspension of aid (especially under an Arab 

>·.threat), _and whether, if he did, they would be effective. 

It .may be more pertinent to ask wh~ther the .. Westerri nations can work out 

' 

. ·~· ' 

. agreed policies on energy at a time ;:hen they are caught in a ;~eb of unsolved 

problems covering the major aspects of their economic ·relations, The differences 

over trade, moreover, include the question of preference for a number of 

Mediterranean states which are in the middle of the controversies over security 

.and oil.. Looking at the prospects for American policy in its general lines 

,. over the next few years, one can see the current.of nationalism running strong: . " 
the United.States has been bearing more than its due of the strains of inter-· 

national responsibility; its allies have got to share the burden; .it is time 

··. for the United States to look after its own interests and insist on fair 

:treatment. or else take measures of protection against unfair treatment; Europe 

and Japan should make adjustments in trade policy to take account of the 

weakness of the dollar Qn the currency markets. This is the tone of many of 

: :-. ::·the President's public statements, as it was of .Secretary Connally's diplome.cy 

'"'-in practice, ,and it was not absent from Henry Kissinger's appeal for a new 

relationship. It has a loud echo in American opionion, ;,hich tends to support 

internationalist policies only when strong governmental leadership moves in 

:that direction, 

This nationalistic trend in. American attitudes may not be easily 

reversed. Perhaps it will take a series of crises in U.S. relations with 

\lest ern Europe and with Japan to prove that the advanced industrial nations 

have no choice but to find means of living together. Two processes may have 

to make more rapid progress than in the recent past if that is to be avoided. 

One is the approach to common foreign policy in the European· Community. The 

· .other·is the effort by both Western Europe and the United States to find some 

·.larger cause. which will throw their present,differences into perspective. 

Here the possibilities in the l'liddle East are_ pertinent •. 

._, -" .. 

r'i 
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One of the "eaknesses of the Community's approach to a common foreign policy 

in the Middle East under the Davignon Plan was the narrO\·mess of its scope. Now 

that Great Britain is a member of the Community, a ne;r attempt to lay out the lines 

of a European policy in the Middle East could be more fruitful. It should fit into 

the pattern of ervanding economic relationships including Greece, Turkey, Israel 

and Arab states, A more independent and authoritative European voice in JI'J.ddle 

Ea.stern affairs is justified by the extent of economic and cultural ties and above 

all by the need to give Jvliddle Eastern, and especially Arab,states more breathing 

room, more choice than they have had in the context of an "outside world" defined 

by competing Soviet and American power. 

Greaterco:>-ordination between Europe and the United States on Jvliddle East 

policies in general is bound to remain difficult, even "ith a more united and more 

active policy on the part of the Community, without the lubricating effect of oil. 

And the oil problem in itself provides reason enough to try, since all the advanced 

industrial nations as major importers are now in the same fix, The United States 

has stated the case in the O.E.C.D. for a common approach to energy, and the 

President's recent message to Congress stresses the same point. But "hen it comes 

to concrete action, the preference for independent national policies dies as hard in 
... ·· 

America as in Europe and Japan. 
::_. _: . . ' .. · : ~ ~ . ' ' ., . ... r; 

A pooling of data and calculations on total energy requirements of the Unit.ed 

States, Wes·~ern EUrope and Japan and on practical alternatives to Middle East oil 

. should provide perspectives against which the outlines of economic ·and diplomatic 

' · .. policies could be drawn. If a common strategy were agreed, its diplomatic 

execution would not have to take the form of massive confrontations between 

representatives of a consumers' bloc and of OPEC. There might be room even for some 

"special relationships" here and there, provided that they did not erode Western 

bargaining power on economic. terms or affect 'that ability of each consuming ;ountry 

to meet its generally agreed requirements. The Western countries would do well to 

keep their eyes, over the long term, on Saudi Arabia 'and Iran, which together will 

be capable of producing most of the oil they will need from the Middle ·East. 'l'hus 

:Western diplomacy must devote itself to keeping them both well disposed to their 

customers and on good terms ;rith each other •. -· '· 

; ;, 

VI. Oil in Soviet-American RGlations '.· " -

The vistas which some no;r see in a ;ride expansion of Soviet-American economic 

-' relations could change the· shape of the energy problem m· the long run. If 

the two countries find it advantageous to unhook economic from security 

considerations, there is ~t· least a possibility of a growing mutual dependence 

. ·based on the development of large new oil imd gas resources in Siberia ;rith 
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American help ru1d partially for the American market. The Soviet government 

has already begun to develop those resources to meet its own rising demand 

for ener{';Y and its desire. for self-sufficiency, but will be looking also for 

export ll'.arkets. Such development will be costly, and the Soviet economy is 

.s.tretched too tight to undertake it Without the help of outside capital and 

technology. The most promising possibilities for the United States appear 

to lie in natural gas'· which American companies are no~1 discussing with 

,Soviet authorities. 

Nany negative considerations counsel scepticism. '!'he investment 

required would be huge, \-lould private companies take the risk without 

United States government guarantees, and Hould they get them? Could Soviet 

and American desiderata be reconciled through the whole complex process? 

l 
' 

It would be years before Soviet gas Hould come in quantity to the United States, 

Thus, as to the time and cost,the enterprise is comparable to the development 

. 

of oil shale. and tar sands in N~rth America, and politically it is more 

uncertain, raising the question .why such b.ig investments and projects should 

not be undertaken nearer home. Indeed, there is some irony in the idea of 

making a tremendous effort in order to become dependent for vi tal fuel on 

the Soviet Union, as a means of getting away fr.om dependence on the l'!iddle Eas~ .... 

···: '·" 
On the Soviet side, if the intention to conclude long-term arrangements 

for U.S, capital and technical support is serious, it suggests that the 

Kremlin will deal "'i th energy matters generally, including Hiddle East oil, 

in economic rather than in political-strategic terms, The Soviet Union is 

now both an importer and an exporter and an exporter of oil and gas. It is 

making long-term contracts to import l'!iddle East oil (from Iraq, Algeria, 

. Libya, Egypt) and gas (Iran, Afghanistan) and long-term contracts to sell both 

oil and gas to countries of Western Europe. This is both a flexible and a 

profitable position, which gains more from relative stability :than from 

turmoil. 
;·: : : ... . ·.· 

These policies could conceivably fit into a strategic plan to grab the 

West by the throat through control of energy supplies both from the Middle East 

and from the U.s.s.R. itself. They may also fit the pattern of a general 

detente with the \vest which, without major change, in the military balance and 

political competition, would rest on an understanding that neither aide would 

gain by trying to capitalize on oil questions as a means of waging the cold 11ar, 

,~ The calculated economic approach of the producing countrifts, which will. be no 

more anxious to give bargain rates to the u.s.s.R. than to the West, may . 

. -. strengthen both the. American and Soviet governments in the feeling that they 

have here an area of common interest rather than inevitable conflict. 
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"U .S, POLICIES ANTJ SUPERPOHER INTERACTION" 

I agree with Dr. CD.!':lpbell; s feeliog thai~e 'two main contenders 'of the cold war 

have accepted the idea of coexistence and recognized, long after most other states 

did, the new complexity of international relations in ,,hich their bilateral cold 

war is no longer the central and determining factor, · As a conse~uence I ass~~e 

some kind of military status guo in the Hiddle East.· 

Hegarding "security and oil'·', the U.S. oil companies have some interest in 

pumping oil out of the Middle East as fast as possible, partly because of growing 

needs and to save domestic reserves, and partly because it will become more and 

oiore difficult, and less and less profitable, to produce this oil. Moreover, the 

enormous investment needed for domestic energy industries (oil tankers, oil terminals, 

LNG carriers, refineries, coal extraction, coal gasification, nuclear energy) can 

encourage these companies to pull out of low profit operations in producing, and 

also consuming," countries. Such a trend will probably be reinforced by the Labour 

Unions to promote national employment. 

The Government also has an interest in allowing increased output in oil~producing 

countries, to keep the flow of oil to the u.s. at a level sufficient·to avoid true 

fuel shortages. But from the point of view of the U.S. balance of payments, with 

its conse~uences for the world moneta~Jf system, the cost of imports must remain 

at a reasonably low level, It could'also be bad for U.S. foreign policy to be. a 

factor of inflation in energy prices, not only for the Europeansand Japanese but 

even more for developing countries which are already hard hit by soaring oil prices, 

\fill producing countries simply agree on dramatic increasES in their bn· 
production? Will they indefinitely agree to cover the energy re~uirements of 

developed countries? Producing countries must also take into account their political 

relationships with other developing nations, possibly through specific political 

or economic agreements, as can already be seen in the cases of Algeria and Ira~. 

This apart, producing countries_ have an interest in selling less oil at higher 

cost to developed countries, as Venezuela has often suggested, \fuat has in the 

past been a political and economic argument can rapidly become an "ethical" one, 

The studies of the Club of Rome, which have been widely publicized, and even 

conservation claims in the U.S, itself have made producing and developing countries 

.. more and more aware of the limits of their natural resources, and they sometimes 

consider that the industrialized countries consume and waste them carelessly. 

Radical states, such as Algeria and Libya, have already adopted strong stands on 

this; and could exert a strong social and political influence on other developing 

producing countries, Eastern nations appear much more careful regarding energy 

uses. 
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Because of the above factors a "pumping" policy probably cannot continue for 

ever. It seems doubtful that the U.S. will agree to become ~ second Europe and 

depend heavily on others for its energy supply. This applie_s also to imports 

from the U.S.S.R., and I fully agree with Nr Campbell ~hat "there is some irony 

in the idea of making a tremendous effort in order to become dependent for vital 

fuel on the Soviet Union, as a means of getting aeray from dependence on the Hiddle 

East" (page 12). 

As has been mentioned .in "Directions of U.S. Energy Policies" (page 3), 
the U.S. will have to turn to domestic sources, mainly oil shale and coal, which, 

_fortunately, are very large. These domestic resources, like nuclear energy (fission 

first, then possibly fusion) and/or solar energy, are technology-intensive (and 

so, for empl~yment reasons, will probably receive strong support from Labour). 

But two points are worth mentioning: 

The new energy technologies are not yet really available and 1;ill need some years 

to develop and a considerable amount of capital, reqiring federal support and 

incentives. They would need some kind of crash or "Apollo-type" programme, as 

suggested by Senator Jackson. President Nixon did not really propose such a 

p~ogramme in his Message on Energy, although the new sources of energy Fe re broadly 

mentioned. It is doubtful if he will now be in a position to propose such a 

programme, and get it accepted. Each year of delay means a few years' more reliance 
. . . R· . 

on imports at increasing levels (there are very few chances of reducing ener~ 

consumption; even 

achievement). 

a reduction of the yearly increase in consumption would be an 

These new sources of energy are known to be substantially dearer than conventional 

ones: oil from s~les would be betwe_ ~n $5 and $10 per barrel; gas from coal between 
tho~sand cubic feet), 

$1 and $1.50 per !PI 1 roughly the same price as imported LNG and possibly Russian 

gas. To convert the U.S. economy to domestic fuels, _not only U.S. but also world_ 

energy prices must increase substantially • 

. . Such increases in energy prices could have various effects worth discussing: 

1. Producing countries will probably agree to the extent that the new fuels do 

not excessively replace their own oil and gas (apparently, this is not a real 

threat). · · · ·· 

. _ 2. A _beneficial consequence will be that more reserves ;1ill become available· 

(because the concept of reserves is price-dependent), which can somewhat de

emphasize the importance of the ~!idd.le East and relax political tensions in thi:e 

. part of the world, 

3. The U.S. has an interest in some equalization of world energy prices, to avoid 

commercial competitors, mainly Europe and Japan, profit_ing by lower energy costs. 

4. The U.S.S.R. can be relatively isolated from the world price structure· for a 

long time, due to its self-sufficiency- in energy, a.nd can even gain with some 
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exports; but Eastern· satellites '{ill be penalized. 

5. Developing countries without energy resources '·rill be the most severely hit. 

So, assuming that it will temporarily get as much oil from the producing 

countries as it expects, the U.S. seems to have some interest in increased costs 

of world energy and/or oil. But this conflicts 'dth the other aims cif keeping 

prices reasonably low for the balance of payruents and for foreign policy with 

developing nations. 

Regarding a possible Organization of Oil Importing Countries (OPIC), made up . 

of the U.S., Europe and Japan, it does not seem to be in the interest of Europe and 

Japan.if its aim is only to improve thG.consumers' bargaining position. It seems 

hardly possible to dissociate energy from overall economic and monetary problems, 

over which future negotiations are unfortunately highly uncertain, It seems doubtful 

that such an organization, trying to co-ordinate energy policies, which are so 

widely different (Europe as yet has no energy policy),· can succeed in a reasonable 

period of time. Moreover, the objectives, and the time-scale, are quite different 

for the various partners. The U.S. may convert to domestic energy resources between 

1980 and 1990, but Europe and Japan have no oil shale and little coal. On present 

programmes possibly the only alternative, nuclear energy, is not available and will 

not be available in time. Europe and Japan will need Middle East· oil much longer 

than the U.S., and have an interest in maintaining the best possible relations 

with all producing countries. These producing countries seem willing to develop 

co-operation agreements with the governments or national companies of consuming 

countries, more than with the international oil companies. Unfortunately, because 

of the spectrum of European energy policies, Europe has got practically nowhere 

in developing such direct relations with producing countries. 

Recent developments in the Gulf and decisions in Japan have shown that, 

without waiting for a broad international organization to be set up, Japan has taken 

some positive steps, and may be the first country to react effectively to the coming 

energy crisis (savings of energy, emphasis on less energy-intens~ve industries, 

the broadening of the nuclear energy programme). 

Analysing the chapter on international co-operation in President Nixon's 

Message on Energy, it is somewhat striking to see that it proposes political and 

economic co-ordination on energy with Western countries, and then gives a list 

of existing research agreements with the U.S.S.R. The two aspects seem hardly 

separable, and a common energy pol.icy must include a sound research and development 

programme on new energies and energy technologies. 
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that independent national policies are 

the most probable outcome, but that does not mean that they are necessarily the 

best solution. If a co-ordinated energy policy (for channelling energy prices; 

and research and development) is not built-up bet,;een the consuming countries in - ' 
co-operation with producing countries, the situation will probably worsen and 

political and economic tensions increase.· It is doubtful whether any country 

will gain from this except, probably, the East • 
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on 

"SOVIET POLICES" 

I have no major quarrel with l1lalcolm l1ackintosh 1 s analysis of .Soviet 

foreign policy priorities in today's world, or Hith his review of the evolution 

of Soviet Middle East policy. As a device for provoking discussion, I shall 

attempt to construct a Soviet-preferred 1985 world energy situation. 

SOVIET D'ITERESTS IN THE \vORLD ENERGY SITUATION 

: , The Soviet Union is the only major industrial power now entirely self

sufficient in energy resources. If Middle East oil imports to the United States 

in the years ahead reach the levels no<l widely predicted, the Soviet Union will 

soon be the only major industrial power whose domestic energy.supplies are not 

critically dependent on the Middle East. 

What, in brief, can be said with reasonable confidence about the preseni; 

and near-future Soviet oil position?* 
_, '·· 

1. The growth rate of Soviet crude oil production, while still 

· · impressive, has been declining monotonically since the mid-1950s 

-' (from an average of 16 per-cent per year in 1956-60 to a 7 per-cent 

annual average planned for 1971-75). ~ ' .. 

2, Nevertheless, the production growth rate has been adequate to 

sustain a more rapidly growing rate of on and petroleum product 

· exports (approxomately one-fifth of total production in 1970, 

divided roughly equally bettveen Communist and non-Communist markets), 

3 •. If met, the 1975 target of 496 million tons (NT) ispr~bably 
adequate to cover projected large increases in crude oil exports 

to ~~ countries and also at least to maintain the current level 

of hard currency-earning exports to the \<lest (crude oil is the 

Soviet Union's largest single hard currency earner). Soviet imports 

of oil (and gas), while growing, are still comparatively small, and 

are unlikely to have assumed substantial proportions by 1975. 

4. By 1980, however, the picture could change significantly. Barring 

much more rapid development and exploitation of '>lest Siberian 

oil fields than the Soviet Union seems capable of without extensive 

foreign assistance, the rate of groHth of output will probably 

* I have drawn heavily for .this appraisal on the work of my colleague, 
Abraham s. Beaker, Oil and the Persian Golf in Soviet Policy in the 1970s, 
P-4743-1, The !Wnd Corporation, Santa 1-Ionica, California, !'Jay 1972. 
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continue to decline, perhaps to an annual average of 5 per-cent 

during 1975-80. Ass.wning that inlt:md consumption increases at 

about the same rate in the second half of the decade as in the 

first, and that C11EA requirements grow as rapidly as is 

currently projected, Soviet production in 1980 will probably 

fall short, though not massively, of tbe requirements of the 

European Communist-ruled area (to which Cuba, North Korea D.nd 

North Vietnam should also be added). If allowance is made for 

exports to Hestern Europe and Japan at current levels, ·the 

deficit would be substantial, some estimates ranging to a level 

of lOO MT or more. 

' 5. Anticipating the prospect of such a deficit, the USSR has made 

it clear to its East European allies that they will have to 

find other sources of oil supplies after 1975; and Cl1EA 

countries have begun increasingly to turn to the Middle East 

to contract for deliveries after that date. Given the obvious 

political advantages of preserving some important measure of 

·• , . CMEA oil dependence, a.s well as the large investments sunk 

... ,.-. into the Friendship Pipe-line, the. Soviet Union ~;ill probably 

~nsh, however, to maintain some substantial level of exports 

to Eastern Europe. 
'' 

·This does not necessarily.mean that the Soviet Union will fail to be a 

substantial importer of Hiddle Eastern oil by 1985. It may import in quantity 

to permit politically useful exports to Soviet allies, to earn hard currency 

by sales to the West and Japan, or to service Soviet markets remote from the 

sources of Soviet petroleum. But, even if Soviet imports of Middle Eastern 

oil grow substantially in the next decade, the basic self-sufficiency of the 

USSR in energy resources provides Soviet leaders with far greater freedom of 

manoeuvre and choice than their oil-deficient competitors. 

THE LTI1ITS · OF SOVIET INFLUENCE 

Ba;r·ring extremely aggressive Soviet behaviour so rash that it would 

introduce a radical discontinuity in global politics, the Soviet Union cannot 

independently cause a major disruption in the world energy situation, 

Theoretically, it could do so either by interdicting the flow of oil from the 

lliddle East to major foreign markets, or by s.eizing (or otherwise securing 

effective control over) several of the major oil-producing states and "turning 

off the tap", J;l..r Mackintosh has shown persuasively why both of these alternatives 

are.implausible~ 
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Conversely, at the other extreme, even if large-scale Western assistance 

bad by 1985 sharply accelerated the rate of gTowtb of Soviet oil and gas 

production and brought with it an effusive blossoming. of Soviet solicitude 
·. 

for the energy interests of its erstwhile Cold \ia.r foes, Soviet production 

could not conceivably yield surpluses large enough to compensate for substantial 

curtailments in exports of i'liddle Eastern oil. 

Between these extremes of behaviour the USSR' s comparatively strong 

domestic. oil position >Till leave it relatively freer than other major states to 

.choose politically expedient postures >lith respect to the situation that emerges, 

but the Soviet Union cannot substantially influence the broad contours of that 

situation. The posture which Soviet leaders elect will depend in turn on the 

Soviet Union's broad foreign policy priorities, both globally and in the region 

of the Middle East, and only secondarily on the oil position of the USSR • 
. ~ { 

A SOVIET-PREFERRED 1985 WORLD ENERGY SCENARIO 

Assuming that the Soviet foreign policy priorities sketched in Mr M8ckintosh's 

paper hold more or less constant during the decade ahead, what might be the 

·. c salient characteristics of a Soviet-preferred world oil situation in 1985 and 

how might the USSR act to exploit it? " 
'.' ·. 

' 1. ·A continuing gradual erosion of the \vest ern oil companies 1 . · 

position in the Middle East, generating moderate to severe. 

strains on the oil supplies of the major non-Communist 

consumers - neither so crippling as to provoke either 

· desperately violent :reo.ctions (military interventions)* 

···or dramr.tic political ge.lvanization of the thredened 

states behind a comnon ener13Ypolicy, nor so costly to .c: 

producer states as to make their staying power dependent 

. on massive Soviet asoistance, 

2~' Repeated temporary shortages in bonsumer states, producing 

- intermittent brownouts and blackouts and industrial stoppages, 

·acute generalized anxiety, and a consuming preoccupation with 

securing reliable sources of supplies (behaviour that might be 

analagous to that of a drug addict barely maintaining his habit) 

·such as to.seriously constrain the. foreign policy freedom of 

' 'manoeuvre of affected states and to divert their energies from 

productive courses of international action. 

* United States military intervention in the contingency. of a grave Yriddle East 
energy crisis is almost certainly not as implausible in Soviet eyes as most 
American observers, in the current post-Vietnam national frame of mind, seem 
to believe (Senator Fulbright being the most prominent exception). Soviet 
concern over such a military intervention has been privately expressed to.Americ~ 

a · '.,.. .. 11 P x naoi 'ic±c in r~cen± mr.tJtbs. 
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This would seem to describe the future world oil scenario most a[sreeable 

to the Soviet Union. In such circumstances, i'iosco>< might in the first instance 

expect to see unprecedentedly strong pressures mount on the United States to 

revise its policy toward the Arab-Israel conflict, or even ·to abandon Israel if 

she remained recalcitrant. Even more attractive from the Soviet.point of view 

would be the extra-ordinarily favourable prospects for destroyin~ the fabric of 

the \<lest ern alliance system generated by a desperate dog-eat-dog competition 

·for scarce oil supplies among the erstwhile allies, and especially bet>~een the 

EEC countries and Japan, on one hand, and the. United States, on· the other. 

To maximize its opportunities for deriving political advantage from such a 

scenario, the Soviet Union would probably wish to avoid appearing as the chief 

instigator, or promoter, of deliberately restrictive or discriminatorY oil 

policies by the producer states. Moscow would doubtless continue to approve 

producer country demands for such measures as equity participation in existing 

concessions, and to support their right to nationalize ·oil fields and to create 

national oil companies, but it would follow rather than lead the pack and would 

probably continue to refrain, as it has in the past, from explicit inflammatorY 

calls for the boycott of Western and Japanese markets. If the major ~fiddle East 

actors were states in which Soviet political influence 1;as not dominant or 

partic·ularly strong (as would almost certainly be the case), such a posture 

would be all the more appropriate to the generally detente-oriented East-West 

foreign policy projected for the Soviet Union by Mr Mackintosh. Indeed, the 

Soviet Union might even express sympathy over the plight of desperate consumers 

abroad ("unfortunate heirs to the bitter legacy of colonial exploitation by 

previous imperialist regimes") ·and might choose, .if Soviet supplies permitted, 

to dole out rations of temporary relief, on a selective and.limited basis, in 

exchange for political and economic favours, 

The' Soviet Union's own oil position might influence its capacity to 

exercise leverage in these circumstances, Whether the Soviet Union will have 

available in the 1980s sufficient excess resources to reward oil-starved consumers 

it wished to woo or wean away from allies will depend chiefly on two considerations:, 

its success between now and thE>n in increasing presently lagging rates of Soviet 

oil production (i.e., the rate at which West Siberian oil fields can be developed 

and exploited), and the extent to which the CMEA countries, now so heavily 

dependent on Soviet oil imports, will have managed to secure reliable supply 

arrangements elsewhere (i,e~, in the ~fiddle East). 

·-,; ., 
·.,;. ' .. · -.. ,., '. ·.· .. 

·,- .. . ,_. i . 

. J . ' ... !': ,.._ 
.................. ,_ ...... ____________ ..;_ ______ ..:__;_ _ _;__:_c_:__:__:__:_ _ _:__.c__c__:_:'_:-c_·"'''-:~ '·' --· ~ ,. - ... -~-
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To the extent that the Soviet Union ~;os able to dole out supplies to 

energy-hungry customers, it would wield a powerful foreign policy instrument 

for exacerbating divisions within the consumer camp. States that were 

participating in the development and exploitation of Soviet energy resources 

would probably be the prime beneficiaries; Moscm1 ~;ould reward their foresight 

in signing on 1ri th the USSR before the energy drought; for others ~<ho had held 

back, this might serve as a useful object lesson. If the scrwuble for scarce 

oil supplies had widened cleavages bet~;een the EUropean allies and the United 

States, support for potential schismatics might seem especially attractive, 

Japan might present itself as a particularly tempting target in such a game, 

which could serve Soviet interests with respect both to China and the United 

States. 

While this perhaps describes a 1985 world energy situation highly 

advantageous to the Soviet Union, the USSR's capacity to benefit from it is not 

matched by her ability to bring it about. In this regard, Soviet oil, military 

power, and political adroitness are less relevant than the success or failure 

of the major actors -- producer countries, Western oil companies, and consumers 

to resolve divergencies and conflicts in the oil market of the future; and, 

perhaps most crucial of all, the success or failure of the United States, the 

states of Western :&."'urope and Japan in forging a com1non energy policy aimed at 

warding off an acute energy crisis, or dealing with one in a manner that limited 

the capacity of mischief-bent producers totaar.them apart and of the USSR to 

pick up the pieces, 

,-·.!.·, ·"· 
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THE REGIONAL ElNIRONJI':El~T Ilf T'.r'.E NIJ)DLE EAST 

by Arnold Hotti~er 
... ·:·· 

There are two different major oil-producing regions in the Arab world1 the 

. Persian Gulf and the Sahara, each of which has its own politics, There are 

. interactions between one system and the other, and there is one major issue which 

concerns them both in a similar ~ though indirect - fashion: Palestine, · But they 

.are nonetheless different systems, . ' 
.' .. ~- ··->- .. { 

The Persian Gulf is characterized politically by the presence of the small 

states - militarily powerless, sparsely inhabited, immensely rich: Ku•~ait, 

Bahrain, Qatar, the Federation of the Arab Emirates - around which there is a 

second layer of bigger and more populous states, also producing oil ~ Iraq, Saudi 

Arabia, Iran, Oman. The system has remained_ stable so far (since the departure 

of Britain at the end of 1971) because the four major countries on the periphery 

are rivals and-would risk war between themselves if one attempted-to attack any 

of the mini-ste,tes at the centre, In a war Irm,-militarily the strongest and 

the only one possessing a navy, would pres~ably be superior to all corners, 

.Hm-mver, this is a rather theoretical possibility, for she would be open to 

.R1~ss:i.an pressure on her long Northern frontier - a danger of such magnitude that 

open war,. without something like explicit backing from Moscow (highly unlikely. 

in the present do~stellation of affairs), is practically out of ~~~estion for · · 

Teher=. 
' ; .. -~. -~ ' - ,. ,·· 

---':''• 
. •·: 

·· The _sharpest and potentially most explosive rivalry is bet\teen Iran and Iraq, 

_whose relations are so bad that one ~1ould have to reckon on a war sooner or later 

if there were not the.Russiim factor, As it is the Russians are present as allies 

with a fifteen-year treaty (dated 9 April; 1972) in the case of Baghdad, and as 
1 friends' and. economic partners in the case of Teheran (though the Soviet Union 

and Iran view_ each other with mutual suspicion and, ideologically, with frank 

-enmity). Consequently a conventional open war is not practicable. An underground 

war is, _howover 1 being waged all the time, This oan increase or decrease in 

·intensity but. is not likely to stop as long as the present r~gimes govern in 

Baghdad and Teheran, the Shah claiming a leading role in the Persian Gulf, imd 

Baghdad aiming to be the chief power in the 1Arab Gulf 1 • 

Tensions also exist between the Saudis and Oman, Abu Dhabi (the chief state 

and main oil-producer of the Federation) and Iraq, The frontier disputes with 

Oman and Abu Dhabi have been put aside for the time being, mainly because of the 

common danger of 'Maoist' subversion from South Yemen and from Omani insurgents, 

but they have not been-resolved> Tensions with Baghdad are more covert but 
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potentially more dangerous, and there is l:lttle doubt that the Baath r6gime 

would help in any subversive scheme to overthrm> the Saudi monarchy vlhich it sm-r 
• Rjyadh 

as potent~ally successfUl - and 7 .. is aware of the fact, 

There are also block tensions overlying the rivalries of individual states: 

Iranians against Arabs 1 sharpened by the migration of poor Iranians into rich 

:_Arab oil centres and the resulting Arab fears of be:lng over~{helmed by the Iranian 

- element, Baghdad is trying to play on such fears, Finally there is a 'progressive' 

versus 1conservative 1 conflict, The 'progressive' axis stretches from north-v;est 

to south-east- i.e., from Iraq to Dhofar and South Yemen, It is countered by an 

unofficial but quite efficient security axis arising from co-operation between 

the Iranian and Saudi security forces (both of which have some •technical' 

advice from the US) and including the small principalities sandwiched in between. 

Since there is little possibili-ty of serious conventional war, interest oentrr;s 

very much on subversion and counter-insurgency. The 'progressives', so far out-

. side the Gulf proper, attempt penetration from both ends: Iraq and the Gulf of 

Oman, Counter-measures are centred in Iran (by means of SAVAK, the state police) 

and Saudi Arabia, with more or less hesitant collaboration from places like 

lla.llrain and Kuwait, 
•'·'· • ~:-·- : • ; -l-

At first glance the strui;gle appears as one of ideas against money. History 

would seem to show that in the end it is ideas that win, but we do not know hovl 

long it will take them to overcome (and appropriate) the money, However, on 

closer inspection not all the money is 'on the side of money', and, as far as· 

the ideas are concerned, there are differences of_ conceptions and leadership 

amongst the 'progressives 1 , Iraq now produces its own nationalized oil and has 

, ·thus an economic basis with which to cushion its r6gime at home and finance 

subversive expansion abroad. This is an ~sset _which Dhofar and South Yemen, at 

the opposite end, conspicuously lack! .:- " , _, ·--<:· ;·,--

Nevertheless, South Yemen' seems so far to have been more successful in its 

.. penetration attempts than Iraq, There are many reasons for this, Iraq has been 

tied up by internal struggles before and after the six-day war. Only gradually 

a radical, imagit.ative and u-tterly ruthless leader has been emerging in the 

person of Saddam Hussein Tak1•iti. In South Yemen the breakthrough to a radical 

leadership, sufficiently stable to attempt subversive_ expansion into the Gulf, 

happened earlier, in June 1969, with the overthrow of the 'bourgeois 1 NLF wing 

under the Shaabi brothers by the radical 'Chinese' wing of Abdul Fattah Ismail, 

Ali Rubai 'a and their school .... ···.·. 

·--:, 
· _ Moreover, 1-1hlle the Iraqi's found themselves at the hard head of the Gulf, 

the South Yemenis were at its soft underbelly. It was easier for them to 
;: 

-·-
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· penet=te -<:man, at that time ruled in a perfectly medieval manner by Sultan Jlin 

Taimur, 2nd they also possessed, in the population of Dhofa:c, the advantage -of 

a resentful tribal minority (non-Arabic speakir_.g) and a wooded subtropical land~ 
' 

scape very well adapted for guerilla warfare on v1hich to base their action. As 

.. for the Iraqis, if they wanted to penetrate from their end of the Gulf they ;1ould 

have to-reckon with their superior neighbours, the Persians, with their own

insurgent minority, the Kurds; \nth-the rich, developed, articulate and influential 

state of Kuwai.tand_ with Saudi influence and paler, The fact that recently (20 

I1arch 1973) they nevertheless picked S: quarrel with the Ku1<ai tis illustrates hm-1 

impatiently they are vlorkirig towards a break-through and' a position of influence 
-... 

in the Gulf, · ' ·' . . ... ~ ... ' 

What are the chances of these subversive forces? Their principal chances of 

success lie iri. the fact that the· governments of practically all the more conservative 

Arab· Gulf countries can be des cri bed by propagandists and seen by part of their 01-m .. 
population as 1reactionary 1

1 or at least old-fashioned, countries belonging to the 

pa.'st, This is true even of the Shah 1 s · regime, the most sucoes sful of them all in 

erecting a fagade of-modernity, enlightened rule and 'white' revolution: behind_ 

those achievements there is rule by SAVAK - and 'the state p'olice is not really 

cherished by the majority of Iranians·, and particularly not by the young 

intelligentsia.· In the case of Kuwait there are always accusations of waste and 

corruption, and. there is the question which all Ku1·1aitis and second-class inhabitants 

of Kuwait pose as soon as they have been touched by Pan-Arabism: why should all 

· this money be spent in the mini-state of Kuwait, rather. than for the benefit of the 

whole Arab world which needs it so much more urgently? In_ the case of Saudi 

Arabia there is the younger generation, influenced by the Palestinians and other 

Arabs from Egypt, L-ebanon· and Jordan, who pose similar questions, albeit in 

whispers. In the case of Oman, perhaps the most serious of all in the short term, 

there is the flood of rising expectations, now that a nm; regime under Sultan 

Quabushas begun with. great promises, and already; _perhaps inevitably, particularly 

since the war against the Dhofar insurgents uses ·up a big part of the oil revenues, 

.. i;he first signs of disappointment. ~~ith the sl01r march .of progress seem to be·, .. 
. 

a ppea:cing ,. 
. . . ; . 

.; .... '' .: .. . ::.·:--:~ --~j 
~· ' .. _. .l-; ... 

despite elaborate, and in many instances successful,· security precautions. 

probability that the present-day governmental structures will remain intact 

long is not very great. 
·-

for 

It is at this point that, for the Arab parts of the Gulf,. Arab politics in 
.. ,· 

general come into the picture. Today those· are centred more ,than ever before 
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around the Israel problem .;. to which no solution is in sight. If there is no 

solution, either military or political, it is very likely that the arg~.unent of 

the 1 oil 1-1eapon1 'dll come to the fore -once mere. Indeed there are already many 

signs -of an impending argument about oil, The conservative regimes want to use 

it exclusively to further economic aims and_for their o~~ prosperity and develop-

. ment; the 1progressives' (so far Iraq alone), reinforced by a lot of states 

:producing little or no oil and by the intelligentsia all over the Arab ';orld, 

claim that Arab oil can and must be used as a means of putting pressure on the 

friends of IsraeL They maintain that, if it Here cleverly done and if. there. 

~ras sufficient Arab solidari i;y amongst the producer states, this could be 

achieved without too much financial loss to the producer countries, , . , .. 

:·Whether ~~is would in fact be possible and to what degree is a complex 

·C': ·question.- To find out it 11ould have to be tried. But it .is apparent that the .. 

oH scene is turning from a buyer's into a seller's market, and it is obvious 

'that in a seller's market attempts at political pres,sure in the interests of the 

· Israel dispute look more likely' to succeed than they did when the 1oil- weapon1 

was last discussed and dropped, in the winter of 1967 after the six-day war, 

If the 1progressives 1 can make it plausible that using the oil v1eapon in the 

way they suggest can indeed achieve something substantial against Israel,. this. 

:will be the strongest weapon against the •.conservatives' they could possibly 

· - find 'and will multiply their chances of success, . There must be hundreds, if not 

thousands, of army officers who would begin to think seriously of a coup once. 

·they were convinced it could lead to a new oil policy that would mean an. indirect 

but significant blow to Israel, 
: .. 

. ' 
In such a case oil 1 instead of supporting the status guo (as it does today, 

.because of the financial cushion it provides for the governments of the oil 

producing states) would turn into a catalyst of coups. The present Iraqi regime 

. · .. seems to be moving towards such a policy, It has already taken the first steps 

, .. by.nationalising the JPC, giving the French-a spec:i.al.oil deal to reward them. 

! for their attitude towards Israel (and do itself a g~od turn into the bargain) 

; ,, 

I. 

' 
' 

and seeking Russian support to provide Iraq with stability and staying power while 

it sets up its new policy, Perhaps the recent attack on Kuwait fits into the 

framework of that some policy, . ·- " . 
:. ,I "• I .: . .: .. ':: .'' 

~ • - I • 

As for the other side, the guerilleros of Oman are aiso.thinking of oil, 

They have stated explicitly that they would be 1-1illing to stop the oil flow if 

they could, and if it would be to the advantage of the Arab cause as they see it, 

It is significant that,.Chou En-:-lai asked Mr. Haykal many questions about Arab 

-oil in a recent interview. The Chinese prime min_ister told the Egyptian 

· j'ournalist, · •You are in a dif:t;:!.cult situation, between the US and the USSR; this 
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is what causes the state of "neither war nor peace"·, as you have written yourself~ 

We think this state will last if there is ha lucky breaJc ~rhich permits you to 

confront the crisis, ·You must· study, study deeply .~.We thin.lc petroleum will be 

an important matter in the coming years and of. great significance; the Btruggle 

will be waged around it,'* After that he asked him many questions about oil,· 
.. ,._ 

In Oman today, as in Aden, the situation is complicated by the struggle 

between the Chinese and the Russians, The Chinese were the first to foster the 

guerillas of Dhofar, They are ideologically clofwr to them than the Russians 

(even though Viennot, a specialist in revolutionary ideology, detected 'Guevarist• 

trends in Dhofar), and the same is true of the extremist NLF regime of Aden, Eut 

the Russians decided that they must intervene as well, Now they compete energetic

ally with the Chinese in Aden for influence ove:r the 1\TLF and its government, and 

·in South Yemen they seem to have made considerable progress because of the greater 

material assistance vrhich they can throw into the balance, In Oman they have 

tried to create - or at least foster - a second front, closer to the oil fields 

of Oman itself, the NDFLOOG, 'This was aninitial failure, but it is in any 

case an indication that, here too, the Russians have begun taking an interest, 

· •: Russian policy in the Gulf area can be seen as facing a dilemma,** Easically 

Moscow has to decide whether to foster revolution in the Gulf - provoking trouble, 

undercutting Western oil supplies and hoping to forge links with the whole region·

o~?t6h'tfy to gain commercial access to Gulf oil-herself, .In the latter case, 

revolutions could become a disturbing factor for Nosco~1's own oil supply, But . 
the Russians do not really have to make a decision - or at least not yet - and 

can follow both policies at once, They can forge close links vrith Iraq and Iran -

the countries closest to their borders where they do not like trouble anyway - . 

to assure themselves of a certain amount of oil and natural gas (they have no 

use at present for most of the oil of the Gulf), At the same time they oan 

attempt to foster trouble further afield in the Gulf, using their Iraqiallies -

who have their own pan-Arab ambitions. The Israel problem can serve as a lever. 
' ' : . ; .. _ 

~- · .. 

* Al-Ahram, 23 February 1973. 

** See J ,C. Campb~ll and H, Caruso, The v.fest and the Middle East (New York: 
Council on Foreign Relations, 1972); Robert E. Hunter, The Soviet Dilemma 
in the Middle East: Part II: Oil and the Persian Gulf, Adelphi Paper No,60 
(London: IISS 1 1969). 
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Saudi Arabia would be an .obvious long-term olJjective for subversion, It 

could be attacked from all sides by different_ political forces: Yemeni and South 

Yemeni progxessives and. radicals, Omanis, Egyptians, Palesti . .>'lians, Jordanians 

and Iraqis, Each could play its role in underminj.ng the existing structures, 

thus in breaking up US interests in the country •. The situation is not quite 

ripe yet. !1ore bases for subversive action ,;ould first have to be gained (e,g. 
c . 

in Oman and Bahrain) or better secured (as in Soutt Yemen) and probably it 

would be best to uait for the death of King Falsal, which ;;ill be a delicate 

moment in any case. It is remarkable how little success Saudi activities 

directed against South Yemen have achieved so far, Tribal army after tribal 

army has attempted inroads into the Hadramaut or Beihan, but they have been 

beaten back and dispersed, probably for lack of leadership and organizing 

capacity. '()n the s·outh Yemen side, on the othe:;: hand, there seem to be enough 

people uho feel emancipated from earlier serfdom to be willing to fight energetic-

ally against any return 'of the previous regime, . ' 
·-·;' -; 

As all over the world nowadays, it is presumably the Chinese who are the 

biggest preoccupation for the Russians in the Gulf. .If Moscow foments trouble 

it might find in the end that it worked to Peking's advantage, If it joins the 

iinperialists in exploiting the oil fields it might find the Chinese undercutting 

'it_.by appealing to th~ people, their nationalism and their will. to wage a popular 

·· i./ar against the impe-rialists, The solution to this dile= is already apparent. 

Where 'Chinese' popular war ideas win a foothold, the Russians have to join the. 

movement· and attempt to ictin the 'ascendancy ~lithin it, using their superior . 

material strength, ~/here the Chinese are not active, or not significantly 

present, a state-to-state alliance based on common interest is in order, as in. 

the case of Iraq. . ,_ .. (_.. . -~ -

. · .. - ..... _,,,. 
;.-~ ~. ,-

If the new.left-wing subversive groups in Iran were to become a. real menace 

for Teheran, Moscow might feel impelled to join them. So far the Russia."ls seem 

to feel that the Shah and SAVAK have the upper hahd1 and they collaborate on a 

state-to-state basis with Iran. Because it is profitable to them- and, more 

importantiy; because .. tJ:iey.would hate to. have a 'Chinese' Iran on their border-·· 

they would probably be quite reluctant to give up such co-operation and wou1d_ 

continue it for quite a long time in the hope that the Shah might last, perhaps 

even giving some underhand aid to SAVAK. But for the same reasons one can 

assume that they will try.to penetrate and observe the anti-Shah 1new left 1 

groups in Germany and Iraq. •. 
The Persian Gulf can 'be compared to a soft-boiled egg. The nutritive yoke 

is formed by the small oil-producing countries, and around th~m is the outer 

layex of egg white, made up by the major oil countries who are trying to form 
'' 

~-
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a hard protective shell around the egg. But the shell has been broken at both 

ends, by the Chinese-style 1neVI left' based on Aden and Harking its way up 

tm·rards Oman, and by the Baghdad Baathi~Jin collaboration with the Russians. 

There are certain other disintegrative influences at work on the shell. On 

the Arab side they are principally the preoccupation ;1ith Israel and consequent 

. anger at the US and the Hest generally (vlith the exception of France); on the 

Iranian side, there is principally the discontent of the intellectuals (insofar 

as they have ?ot been accommodated inside the regime) with the Shah," his regime 

and rule by the secret police, The same corrosive influences can be brought to 

work. inside the egg, They are co~~tered more or less efficiently by the 

beginnings of new welfare regimes but, on balance, their influence is probably 

· 'going to grow rather than decrease in the coming decade, It will grow much more 

quickly and radically if there is no solution to the Israol ·problem and if - as 

one must expect in this case - gloom, despair and frustration increase all over 

the Arab world, Very probably it will be discussion about the 'oil weapon1 

which >'lill serve as a transmission belt, transferring the Israel question and 

its frustrations into the politics of the Gulf, 

Northern Africa has to be envisaged in two parts, Algeria and Libya. It is 

relatively easy to estimate future trends in Algeria., where the Boumedienne 

regime is engaged in a long-term effort aimed at industrialization and modernization, 

Oil is one of the most essential instruments in this effort, and it is quite clear 

that the present Algerian government is.not going, to allow it to be put. to any 

. other use than earning the maximum profit. for the count~ and its development 

effort, In Algeria the 'oil weapon' is an economic and not a political one, and 

it is going to be used for economic aims, Boumedienne is quite willing to give 

political and propaganda support to the Palestinians - indeed even. has to do this 

· in vievl of the country's o>m popular war history - but he will always tell the 

Palestinians that they must make the main effort themselves and that the Jtrab 

countries who. lost territories in the six-day war must struggle for their return 

themselves, Algeria will give aid, sympathy, diplomatic support, but her essential 

task will be her own development, ' ,, : 

Libya is in a very different situation, Hith her small population, her big 

desert expanse and her mass of money, she is under little pressure to set about 

building a modern society in earnest; indeed there are few opportunities for 

this, since manpo;l8r 1 skills and raw materials (except oil) are lacking, and, 

as .everybody can live quite well'on the oil revenues there is little economic 

motivation. 
.,.-· 

The political will of President al-Q.addafi has committed the country and 

;tts resources to :trdddle East pplitics in a big way, v/hat will come of this is 



not quite clear, but we are moving toward a climax. In September. 1973 complete 

union with Egypt is to be achieved. It is b,y no means clear what this will mean: 

whether Sadat or al-Qaddafi will run the future unified country, and whether 

Libyan money will be available to Egypt freely or with strings attached. The 
' ' . .. 

. Union is not popular in Egypt, and even less so in Libya, but in economic terms 

it Hould make sense, since the we countries are complementary. It is far from 

certain, however, that it will be achieved. All kinds of political troubles 

might easily interfere and the fact that Egypt herself is in a deep, and deepening, 

political crisis does not help anyone to see more clearly. 

·• On balance it might be guessed that Libya is not very likely to change her 

oil policies. Either Egypt gets hold of the purse-strings - in which case she ldll . 

certainly try to maximize profits l~hich she desperately needs, and will need more 

urgently each year - or else al~Qaddafi preserves control of the Libyan income. 

In that case he ldll need a good part of his money (also increasing each year as 

his oblie;ations accumulate) for his political ambitions. Theoretically he might 

be won over for an Arab oil policy devised to put pressure on the US and other 

friends.of Israel, but in practice he would rather tend to run his own show. 

Political cc'-crdination with any 'progressive' or 'revolutionary' Arab group in 

• .the Gulf would be difficult, if only because of al-Qaddafi's distrust of any, . " ~· ... . .. 
even the. milde~t, !1arxist doctrines. 

;•· .. 
_, -'. 

Looking beyond al-Qaddafi, there is, of course, quite a possibility of a 
1reil revolution' taking over from him, Marxist in outlook and consequently more 

Willing to make common cause with future progressive Gulf. groupings. Students of 

Benghazi University have recently criticised al-Qaddafi to his face, telling him 

·that his was no 'real revolution', and indeed there is no reason why students in 

Libya should think differently from those in Cairo, Alexandria, Beirut or Baghdad, 

Until further notice, hm~ever1 there is little opportunity for the great 

c· powers - Russia, the US or China - to gain much influence in the oil-producing . 

countries of Northern Africa, Both will probably go on selling their oil to the 
1\lestern' markets which bring most profit to them at the best conditions they 

can obtain,· each for its own reasons. 

·The critical region will in any case l:Je the Gulf, The overwhelming bulk 

of .reserves is concentrated there.· The present day political structure is such 

that all kinds of struggles can be anticipated, .while resentments generated by 

the Israel issue are of such m?,gnitude that they result in a built-in political 

disadvantage for any nation or .group of nations upholding Israel • 

. ' 
)·, .. , ----;_,:,..· --------
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SOVIET POLICIES 

by Malcolm Nackintosh 
., .. 

':. 
- Introduction 

The aim of this study is to assess the Soviet leaders' perception of their interests 

and requirements in the Middle East, and to see how they estimate the role of the 

Middle East and its energy resources in Soviet global policies up to 1985. While-
{ 

-the paper will concentrate on the present situation_ and likely trends in the 

next decade, it may be helpful to consider briefly hot> the Soviet Union sees its 

priorities- in the world today: a t>orld t>hich the Russians regard as basically· 

hostile to them, both on national and on ideological grounds, 

. ··-: -·- .... -· 

Soviet Priorities in the International Situation 

The Soviet Union, both as global super-power and as claimant to leadership of the 

world communist movement, is primarily interested in national security and in the 

._,.acquisition and exercise of po;;er, Basing their views on their country's size, 

population and economic resources, and deeply conscious of Russian history and 

traditional aims, the Soviet leaders believe the Soviet Union is the greatest of 

European pmvers (in every sense of the word - including its contribution to 

European culture, science and civilization), and the practitioner of a political 

and economic system which is more correct politically and more beneficial economically 
_ other -

and socially than any/form of government, capitalist or_ultra-revolutionary. Under 

this system the Soviet Union, although devastated by the Second World War, succeeded 

in developing in the quarter of a century since 1945 into a super-power second 

only to the United States. Moreover, the present Soviet leaders and those likely 

to succeed them presided over the final stages of the advance from great to super

·power status, and therefore have a special interest in the preservation of this 

status, in its continued acceptance by the United States, and in the opportunities 

super-pot>er status offers to a country anxious to change the world balance in its 

favour. ··,_ :. 

The present Soviet leaders recognise that the basis of their advance to super

power status has been their military pmver, and that this concentration on armed 

strength has held up progress in, for example, the econooic, agricultural and consume. 

fields, So far the authoritarian nature of Soviet rule has he.ld consumer demand 

'(and consequent dissatisfactions) in check, but_ the leadership does realise that, -> 

unlees significant improvements in living standards are made, the Soviet Union Hill 

not be able to keep pace in the modern world with the other super-power, or indeed, 
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with some great powers, But the primacy of military power in retaining super$po;rer 

status is still a cardinal principle of to-day's Soviet leaders and is likely to 

remain so vri th their successors, 

Current and, in all probability, future Soviet priorities in foreign policy 

are likely to depend on the Soviet vievl of \;hat is necessary to keep their super-

· power status intact, and to-create as many options as possible for other Soviet 

aims, including improvements in the balance of p01"er in certain areas, Clearly 

·the· creation and maintenance of a special relationship with the United States are 

a vital part of this task, and they have already begun to operate in the fields 

of strategic military power, crisis control and trade, The Strategic Arms Limitation 

agreements of 1972 and this year's continued discussions on arms limitation -

designed to prevent the United States from 'breaking away' in the_ strategic arms 

race, as happened in the early 1960s - are intended to emphasize to the Americans 

the importance of bipolarity in.Horldaffairs, as well as to save money and resources 

for other purposes, But neither the SALT talks, nor the crisis-control element 

in Soviet-American attitudes to the Vietnam war in 1972, nor Soviet hopes of 

substantial trade agreements with the United States should conceal the Soviet Union's 

fundamental desire to see a weakening of American power, determination and influence 

all over the world, especially in Europ":• the Far East and the Hiddle East, 
' ~ t . . .. :" • ..~ 

Unlike the United States, the Soviet Union has another major and much more 

. '- '' .··:iniplacable antagonist: China, The Russian attitude is based on deep-rooted na tioqal 

and racial fears of China•. s size and numerical superiority to which has been 

added all the bitterness of ideological schism. From this foundation the Russians 

····.are concerned at China's long-term potential as a nuclear power and her probable 

aspirations to join the super-povrer club. These fears provide another motive fo:t1 

closer Soviet-American relations and some degree of detente with Western Europe, 

including the EEC, Eut in the short-term the Russians appear to believe that the 

actual 'threat' from China is contained and to some extent compartmentalized. 

Soviet military superiority is for the time being complete; China's developing 

economy and technology are still well behind those of the Soviet Union; and the 

Chinese political threat to Soviet interests in the Third 1:/orld, incll!-ding the 

Middle East, though aggravating and unforgiveable in ideological terms, does not 

yet present a real danger to Soviet power and prestige, 

The other main priority for the Soviet Union - one which is also likely to 

grow rather than diminish in the years ahead - is the future of Europe. Europe 

has always been the traditional area of Russian foreign policy, and the Russians 

· have always felt that they _should have. some say in the pol~ tical development of 

the whole of Europe,·west as well as East. The acquisitioq, of super-power status 

in the late 1960s opened up new options for a more active policy here, and the 
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Russians have signalled their intention to adopt such a policy through their current 

proposals for a European Security Conference Hhich date back to 1969. 'rhe Soviet 

Union's European policy has been prepared and car.cied out Hi th skill and sophistication, 

and its main aim (at the risk of great over-simplification) may be summarised thus: 

an attempt to secure gen.ITal· vies tern agreement to the political and military status 

guo in Eastern Europe; improved access to v/estern technology and investment; and 

the search for a frameHork Hithin vlhich the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe can 

deal Hi th the reality of the EEC as an economic grouping, >lhile inhibiting its 

development into a political or military entity and also hoping to exploit differences 

betHeen it and the United States, The Soviet Union Hould also like to see the 

establishment of some kind of all-European consultative commission, through "hich 

the Russians could exercise the right to have a say in \/est European political, 

military and economic affairs, 

These aims are likely to be accompanied by measures to improve the quality 

of. Soviet military p01~er in the European and Nedi terranean area (within the frame

"ork of any arms limitation or force reduction agreements l{hich may be reached 

with the \/est) and by a persistent effort to convince Western governmen'lB and peoples 

·that the European Security Conference "ill have solved Europe's defence problems,. 

·that NATO i.s not necessary, and that military expenditure could be drastically 

reduced, and existing alliances abandoned, .-. 1 - -' ~ 

These, then, are the Soviet Union's main priorities 'for the 1970s. As far 

as other parts of the 1;orld are concerned, she will try to weaken the v/est 1 s 

influence on an opportunistic basis, and, especially "here power vacuums occur, to 

increase Soviet influence by means of econorr:ic and military aid, political presence, 

and (in certain limited circumstances) the politico-military activity of the Soviet 

Navy. 

·~ . . .. ·~ 
:.; 

.The Soviet Union and the ~liddle East .·,· ,.,. • "'<,· . ·. j _:· 

. The Jl".iddle East has the special status of. supplying vlestern Europe and Japan with 

most of their oil, and the Soviet Union always seems to have found difficulty in 

deciding whether to regard the region primarily as an area of ereat strategic 

.. importance to her or as an area of the Third World where \·/estern influence can be 

replaced by Soviet through political and economic, rather than military, means. 

In favour of the strategic outlook is the geographical position of the area, 

·Stretching from the Soviet border in Iran and Turkey as far as the land bridge to 

Africa at Suez and the ports of access to""the Indian Ocean. To many Russian strategist 

the Middle East's ·proximity to the Soviet.heartland calls for a primarily military 

·'approach, and, moreover, the Soviet Union's use of the Mediterranean for strategic 

'defence and for general wa't" purposes has led to the involvement of certain Middle 



Eastern territories in the strategic confrontation with the \·iest. 'rhe Soviet Union, 

of course, no longer enjoys the military fa.cilities it had in Egypt up to July 1972, 

and has not so far been able to replace these in any other Hiddle Eastern country -

Syria, for example, has resisted Soviet re~uests for a treaty, and possible demands 

: ... c.for Soviet naval/air facilities en her territory. However, the Middle East is 

also involved in the strategic e~uation through the presence of a permanent Soviet 

iiaval s~uadron in the Indian Ocean. Nuch of the operating time.of ships of this 

s~uadron is spent in the north-western corner of the Indian Ocean - off Aden and' 

·socotra, in the Persian Gulf, and in Somali.a, where the s~uadron is_reported to 

have recently ac~uired important naval facilities - but mobility between the 

!1edi terranean and Indian Ocean s~uadrons is prevented by the closure of the Suez· 

Canal. · The Soviet desire to see the Canal reopened is therefore primarily a 

strategic one. 

·'Furthermore, in Soviet eyes a valid anti-Soviet military organization still 

· exists across 

membership of 

the northern part of the·l1iddle East in the shape of CENTO, with its 
Turkey, 

Britain,jiran and Pakistan. Regardless of the actual military forces 

vlhich this alliance can muster, (e.nd CENTO is not always taken very seriously in 

the \'lest) its existence is regarded in ~!os cow as an affront to the Soviet j!nion, 

!1oreover, two of its members, Britain and Turkey, .also belong to the much more 

powerful NATO, and the United States is firmly committed to support of the allianc&; 

it is not lost on the Russians that the CENTO Chief-of-Staff has alwf!,ys been an. 

American. For all these reasons, there is a strong Soviet inclination to give 

security issues a very high place in their planning for the }liddle East; and this 

. is likely to continue, Among other aims they have in the area is the dissoiuti6n 

; : -- of. CENTO, especially i tslinks with the vie stern nuclear powers. ,. 
/ ' 

On the other hand, Soviet policy has also dealt with the !1iddle East as part 

of the Third World, in the sense that it has provided vast amounts of economic and 

military aid in the hope of weakening Western influence. and promoting that of the 

Soviet Union. For eighteen years now the Soviet Union, and to a lesser extent 

. the East European countries, have poured military and non-military aid into almost 

. every country of the }!iddle East, from Morocco to Iran. Many of these programmes 

have been welcomed by the countries concerned and have materially contributed to 

_raising the standard of living there and to developing industry and trade. The 

sheer size of the Soviet investment in the Arab countries of the !1iddle East, Iran 

and Turkey means that it would re~uire a major change of policy if the Russians were 

. ever)?pull out' of the area i.n economic or political terms,,, and it is hard to see 

this happening even though the burden of the aid programmes must be heavy and the 

return, in hard political influence, may be disappointing. 

'•. ' ..: ~. . :· ..... 
•. ; ... "· u : .. . ::_; 
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There is little doubt that hard political influence is \·lhat the Soviet 

leaders really want in the Middle East, though they do not necessarily desire the 

early establishment of Communist regimes in. the area - their experience of other 

communist governments since the war has not been happy: China, Yugoslavia, Albania, 
' . 

Hungary, Czechosl0vakia and Runania have all given them a great deal of trouble. 

What they do desire in the short to medium-term is a degree of loyalty and commitment 

to the Soviet Union on the part of a significant element of the ruling elites in 

these countries, especially in the field of foreign and military policy. If the 

Soviet Union could be assured that, for example, a majority of the Egyptian, Syrian, 

Iraqi, .Libyan, Somali and Algerian ruling elites were ·prepared to be responsive to 

Soviet foreign policy requirements on a regular basis, and that those in Iran and 

Sudan would not oppose Soviet foreign policy initiatives, then a large part of 

their aims would have been achieved in the. Middle East. ,, . 

The Soviet Union has tried, and is still trying, to make its economic, 

political and military investment in the area produce political dividends of this 

kind, It has a number of factors on its· side: the support e;iven to the Arab cause 

in the Arab-Israeli dispute; the presence in most Arab countries of large numbers 

of Soviet advisers, aid administrators and technicians; and Soviet promotion of 

obviously beneficial schemes (such as the rural electrification project in Egypt), 

It also has continuing military assistance to its credit, and, both in the Soviet 

. Union and in l'liddle Eastern countries themselves, has trained thousands of Araps 

. in civil and military skills. 
. ;· 

. ::·. 

On the other side of the picture is the force of Arab nationalism, supported 

by flloslem anti-Communism and the element of instability in Arab politics, Perhaps 

the greatest disappointment to the Soviet Union in re'cent years has been the failure 

. of the policy of stationing Soviet troops on Egyptian soil, and of contributing 

·to Egyptian air defence, to influence the Egyptian government in political terms,· 

This is particularly true of the refusal of the Egyptian government to aUm-1 

pro-Soviet groups to coalesce within the Arab Socialist Union and form an alternative 

.. regime, committed to the kind of loyalty to the Soviet Union Hhich Nosco\'1 requires, 

In Iraq, the one country whose ruling elite has approached her politically, admitted 

, Communists into the government and turned to her for significant help in its oil 

.. industry, the Soviet Union finds it extremely-difficult to canalize Iraqi readiness 

to collaborate into political channels beneficial to Soviet foreign policy -and 

in countries like Libya and Algeria it seems to have been unable to make any progress 

at all • 

. . Faced \fith these obstacles, and bearing in mind Soviet strategic requirements 

and the advantages which the Soviet Union does enjoy in certain Arab countries, 

the Soviet leaders appear to be planning a tactically oppo~tunist programme of 
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: : 

continuing economic and political penetration of the area, paying due regard to 

their strategic requirements, In a purel;,: military context the Soviet Union will 

try to improve the all-round capabilities of its two naval .squadrons in the 

Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, including, where possible and desirable, the 

.acquisition of naval or naval/air facilities: for example, in SJ-ria for the 

Mediterranean squadron, and in Somalia for the Indian Ocean sq_uadron, Vlhile the 

present government in Syria lasts the Russians are unlikely to acq_uire ·facilities, 

but the outlook is more favourable in Somalia, a poor but strategically located 

country of East Africa, No doubt the Russians ~Till also try to keep the limited 

port facilities they have in Egypt, but, here again, the present Egyptian government 

is not likely to reverse its decision of July 1972 and re-admit a Soviet military 

presence, Algeria, or even Malta, might be theoretical alternatives, but in practic2 

they are unlikely to conform to Soviet 1·Tishes, One further military aim which the 

Soviet Union may want to pursue is the acq_ubition of over-flying rights from well-

"·.. disposed Arab governments, so that in an emergency the movement of Soviet forces 

by air could be cleared in advance by.the governments concerned • 

.... Another. area lvhere the Soviet Union may see possibilities of effecting a 

presence and increasing its influence is the Persian Gulf·, Not only does this 

area provide much of the West's oil, but the small Arab states (some united within 

c:-· .. the Union of Arab Emirates) have been we~kened mili tarily since the British with

dra;ral, and a number of them already have subversive or guerrilla movements on 

their territories, On the surface, therefore, 'the Gulf States >Tould appear to be 

potentially soft targets for Soviet penetration, 

. . ~-. 

L .. 

In the short term, however, much may depend on the role.of Iran, a country 

.. which the Soviet Union does not want to antagonize for a number ·of reasons, Iran1 s 

influence in the Gulf has grown militarily and politically in recent years, especiall; 
. .r~- .. \ 

. since the Shah seized the islands which control its €mtr2.nce, and has built"up· 

the strongest air force in the area, (Iran could, as it were, bottle up Iraqi 

naval forces in the Gulf. Moreover, Iran appears to be interested in improving . 

relations with some of the Arab countries on the south shore of the Gulf, and any 

country wishing to extend its political or military influence there IVOUld have to 

reckon with Iranian hostility, While this would clearly not be decisive for the 

.. soviet Union, the Soviet dual policy of improving relations with Iran and expanding 

. its influence in Iraq requires that friction with Iran should be kept to a 'minimum 

at this stage. 

In political terms, the aim of the Soviet Union must be to protect the vested 

.interests which it has acquired and, wherever possible, to try to weaken Western 

·political, economic and military influence still further, Since the Soviet 

leaders have now learnt that neither economic nor military aid, nor a military 
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presence, can guarantee the kind of political influence they ;rant, they are likely 

to rely on aid. progra=es and propaganda to produce a favourable pro-Soviet 

atmosphere in the I'\iddle East 1 and to try to develop their influence among leading 

politicians and soldiers in the more important Arab capitals. They must recognize 

that this is bound to be a slow process, with many obstacles to be overcome, But 

at least the Russians have personnel in many countries with access to political circles 

as well as extensive training and aid programmes (in the countries themselves and 

in the Soviet Union), both of which may give them some capability for developing 

Soviet influence over the longer term. 

One very important factor in Soviet Middle East policy is the reduction of 

the Soviet military involvement in the Arab-Israeli conflict, Up to July 1972 1 had 

another major round of hostilities brolcen out bet;reen Israel and Egypt, it would 

have been almost impossible to avoid Soviet casualties in the air defence of the 

Canal zone, with all the dangers of a direct Soviet-Israeli clash leading to a 

Soviet-!unerican military confrontation, As the Soviet Union moved towards an agreemen 

with the United States on strategic issues, crisis control and trade, so the 

eli.mination of such risks became even more desirable, and, although in the strictly 

military sense the loss of naval-air bases in Egypt was a.serious setback to the 

Soviet Union, it has several advantages politically. The l'iiddle East is no long"er 

an area of ·dangerous military crisis for the Russians; but this also implies that 

there is probably less urgency in Moscow in seeking a lasting political solution . 

to the problem. It is very likely, in fact, that the Soviet Union would welcome 

a continuation of the Arab-Israeli dispute at approximately its present level, 

which enables it to pose as the champion of the Arabs, continue to supply economic 

and military aid, and use its presence in the area to eliminate or weaken i·/estern 

influence. 
.. 1.> 

At the same time the Soviet Union has to take into consideration the effects 

of its need for the 'spectal relationship' with the United States. Perhaps the 

most important aspect of tliis relationship to the Soviet Union is the Russians' 

desire to keep the number of super-powers down to two - the United States and the 

Soviet Union - and, by convincing the Americans of the value of bipolarity in world 

affairs, to persuade them not to press for multipolarity (that is 1 bringing China,· 

Japan or Western Europe into the super-power club. The Russians have shown themselvel 

to be genuinely- afraid of moves towards mul tipolari ty initiated by Washington -

which would leave them in a permanent minority - and would probably be ready to 

· make political concessions tO the United States (but only to the United States) 

to prevent these moves from taking place. This factor, too, could be relevant to 

. future Soviet decisions on the Middle East, including their policies relating to 

oil and energy. 
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The Soviet Union and Middle East Oil 

This paper has so far concentrated on the political, military and economic aspects 

of Soviet policy 1 because these are tl1e factors upon which Soviet decision-making 

is based, and because they represent elements in the situation on which the Soviet 

leaders have to take the right decisions before assessing other possibilities for 

achieving their goals, Hm,ever, the fUddle East contains an additional factor -

·vast reserves of oil which is not present in other areas 1-1here the Soviet Union 

is anxious to pursue an active foreign policy, It is now time to see how this 

energy factor affects Soviet policy; ;rhat role the Soviet leaders think oil should 

play in their decision-making; and whether they· think acquiring some form of control 

-over the oil-producing areas of the Middle East ,;ould give them an effective weapon 

to use against, and influence, iVestern Europe, Japan or the United States, 

In analysing this very complex subject from the Soviet point of view, it may 

be helpful, at the risk of over-simplification, to look first at the vulnerability 

of the West and Japan in the field of energy, and at the ways in which, on paper 

·-at least, the Soviet Union might exploit the West's needs in support of Russian 

global or local policies, This can be followed by a look at some of the problems 

involved in trying to put these policies into practice and an assessment of how 

far the Soviet Union may go in this direction in the decade ahead, 

Of Western Europe's annually rising oil consumption 82 per cent comes from 

the Hiddle East and North Africa, and 80 per cent of Japan's oil comes from the 

Persian Gulf. f1oreover, while American imports of t1iddle East oil at present supply 

only a small part of their needs, by 1980 the US will probably depend on the area 

to meet over a third of its needs; this percentage could increase in the early 

1980s• although it could fall subsequently. Furthermore, British,·American and 

other Western oil companies have an enormous investment in Middle East countries, 

much of which is vulnerable to political decisions involving nationalization, seizure 

or, at the very least, various forms of non-co-operation by the governments concerned. 

,The Russians are, of course, aware of this dependence, There appear to be three 

main ways in 1-1hich \>/estern oil interests could be damaged if the Soviet Union acquire( 

political influence over oil-producing areas, or if a !1iddle Eastern government, 

·responsive to extreme nationalist or pro-Soviet convictions, decided to use oil as 

a weapon against the West: a physical shortage of oil supplies; great increases 

in the price of oil; and a loss of, or serious reduction in, the assets or income 

·;of the oil companies, 

t . 
. There can be no doubt that if -the Soviet Union could achieve at any rate the 

first t;ro of these goals, either directly or through a pro-~9viet oil-producing 

-Btate or group of states, the \Vest would face a very seriouJ,s~~'i-'tt~'?,U even a disaster, 
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But are these valid fears? First of all there are the difficulties inherent in 

gaining the necessary political control over the Middle East countries involved, 

\·rhich have already been discussed. Secondly, if the Soviet Union tried to gain 

this control by penetrating the Middle East oil industries and replace the vlestern 

oil companies, she would ~uickly come up against very serious practical difficulties. 

To use oil against the Uest in any serious ,.,ay, she would have to provide a market 

for the ~Iiddle East producers. But the Soviet Union does not itself need oil from 

the J.liddle East; indeed she is herself an exporter of oil, Thus, if the prime 

market for bought-in Middle East oil were to be the'Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, 

the Russians would have to make a huge sacrifice of, at best, barter goods or, 

at worst, hard currency to obtain resources they do not need, They might, of course, 

decide that it made better economic sense to restrict their own production, so 

as to take large ~uantities of Middle East oil (total output of which could be as 

much as 1,700 million tons by 1980), but there is no evidence that the Soviet Union 

would want to place itself in a position of dependence on r1liddle East oil when she 

has accessible oil resources at home. All available information suggests that the 

Russians are snxious to intensify the development of their oil reserves, for example, 

at Tyumen in Siberia, . ; :~ 

If the markets for the bought-in oil were to be in the West, the Soviet Union 

would either have to secure the co-operation of the major Western oil companies, or, 

if this was withheld, face the problem of replacing them as 'middlemen' in refining, 

marketing and distribution, It is hard to see how she could provide the expertise, 

the organization or the transportation, At sea, the Soviet tanker fleet consists 

of a total tonnage of about 5-6 million dwt, compared with the Western fleet of 

some 140 million d,;t, by means of which the He stern companies annually dispose of · 

about 800 million tons of oil, Overland, in order to become the main oil supplier 

to Western Europe, ~he Russians would have to build a highly complex network of 

pipelines and terminals which >rould involve tremendous costs and rai.se political 

problems. Moreover, the Soviet Union would have to pay the producer countries for 

very large quantities of oil in hard currency, which they would find very difficult, 

even if they were sure that they would be recompensed by sales of oil to the west, 

It is this problem of currency which would be likely to inhibit the Russians from 

trying to become \·le stern Europe 1 s main source of oil, \fuile it cannot be ruled 

out that the Soviet Union may ac~uire some of these skills, resources or Cafabilities 

in the 1980s, the likelihood that it could put together the combination of them 

necessary to replace the Western oil companies and completely satisfy the producer 
. "!'\ 

countries does seem remote, 
~: . 

Further analysis of current Soviet oil policies in the Middle FBst suggest 

that the present Soviet leadership is working tmo1ards more modest objectives, 
~·: 

The Soviet Union iG involved in economic projects of all kinds in the more radical 
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Arab states ae part of her general aim to ;reaken Western influence in the area 

and. build up that of the Soviet Union; and oil is one of these interests. The 

Middle East oil industry, from the Soviet point of view, is a promising one for 

increasing Soviet influence in the countries concerned up to a point; but the 

essential factor is the need of the producing countries to sell their oil to the 

rest of the world at a high rate of profit and for hard currency, The Russians, 

therefore, have to operate within this limit unless they can come to dominate one 

or more countries even more completely than they dominate some East European countries 

which is extremely unlikely, Quite apart from the inherent strategic and political 

difficulties involved, any such effort ,;ould not only founder on Arab nationalism 

·and religion but ;rould certainly destroy the essential elements of the 'special 

relationship' between the Soviet Union and the United States, damage the Soviet 

. Union t s policies in Europe, and could provide unexpected opportunities for the 

Chinese. 

In fact, it seems to be Soviet practice to persuade and encourage the oil

producing countries to follovr steady, but hot extreme, anti-\1/estern policies which 

do not commit the Soviet Union to direct involvement in the more expensive, risky 

or complex aspects of the international oil business, They certainly advise the 

·.formation of national oil companies, but while they have supported nationalization 

.. in various· states, there is no evidence that every nationalization decree has had 

... Soviet support or prior knowledge 1 for example, in Libya or Algeria in 1971. The . 

. Russians stress the need for the amendment or abrogation of existing agreements 

and for demands for higher royalties from the companies. They support 'participation' 

negotiations and strongly recommend the employment of Soviet advisers, technicians 

and planners and requests for Soviet equipment. There are, for example, believed 

' to be over 300 Soviet oil technicians in Iraq and Algeria, and smaller numbers in 

Egypt and Syria. Higher prices for rhddle East oil place at a disadvantage those 

Western countries who are, or expect to become, large-scale net importers of oil, 

and they also adjust relative energy costs in the Soviet Union and the West in the 

:Soviet Union's favour. 
. ,, ' 

The measures recommended by the Soviet Union are accompanied by a major 

.propaganda campaign in the Hicldle East which not only depicts the Western oil 

companies as enormously wealthy foreign exploiters of Middle Eastern resources 

but claims that oil profits make their vray to 'Israel in the shape of weapons and 

equipment for the Israeli armed forces. The campaign also includes"Soviet calls 

to Arab and Iranian producers to make use of their oil as a., weapon against the \Vest. 

For example, on 24 February 1973 Moscow Radio declared: 'Oil is an effective political 

weapon.,, Patriotically-minded representatives in the oil-rich Arab countries are 

calling on their .countrymen ts remove oil as a weapon from alien hands, from the 

· hands of foreign exploiters, ·and to turn it against the American and other monopolies 1 , 
'l -·"' - ~ f:G :i_l. 
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The Pattern of Soviet Oil Policies 

Backed by this propaganda campaign, the pattern of Soviet policies seems to be to 

.encourage the oil-producing countries of the area to damage V/estern interests, while 

the Soviet Union provides, as it were, some 'logistic' support for their actions, 

supplying advisers and eQuipment, and buying small quantities of oil in order to 

demonstrate Soviet political support for these measures. East European countries 

also participate in this policy, and, taken together, do buy more l1iddle East oil 

than the Soviet Union though still in very small quantities. Actual Soviet 

involvement in the process is advanced. only in Iraq, where special internal political 

factors ·operate, including Communist participation in the government and Soviet 

involvement in the Kurdish-Arab agreement of 1970, both of which may give the Sovie"O 

Union a limited degree of political leverage, In Iraq, the Russians are involved 

in the exploitation of the North Rumaila oilfield, which was expropriated from the 

._Iraq Petroleum Company (IPC) in 1961, and also in the construction of installations 

and the training of IraQi oil personnel, They also take about 2 million tons of 

oil from this field each year, with East European-~ountries agreeing to buy up to 

5 million tons. The Soviet Union vociferously supported the nationalisation of 

the IPC fields at Kirkuk in June 1972, and may have agreed to take some oil from 

here as well, 

The Soviet Union also provides technical help to Algeria, and has agreed to 

take a million tons of Algerian oil for two years. Soviet-Libyan agreements along 

similar lines also exist, but it is not clear to what extent they are being implementr 

·,given the poor state of Soviet political relations with Libya. Small quantities' 

·:.. '. ::: ·:; j. 

of Egyptian and Syrian oil are taken by the Soviet Union and East European countries 

(the latter also providing some technical help), but the overall amounts from the 

Middle East are very small: probably less than 2 per cent of the area's total 

production, and some 5 per cent of the Soviet. bloc 1 s total consumption. ..--' 

Looking at the use which the Soviet Union has so far made of the 'oil lever' 

in the Middle East in support of her national interests and foreign policy, it seems 

to be true that oil takes its place among the interests over which the Russians 

want to develop their influence and ~Ieaken that of the vlest, and that so far they 

have been active, but relatively cautious, in this direction, Oil is a tempting 

weapon for the Soviet Union to use, but the caution of most Soviet oil policies to 
suggest 

date/that the Russians realize that their freedom to use the 'oil lever' is limited 

by the producer-countries' need to sell their oil for hard currencies, In other 

words, the Russians cannot expect these governments to deprive themselves of profits 

in support of the Soviet Union - indeed, an increasingly important factor may be 

the producer countries' desire to exclude all foreign influ~nce from their affairs, 

In the decade ahead, the Soviet Union is very unlikely to l)e able to replace the 
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oil companies as "middlemen"; so, even if she acquired the degree of political 

control over one or more oil-producing countries 1·rhich 1·iould theoretically enable 

her to direct their internal and external policies, she would be unlikely to be 

able to provide the marketing, refining, distribution and transportation essential 

to keep the oil flowing in the period under revie;r, 

Future Soviet Policies in the Middle East 

Future Soviet policy in the area is therefore likely to aim at a general increase 

in Soviet influence in the Middle East and North Africa and a weakening of vlestern 

influence of all kinds, The Russians will try to strike a balance between opportunist 

exploitation of local rivalries ;rhere there are advantages to be .gained, and avoidance 

of engagement in disputes which could commit them to risks of war or damage to 

Soviet prestige and authority, 

The purposes behind Soviet policy will continue to be partly strategic and partly 

political, and in each country the methods to be used mainly political and economic: 

the acquisition of 'agents of influence' in the ruling elites, the provision of 

large-scale military and non-military aid, of ;rhich aid and assistance to the 

countries' oil industries may be significant. These aid programmes ;rill, ·the Soviet 

Union hopes, interact: the aid to the economies and oil industries should increase 

Soviet influence on the countries' political leaderships, and increases in political 

influence should enable the Soviet Union to acquire more say in l!Jiddle Eastern 

countries' economies, and more influence over their oil industries and policies, 

But the likelihood is that, because of the complexities of the oil production, 

distribution and marketing processes, the Russians ;rill continue to stop well short 

of making control of Middle East oil a priority target. They will rather use their 

·involvement in the oil industries as one weapon among several in this advnnce 

towards a more effective Soviet position in the Hiddle East as a whole, 

As the decade comes to·its close, it seems probable that the Russians may become 

increasingly anxious about a possible challenge from China in the Niddle East, if 

China is still ruled by the same kind of political figures as she is now. For the 

present, Chinese influence with the governments of the f·iiddle East is negligible, 

with the possible exception of the PDRY in Aden. Some Chinese influence is detectab'? 

in revolutionary organizations such as the Palestinians and in the Persian Gulf 

areath~nd some elements of the Syrian Communist Party are said to be pro-Chinese, 

.but/Russians face few immediate challenges in the Middle East from their most 

bitter enemies, 

Although the Chinese still support Palestinian guerilla activities, Chinese 

·'.''policy has now become so anti-Soviet that China might even favour some form of 

settlement of the, Arab-Israeli dispute on condition that it weakened Soviet influence 
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in the area. This, indeed, is the keynote of all Chinese policy: to limit the 

pmrer and options of the country 1·rhich they regard as having betrayed Communism, 

and from which they fear military attack •. As long as this outlook prevails in 

Peking, the Chinese will concentrate on opposing Soviet policies wherever and 

ho~rever they can. In all probability they t>~ill be less active against the 1;/est. 

For political, economic, and technological reasons, it is most unlikely. that the 

Chinese could enter the field of oil politics in a significant way by 1980; although, 

if their revolutionary influence was to grow in the Gulf, it is possible that they 

might have to formulate policies to d.eal with oil, But as long as r1Iao-Tse-tung 

or those follo\>/ing his policies are in charge in China, the trend of any such 

decisions would be anti-Soviet in the first instance. 

Finally, one more remote qualification must be made in drawing this paper to 

a conclusion. One theme of this analysis is that the Soviet Union, relying on 

its newly-acquired super-powcr.status, has embarked on a broad policy designed to 

change the balance of power in its favour, especially in Europe, while forming a 

'special relationship' with the United States on certain issues, and challenging 

China. \Vhile this is, in the light of Russian history, in many ways a logical 

policy for Soviet leaders to pursue in the present decade, it must be remembered 

that Soviet attitudes to the outside ~1orld are formulated by the fifteen men of 

the Politburo, who rule the country unchallenged by public opinion and are able 

to direct the resources of the state with virtually unlimited authority. 

The possibility cannot be ruled out that a new group of Soviet leaders might 

decide on other priorities for the Soviet external effort: some might wish to cp.ll 

a halt to the political offensive in Europe a.nd devote more effort to China; others 

might wish to take a tougher line against the United States, and perhaps re-adjust 

their attitude to the use of the 'oil-lever' in favour of stronger measures; 

another group might favour recasting priorities against active foreign policies in 

general and prefer a defensive attitude to the outside world. Such a leadership 

might want to concentrate on the economy and, in particular, on agriculture and 

on raising the standard of living of the Soviet people. In making predictions 

as far ahead as the years 1980-85, the likelihood of a new Soviet leadership in 

Moscow must therefore be taken into account; how such leaders will see their role 

and their priorities in the world, including their treatment of the energy factor, 

is very hard to predict. 

·, .. 
.::. 
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"THE REGIONAL Elr!IRONHENT IN THE JII.IDDLE EAST" 

Arnold Hottinger is quite right to distinguish the Persian Gulf oil-producing 

area··from North-Africa. It is in the Gulf, and particularly among the Arab states 

·bordering on the Gulf, that the vast· oil reserves are found; that new political 

···relationships are .rapidly -evolving; and that outside po;rers are beginning to take 

notice. \·lithin-this. area Hottinger foresees endemic conflict, fuelled by 

'progressive' ideas emanating .from Iraq and South Yemen, and a growing trend 

toward using oil as a weapon in the struggle with.Israel, As a prediction of 

political trends in the Gulf during the remainder of the decade this image is 

probably as good as any other. My comments are not meant to challenge the accuracy 

of Hottinger's predictions, but rather to add to his discussion of the Gulf 

several other issues that seem important to one observer viewing the area from 

the perspective of vlashington. 

For at least the next decade revenues generated by oil production will flow 

into the Gulf in unprecedented quantity, Saudi Arabia and Iran will be the primary 

beneficiaries of this wealth, followed by Kuwait, Iraq and Abu Dhabi, Iran will 

increase oil production as rapidly as possible and will use ·its wealth to build 

the most powerful military force in the area and to continue its ambitious 

development programmes. Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Abu Dhabi, by contrast, all face 

the prospect of generating much more revenue than they can usefully_absorb in 

the tasks of modernizing their own.societies and building up their defence 

·capabilities, Thus these states f!l,ce a choice of limiting oil production,. as a 

rational economic decision, or of expanding oil production beyond ;rhat is required 

to finance their own needs, thereby helping to meet world energy demand, If this lattE 

course is followed it will be motivated, in part, by the hope of securing, as 

best one can in the t;rentieth century 1 political and military protection from 

strong outside po;rers. 

Iraq is perhaps the most unpredictable of· the Gulf countries. We have become 

accustomed to viewing Iraq as unstable, radical, and relatively poor. Some 

estimates of oil reserves, however, suggest that Iraq may well be the only country 

aside from Saudi Arabia capable of significantly expanding oil production through 

. the 1980s, If this is true, we could perhaps see a rapidly developing Iraq, with 

comparatively stable and effective political leadership, playing a large, and not 

necessarily negative, role in the Gulf. Iraq's future course, ho;rever, is uncertain. 

and will bear careful watching. Iraq's claims to Kuwaiti territory will provide 

an early test of how far Iraq is willing to use military force to further its 

objectives, In. the lon,_ er term internal developments, in addition to Iranian 

and Soviet policies, seem most likely to determine Iraq's future political 

orientation and influence ine _the Gulf, It would be a mista.~e simply to project 

Iraq's troubled past indefinitely into the future. 
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\{hen it became clear that the British presence in the .Gulf was to be reduced, 

the United States initially hoped that co-operation behreen Iran and Saudi Arabia 

>·rould help to bring stability to the Gulf, 'l'his ">as, and remains, a >-rish more 

than a concrete reality, e.nd it is no"' clear that Saudi-Iranian co-operation 

cannot be taken for granted, One trend which might develop in coming years and 

could become the overriding factor in the ·area by the·l980s is Iranian-Saudi 

rivalry. This, perhaps more than the Ira~i-Iranian conflict emphasized by Hottinger, 

carries the potential for seriously disrupting Gulf aecurity, Iran will clearly 

be the most powerful nation in the area militarily. The Shah's accumulation of 

arms is already of concern to his conservative Arab neighbours ~rho are also 

rapidly building up their inventories, largely out of fear- of Irag_ today, but. 

perhaps of Iran tomorrm1. Some experts anticipate that Iranian oil production 

will peak by the early 1980s, then begin to decline. This could occur at a time 

Hhen Saudi production Hill be expanding at a phenomenal rate, making Saudi Arabia 

the monetary and economic po>rer of the region. It is not difficult to imagine 

that a very serious rivalry, punctuated by open conflict, could erupt betHeen the 

.leading economic pmrer and the leading military povrer of the Gulf. Control over 

shipping .in the Strait of Ho~~uz vrould be only one issue that might bring Arabs 

and Iranians into conflict, 

·· I ·am less impressed than Dr. Hottinger by the danger of subversive movements 

in the Gulf. It is true'that many of the Gulf states are Heak and vulnerable. 

Some of them vrill doubtless experience coupa. But He should be wary of applying 

a domino theory to the Gulf. The Dhufar rebels are feH and probably incapable.· 

of succeeding even in the remote. region in Hhich they noH operate, They are a 

drain on Oman's budget and a cause for concern to the conservative countries in 

the area, but they do not seem to be the Have .of the future, I Hould .expect 

that South Yemen ~rilllike~Tise not find it easy to spread its influence much 

beyond its borders. With its meagrs resources and numerous enemies, it Hill do 

Hell to defend its OHn integrity. 
. ·•- I 

The relatively weak entities on the periphery of the Arabian peninsula 

North Yemen; Oman, the UAE, Qatar, Bahrain and even KuHait -- will probably try 

to protect themselves by ac~uiring arms, by direct security arrangements Hith 

Saudi Arabia, Iran and Jordan, and by less direct ties to Britain and the United 

States, This should be ade~uate, provided there is a minimum of governmental. 

competence and reasonably enlightened social and economic policies. 
, 

Finally I would like to emphasize the importance of developments in Saudi 

Arabia for the region as a Hhole. The Saudis Hill come very close to setting 
~ 

the pace for OPEC oil policy because of their unig_ue productive capacity. The 

- :_, ·-· -'- ·.) 
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Saudis Hill increasingly play an important role in regional politics, finding in 

Jordan and Egypt states anxious to absorb large quantities of Saudi aid and in 

return giving the Saudis at least a respectful hearing. The regime in Saudi 

Arabia has made a fundamental choice, whether it fully realizes it or not, to 

modernize its society and institutions. The entering Hedge is the apparent 

decision to build up a large, modern armed force. In the next decade.money and 

arms Hill flood into Saudi Arabia, bringing in their Hake pressures for change 

in political, economic and social institutions. If Saudi Arabia is capable of 

a 'Hhite revolution' it will emerge as an important actor on the world scene, 

despite its small population. If it falters, the scramble for control of its 

wealth could set off serious conflicts in the area. 

A concluding note on the continuing conflict over Palestine is needed. 

Dr, Hottinger believes that the Arab countries of the Gulf will become increasingly 

involved in the Arab-Israeli conflict. This is possible; and we see some signs 

of it already. But it is also conceivable, if not ptotatia, that some form of 

political settlement will be reached, perhaps after another round of fighting, 

which will serve to keep the Arab-Israeli conflict out of Gulf affairs, Even 

without a peace settlement, however, it may be that the Gulf oil. producers Hill 

become so fully absorbed in the evolving regional political game, in threats to 

their own security, in ~naging their own development1 and in negotiating ever 

better oil agreements, that they will have little time or patience for the 

intractable conflict over Palestine, At this point, all we can be sure of is 

that the Gulf region is growing in importance to the world as a wholej that 

changes will be sudden; and that our best predictions are bound to be ~rrong in 

some respects, 
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POLICY OF TF.E EUROPEAN C011MUNITY AND lffi'TI3ER STA'rES 

by Fernand Spaa~ 

For a long time the supply of energy to European countries was left to coal 

or oil companies, HoHever, the increasing role of energy in industrial and 

social development has gradually led governments to adopt energy·policies, On 

the whole, they have acted in varying, and not very coherent, ways, favouring 

in turn coal, oil and nuclear energy, according to their resources, ambitions 

and economic doctrines, Some countries, like France, have attempted direct 

.intervention, others, like Holland and Germany, have relied mainly on market 

pressures. 
.c.:.' r 

In spite of .their different situations and interests, European governments 

have followed policies based in the end on three main principles: to ensure safe 

and regular ·supply, reasonable and stable prices, and competition between the 

various suppliers, These principles accord Hith those defined by the EEC as 

early as 1964, in a Prot;col of Agreement betHeen the Six States of the European 

Community, and reiterated later in the "First 0 ·ientation for a Common Energy 

P0licy". approved by the Council of Ministers of the European Community in 1968, 

Hhich defined methods, and first measures to be taken, For instance, the Council 

of Ministers, on the basis of proposals by the Commission, endorsed coal subsidies, 

decided to fix oil reserves at 90 days' consumption, and set up a system by which 

the Commission is informed of import and investment programmes relating to oil, 

natural gas and electricity • 

. . However, one cannot really talk, at present, of a common energy policy, 

since the political Hill is lacking among Nember States. Responsibility for 

energy policies has been left, to date, on the whole, to the individual nations, 

These policies have yielded ;;hat appear, at first sight, to be positive 

results, From the time of the Suez crisis until 1970 there has been an abundant 

supply of cheap energy, particularly oil, It has been sufficient to satisfy 

·.most of the new needs of the European Community, and. the price of fuel-oil has 

been taken as the reference price for other,competing fuels, Natural gas, as 

an indigenous and expanding source of energy, has shared the grouth market and 

even been able to wrest part of it from oil products, 

However, the value of these achievements is open to q~estion. Although 

abundant supply and falling prices have in the short run stimulated the economy, 

the longer term position is clearly less favourable •. The basic conse~uence of 

the growth of the oil sector has been to make Europe, in the last tuenty years, 

dependent upon imports for the larger part of its energy requirements, In the 

Community of the.Nine, the ratio of net imports to total needs has ~uadrupled 

from 16% in 1950 to 64% in 1970, Supplies are now subject to uorld factors upon 

which it has little influence, Europe, as a body of consumer states, played no 

role at the Tripoli and Teheran conferences, 
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Further, the cheap energy policy has prevented Europe's oil industries 

from developing their capacities to a level consistent ,.;i th Europe 1 s position 

on the world oil markets, (This is mainly the result of political or economic 

decisions, such as America's participation in Aramco and the Iran consortium, 

anithe protection of the American domestic oil market,) European coal production, 

because of its high cost, has been crushed by the competition from oil; despite 

the support measures taken by governments, mines have closed down at a higher rate 

than forecast. The lo~1 cost of imported energy has also put the brakes on the 

drilling for gas and. slm;ed do;m the building of nuclear pov;er stations, thus 

postponing by many years the time when nuclear electricity v;ill account for a 

significant slice of the market, 

This weakening of natioft1production ''as not del::bJrate. European countries 

have acted independently on the international market, However, they are 

individually too v;eak to influence the energy markets, on which the role played 

by third parties -- oil companies, producing countries, other consumer countries 

is paramount and beyond their control, 

The Market Since 1970 

Since 1970, the world energy market has greatly changed, and calls for a review . . 
of the European countries' policies, 

· First,the oil exporting countries' attitude has changed. They have united 

within a powerful and well-structured, largely monopolistic, organization, OPEC 

(Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries), whose task is to define global 

strategies against operating companies, A large number of ex~orting countries 

have formed national oil companies (NIOC, INOC, Sonatrach,,,) whioh are now 

able efficiently to manage their oil inheritance without having to rely, for 

production, on the large western companies. The producer nations' will to take 

over their m-m hydrocarbon wealth has led to the 1971 Teheran and Tripoli 

Agreements, to the Lybian and Iraqi nationalizations, and to companies beginning 

to transfer capital to the producer countries, following the Nev York "participatir 

agreement in October 1972. 

The exporting nations' policies have caused serious uncertainty for the 

importing countries, regarding both access to supplies and prices, Although 

there is enough oil in the world, at least until 1985, it is not at all sure that 

supplies will be sufficient, Production is dependent upon the necessary investment' 

Will the oil industry be prepared to invest money in unsafe areas, and the producer 

countries be in a position to play a part in the financing of their own production? 

Will these countries, having decided that their oil revenue is sufficient to 

ensure their economic development, reduce the volume of oil available to the 

. market in order to spread their revenue efficiently over a longer period, 

·~' 
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particularly since they might do better to retain stocks of hydrocarbons rather 

than accumulate devalued money? To these questions should be added the precarious 

nature of the political situation in the Hiddle East, and the danger of a 

military conflict in this area, where a ban on oil supplies could be used as 

a means of applying pressure. 

As far as prices are concerned, nobody knows what the producing countries' 

attitude will be after 1975, when the Tripoli and Teheran Agreements have to 

be replaced, At the moment, OP:I:C policy is at least to follo11 the general 

movement of prices in order to maintain the true p~rchasing power of oil revenues. 

After 1975 the producer countries may l<ish to extract the maximum benefit from 

their monopoly position. The producer countries hold, and uill continue to 

hold, increasing financial resources, and their use of them creates a v10rld 

problem, Countries like Iran, Iraq and Algeria need all their oil revenue to 

finance their economic development programmes, but other producers, like Saudi 

Arabia or the Emirates,cannot re-invest all their revenues at home, and these 

vast sums may upset the world monetalJr. system if their use is not controlled, 

A second factor which has transformed the market is the arrival of two 

new large customers: the USA and Japan. In America, the old oil and even 

natural gas surplus has given way to shortage, The protection against a p~ssible 

·supply crisis formerly affordeaf~urope by American surpluses no longer exists, 

In future, US domestic production will not suffice to satisfy domestic demands. 

'l.'hus, according to the National Petroleum Council's "moderately pessimistic" 

assumptions, the United States ~lill be dependent on foreign suppli.es for 30% 
of its energy requirements by 1985, as against 12% in 1970. By 1985, the US 

will probably import nearly 50% of· its oil needs, i.e. 600 million tons.of oil; 

Europe 8CJ% of its requirements, i.e. 1,000 million tons; and Japan lOo%, i.e. 550 
million tons, Since the main oil reserves .are in the Niddle East, it seems 

certain that the US, .Europe and Japan will have to find the greater part of 

their supplies there from 1973 to 1985, They will have to compete for their 

oil supplies, with all the attendant.risks regarding prices and supply, 

The United States, however, have very marked advantages over Europe. Europe's 

dependence on oil is far greater than that of the United States. The US :l.s 

also able to import. a significant part of :1. ts needs from Canada, Nexico and 

South America, where supplies are more secure. Furthermore, the US has on 

its· own territory large resources which have not yet been tapped, since they 

are uneconomic at present prices (oil shale, coal). Should the need arise, and 

prices of .rival fuels increase, the US could :nobilize.its financial, technologicr 

and industrial wealth, to exploit them quickly, Politically, too, becaus; .of 

it.s world-wide involvement, the United States can elaborate a global supply 

strategy, with a speed and efficiency of action, which the European nations do 



not yet ;;ish to acquire. Because of the political and military pm·rer of the 

US .in the Persian Gulf, ;;here Europe is only a large consumer, some Middle 

Eastern countries may consider a special relationship ;;ith America particularly 

attractive. Finally, A~erican oil companies are dominant (1007; in Saudi Arabia, 

407~ in Iran and 5ofo in Ku;;ait) in the three ·countries ;;hich account for about 

half of present vrorld oil resources, Is it in the interest of these American 

companies to oppose an increase in the price of crude oil as demanded by the. 

exporters? Do they have the po;;er to do so? They have no. trouble in passing on 

such price increase to European consun1ers, as they already control 3~fo of the 

market. The tendency for pric.es to rise is an encouragement to the US as a 

producer. in other areas, and stimulates research in its· mm te=itory, since 

it brings nearer the date ;rhen its OHn untapped resources become profitable, 

Japan, also, has an important trump card in relation to Europe: her favourable 

· balance of payments provides the money to buy oil at high prices and make better 

offers than European competitors. 

vlhile the future of Europe's oil supplies is uncertain, its energy needs 

are constantly increasing. It is estimated that they ;;ill advance, in the Europe 

of the Nine, from 945 million tons of oil equivalent in 1971 to 1800 million 

tons of oil equivalent in 1985. Oil will remain the main source of energy and 

imports will amount, by then, to 1,000 million tons per annum, In relation to 

these needs, European production remains low. Discoveries in the North Sea, 

which will supply approximately 15% of the European Community's requirements in 

1980-85, will not substantially alter the situation in Europe, with the exception 

of Britain -- with 7o% of her needs provided for, she will be in a different positio· 

from that of the other European countries. 

Role of Governments ' '' 

The uncertainty of the energy future has produced a new awareness, particularly 

in the USA, where President Nixon was prompted to deliver a message on energy 

policy on 18 April 1973, and in Europe, where in October 1972 the Paris 

Conference of Heads of States and Goverr~ents emphasized, in its final 

resolution, the need to establish and apply a European energy policy, 

In future, national, as well as EEC, ·policies will apparently have to be 

modified in ;;ays that can only lead to anincrease in the influence of 

governments on the energy market. Governments have already assumed an 

increasing influence, e.g, i.n iax arrangements, direct or indirect intervention 

measures by consumer countries, and now the gradual takeover of national 

resources by exporting countries, through participation in companies or their 

nationalization. . f i 
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On the other hand, several large oil companies have lately extended 

their activities to natural gas, coal and nuclear pc·v.'er, and nm-r constitute a 

handful of gigantic energy corporations. V/hether they 1;ill ensure . competition 

between the various forms of energy in the general interest is open to question. 

Governments will have to 1·Jatch this development very closely, in order to 

enforce competition and influence prices. The fundamental investment problems 

will no longer necessa~·ily be solved by relying exclusively on market forces, 

and governments Hill have to make sure that sufficient capital is available 

and invested in time. They will also have to adopt a siting policy, . since it 

will become increasingly difficult to find the right sites for large energy 

production, processing and distribution plants, and this problem will often 

have to be solved on a European scale. 

In this clearly more interventionist setting, two types of action seem 

necessary for Europe, The first will be based on greater co-operation between 

producer and consumer nations, the other must arise within Europe itself. 

Co-operation: Producers and Consumers 

The European Community should establish forms of co-operation with producer 

countries ~1hich are not restricted to energy but are part of a global policy 

towards developing countries. Such co-operation should operate on three 

levels: industrial, financial and technical. 

In the industrial field, the European Community should encourage part

icipation by the producing nations in post-production operations, i.e. 

refining, petro-chemical, liquefaction of gas and transport. The.Community 

should contribute to this industrial development 

" in the producer countries, by technical and financial co-operation.in 

.industrial investments; 

at home, by a commercial policy which would include the ending of import 

levies or quantitative quotas on oil products, and by accepting or encouraging .. 
participation by exporting countries in investments in Europe, Apart from 

reducing the burden of European companies, such measures would be a means of 

investing the revenues of the exporting countries. It would have the advantage, 

by crossing interests, of helping to avoid crisis situations. 

Technical co-operation could include the training of personnel and 

exchanges in the field of scientific and technical research. 

In the monetary field, in order to ~void speculative movements whioh might 

disturb the international monetary balance, the EEC could persuade ene~gy 

exporting countries whose liquid assets are greater than their neede to 

invest them for longer periods, possibly through a European finance body, 
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The funds could be loaned to developing countries or used in connection with 

regional policies, at advantageous rates to the borrower and safer conditions 

for the lender, through the intervention of Luropean govern~ents, 

Practical measures of co-operation should be taken in a spirit of 

permanent concertation, backed by reciprocal commitments, for instance on the 

exchange of information, indemnity in the case of nationalization or the free 

transfer of capital. 

The East European countries must be included among the producer countries 

able to supply energy to the European Community, since their resources could 

substantially help to diversify Vest European imports. Energy problems were 

plaoed on the agenda of the Helsinki conference by the EEC. There are 

advantages in increasing the purchase of oil, natural gas and enriched uranium 

from the USSR and coal. from Poland. Hm-wver, the contributiot1 of Eastern 

countries to Europe's supplies is difficult to assess, since it is not known 

with any certainty Hhat their future production policies will be, whether they 

will reserve their surpluses for export, and at ,.,hat price, 

Co-operation: Consumers 

One of the consequences of the energy supply problem gradually assuming ,.10rld 

dimensions is the near impossibility for one country, or even a group of 

countries, to solve this problem alone. To reduce the risk of "auctioneering" 

and confrontation,· co-operation betv1een the· main importing areas must be 

. achieved, in the first instance between the European Community, the United 

States and Japan, though developing countries which import energy should not 

be excluded, 

Co-operation shoul~ be based on non-discrimination end reciprocity of 

commitments. It should on no account lead to energy importing countries 

opposing the legitimate interests of the energy exportin·g countries. On the 

contrary, it should contribute, indirectly, to the expansion of the developing 

countries, particularly those \·Thich have no energy resources, 

The most immediate benefit of co-operation, and its most urgent aim, 

should be to avoid, through permanent information and appropriate concertation, 

useless and costly attempts by importing countries to outbid each other for 

crude oil. 

Co-operation could particularly be invoked when supplies are difficult, 

each country undertaking·to establish a system of compulsory stockpiling in 

harmony with the others,. and to take measures which reduce the repercussions 

of a crisis on its partners, A crisis affecting one or all partners should 

lead to a sharing of energy imports based on needs1 and to harmoni3ed rationing, 
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Co-operation could benefit other aspects of energy_ policy, in the review 

of the whole energy situation and the re-examination of measures already taken 

or envisaged, Stability of supply would be increased by adopting realistic and 

common criteria for the protection of the environment, Co-operation bet,Teen 

the EEC, the US and Japan could also help in technical and scientific rese~ch 

to discover new sources of energy, or new resources, or new means of using 

already knmm resources. Nuclear energy and deep >mter oil drilling technology 

offer vast possibilities, 

Co-operation could be achieved by taking account of experience and 

practice within OECD, and should be as flexible as possible, 

Eurouean Policy 

To bear fruit, co-operation and dialogue with_ exporting, and other importing, 

nations should be based on a common policy of the nine EEC partners. This 

emphasizas the importance of measures already taken by the Commission on 

stockpiling, on imports and exports and on prices.· Such a common policy 

should be extended with the organization of the oil market. In fact, an 

organized market is a basic condition for a concerted dialogue with the other 

importing and exporting countries, for Hhom Europe could be an outlet and a 

partner in diversified development. Within the European Community such an 

organized market would both protect the interests of the consumers by 

encouraging competition and enable the industry to be sufficiently profitable 

to carry out indispensable investments, 

Market organization should have two main features one, regulations to 

structure the market in the Community; the other, fuller concertation with oil 

companies to achieve the most economically rational supply. Thus, companies 

should inform governments of· their medium-term import and investment programmes, 

and should first discuss ,;i th them any important negotiation with producer 

countries. Companies should also undertake to seek . among themselves a 

balance in their available reserves and needs of crude oil, at non

discriminatory price ·conditions; advantages could be granted to companies 

accepting such rules, 

Levels of Responsibility 

A delicate problGm arises·from this procces of co-operation between 

energy producers, importers and companies: what would be the responsibilities 

of each, EEC, nations, companies, in the setting up of such a complex network? 

The EEC is well placed to define a foreign policypaying special 

attention to energy problems and based on broad principles such as the non

discriminatory liberalization of world trade and the economic development of 

poorer nations. Suoh an EEC objective could not replace the policies of 
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Hember States,;Ihose particular policies, ·far from being harmful to common aims, 

could on the contrary offer tdder options within a co-ordinated framework. 

For this, measures should be taken to ensure that, short of complete co

ordination, actions by the Hember States in the r1iddle East are not contrary 

to those of the Buxopean Community. 1;/hat is true for Hcmber States also holds 

for companies: even if their structure is altered, their role must be maintained 

inasmuch as it ensures stable and constant supply, at economic conditions 

satisfactory to the EEC. 

Oil policy can be only one element of a European energy policy. Other 

measures should be taken on a European scale to avoid too great a dependence 

on oil, by encouraging production and utilization of other sources of energy. 

The maintenance of a Community coal industry and the progres~ive·opening of 

the market to coal imports are two such measures.· In the longrun, only an 

·accelerated recourse to nuclear energy can enable Europe to reduce its need of 

·hydrocarbons. Industrial measures should be taken immediately, including the 

creation of independent capacities for enriching uranium. The size of the 

·supply problems could be reduced, partly, by improving the use of energy and 

combating t>~aste, Increases in costs. will no doubt encoure.ge this, but general 

:pressures will have to be· reinforced by specific measures, Finally, any 

energy policy must now be related to the protection of the environment. 

In the Europe of the Nine, this problem must receive priority treatment, in 

view of the high population density in relatively small areas and the 

intensive use of energy, 

Europe's energy policy can no longer be considered in isolation from 

world problems,or be treated piecemeal.· It lies at the very centre of 

today's major issues - relations with the super-powers, the developing 

countries and tbe major international companies, the Hiddle East crisis, the 

monetary crisis, environmental problems, and all the self-questioning about 

the aims and limits of growth in industrialized countries, 

• ~· .. :. . ••.. - , r : 
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Comments by S. St.amas on 
F.Spaakls paper "Policy of the European Community and Member States" 

Mr. Spaakis main point is that in order to stren~then Europels hand on oil 
supply security, the Common Market should proceed to ( l) establish common rules 
regarding the internal petroleum market, (2) develop a "global policy" toward 
oil producing governments, including broad trade, investment, and technical 
agreements involving reciprocal preferences, and (3) develop cooperation with 
other major consuming areas so as to avoid ruinous competition for supplies, 

Of these three areas of action, the first is identified as the fundamental 
condition for the. other t>JO, However, it is unclear ho;; some of the potential 
conflicts in pursuing these three courses of action are to be resolved. For 
example, in organising the Common Market oil sector, Mr. Spaak notes that 
preference might be given to companies which agree to discuss with governments 
and make commitments on supply and investment matters. The advantages a 
preferred company might obtain in return are not specified but presumably might 
include preferential access to participation crude oil sold directly by oil 
producing governments to consuming governments. 

Such preferential arrangements in the Community might make it more 
difficult to achieve the objective of c·ooperation among consuming governments, 
at least to the. extent that oil companies and oil producing states would give 
the Community priority over other markets. 

Similarly, cooperation with producing countries and the development of 
close trade, investment and financial ties as spelled out in Mr. Spaak9s paper 
is desirable if it is not implemented in a way which encourages competition 
among consuming governments for available oil supplies through preferential 
arrangements with oil producers. 

Mr. Spaak suggests that 
the growing liquid assets of 
use in regime development. 
would be attracted to such a 
them in doing so. 

a European finance body be established to cham1el 
oil exporting states to developing nations or for 
It seems doubtful that oil producing governments 
proposal unless there are clearer advantages for 

At the bottom of page 3 there is reference to the advantages of the U,S. 
over Europe on oil matters. While the U.S. does have large potential energy 
resources, the. development of substitute fuels by the U.S, will require a long 
lead time, will be expensive and technologically .difficult and such fuels are 
not likely to be available in significant amounts before 1985. 'fherefore, 
while the U,S, is proportionately less dependent on oil imports than Europe, 
forecasts indicate that the U.S. will be obtaining more than 50% of its 
supplies from off-shore sources by 1985, and with the supplies from South 
America limited, most of the increase in oil imports will come from the Middle 
East and Mrica, · 

The political and military power of the u.s. in the Persian Gulf is also 
seen by Hr. Spaak as an advantage since some Middle East governments might 

/2 
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consider a special relationship with the U.S. especially attractive for that 
reason, I wonder if this does not tend to overstate the U.S. military and 
political position in the area, and in any case there is no indication that 
the U.S. government is interested in seeking a preferential agreement 
involving oil with Saudi Arabia or any of the other major producers. 

Mr. Spaak also notes that Japangs strong overall balance of payments 
position gives it a potential advantage over Europe in competing for scarce 
oil supplies, However, some recent estimates suggest that in 1980 Japants 
net balance on oil (cost of imports less exports and inward investment) could 
show a deficit of up to eight billion dollars. This is about the same 
deficit as forecast for the U.S. and is in sharp contrast to similar projections 
which indicate a positive oil account balance in 1980 for Europe on the order. 
of five billion dollars. These oil import effects will have a bearing on the 
overall balance of payments positions of Europe, Japan, and the U.S. and it is 
far from clear that Japan or the U.S. will have a balance of payments advantage 
in bidding for oil supplies in the years ahead. 

12 June, 1973 
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!Q2-'ES AND COl"J1olENTS 

on 
1: _, • _;· ,,, .. ~· . 

"DIVERGENCIES AND CONFLIC1'S TI! TEE ENERGY !fuillKET UNTIL 198511 

•. 
> ~ ' .- ~ ·-' 

~.: ,~ :: _, ..... 
Page 1, Second Paragraph 

,(1) 
' . 

The annual net rate of increase of energy consumption in the future 

will to a great extent depend· on the national energy policies of 

main consuming countries especially in the u.s,,western Europe and 
~ '. i ~ : · .. : ~ ~~ . . (·, 

Japan, As advocated in Mr. Nixon's energy statement, many 
•·. :·r ., ' 

· · · ·industrialized countries, and Japan in particular, will pursue .... 
policies of more effective conservati?n and use of energy, If these 

policies are effectively followed by industrialized nations, the 

annu_al net increase of energy consumption ~1ill become much lower 

.. '. th~ 'J1o in 1970~1985, " ;" L · . 
~- .. ··. 

' '(2) The proportion of petroleum in the energy resourc-es· of Japan will 
~o:.,..-':7 -

\ remain at about 70-76% in 1975-1985, The share will be about 75-76% 

in 1975-1980 and decrease to about 70% in 1985. 

Page 2, Third Paragraph -~ 

Nuclear energy will not exert much pressure on the p~ice of 'petroleum 
., r• "" :. :· r , . • • 
· ·· ' ' until· 1985 when the fast bz:eeder reactor is expected to begin commercial 

operations, Though nuclear energy is the least expensive source of energy in 

the production of electricity, it will account for only a minor. portion of 

electricity generation - even in 1985 one-quarter in the U,S, according to 

Mr, 'Nixon's energy statement, and also 2')jo in Japan, In terms of the share 

,,,:, ... ::!: L: of Ja'pan 1s primary energy .. ~upplies, it will· occupy still smaller percentage 

shares, for example, 6,sfo in 1980 and 11,~ in 1985. To exert pressure on 
J':'d .. '-~-:r _:_- · 

prices, nuclear energy must be able 

.. requirements as wen?~e competitive 

to supply a substantial quantity of energy 

in price, 

Page 2, Fifth Paragraph 
-:-. f .. t -:. 

,._ --- ..... 

• -- •• , 'J • 

In Japan it has becomevery difficult to acquire land for building 

power plants, If such land is available as planned, the average annual 

rate of expansion of total electric power should reach la,(o, Otherwise it 

will remain on the low side of 4%. 

Page 3 1 Second Paragraph 

:·:·:":~:· -.:.In Japan the rate of increase in energy consumption is estimated to be 

.:, . 9.8% per year for the coming 1o' years, which will be much smalle~ in comparisqp' 
.tthl:)e rate gf . ti . , t! · ;w1 1 over .L)~o for the past 10 years, Japan's electric power produc on 1s : ' 

··-'-'.·;;::estimated to reach 1741000 1!M in 1980 as. compared with 59 1000 MV/ in 1970, 
.. :; ·_,'_ :. ·: ' ' :, _ .. '··.· 

, ~ :~ r·. 
. i ·:: : 

- -. - " ~ .. 
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Page 3, Third Paragraph 

··(1) - ·Japan already -imports. 13Q%_,of her oU needs from the Middle East 
.. .__ , .. ··-··----··------ ·····---·-- ····- .·.. .. . .. 

and this dependence on the Middle East will not increase very much 

in future since Japan plans to diversify sources of oil imports to 

_..,,· i-- the Far EaBt, Hest Africa and South America. Japan's crude imports 

·from North Africa will continue to .be negligible so long as the 

;.· Sue.z _Canal is closed. . .. •) 

Oil income of' the Hiddle East and North African countries was 

.. ' .. ';•"• 
$5,83 billion for 1970 and,according:to the following estimates,will 

re~ch $51.6 billion in 1980 ana,.$74.5 billion _in 1980: 

·-;. . . ·, . . . . ~-. ' .· , ,- ... Production in· 

~' . .. · .. ·, 

,., 
' .. · ··I .. 

·. '! .'. . /,•' .. 

' ;_; D:.-: 

Countries 

Iran 

· · 1980 and 1985 
(million barrels 

.per day) 

8 

Saudi Arabia 15 ·_ . - -· :;~ 

. - _. .. 3 . ;;: ': . Kuwait 
Iraq 
Abu Dhabi 

Other_.Gulf 
countries 

. .' .-

$ 

. ' ... ~-. ~ ·-' 

. Government -t~~ 
1980 ~ 
$3.5 (per barrel) $5 (per barrel) 

. ' ... ~-c.·;: 

-~. :, ·- ,_.,. .l.J .. ;·:; "-: .. :···. · .• :. ~- • ' ~ ;_ ·:-; .. 

.,. ·- $46;2 'billions p.a. $67.5 billions.p,ar ,., ::\···.·;;-;~·. :·.-.~·-:;;-. ·-·;-· ' 37. 
·'-'· ,. .. .·-. -- ~ J 

.. . ~ 
·' --~ Libya -_ - ': 

' : .. : :i. 2 .- . ' ·-· 

·-· . .--Algeria , · ... ' r: 1,5_ 
-:-:-

• ·;: .' ··!:,' 
.. · .- l .• .... 

:,' . t' ;_ 
.. 

3.5 ' $5,4 billions. poa• $7. billions p.,a.,. '-' .· .... ~-. 

;; .. -. 

~:_(. ·;. ~_. 

-- •. .- .... 

- ~- : 

_;_·: _._'_.-;-·. 

-Total. 40.5 $5i.6 billions p~~a. $74,5 billions poa• 
: • .i ~ ..... 

Note: 1) It is assumed thatfcfl prod~ctio~ o; thes: c~~t~ies will reach 

its maximum in 1980 and continue to 1985 in the form of 

restricted pro1uotion, 

2) If Saudi Arabia does not follow·;;~d~~ti-;n rest~icti6ri its 

production will reach 20 million BD in 1985 and oil income will 

be greater by $9 billion. 
-. _:·::_,· 

Page 4, Second Paragraph 

The Riyadh agreement concluded in December 1972 revised the New York 

·.agreement andlB~EC sl:lare of participation win reach 51% ill19B2.instead 

of 1983, In Iran, an .agreE\ment was reached between the Iranian Government 

and consortium member companies so that Iranians will take over. all 

consortium operations _and the oil companies will be given a special 

privilege to purchase crude oil produced from the former consortium fields 

at special prices for the coming 20 years, 

'•- ·4C. 
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Page 6, First Paragraph 

Petroleum imports from the Niddle East and North Africa will reach about 

2,000 m. tens or more in 1985. If Saudi Arabia does not folloH the production 

restrictions, petroleum imports will·reach 2,250 m. tons in the same year. 

Page 6, Sixth Paragraph (Section 8) to end of paper 

This presentation is excellent. 


